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Abstract

Today’s tertiary STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education in Europe poses problems to both teachers and students. With growing enrolment numbers, and numbers of teaching staff that are outmatched by this growth, student-teacher contact becomes more and more difficult to provide. Therefore, students are required to quickly adopt self-regulated and autonomous learning styles when entering European universities. Furthermore, teachers are required to divide their attention between large numbers of students. As a consequence, classical teaching formats of STEM education which often encompass experimentation or active exploration, become harder to implement.

Educational software holds the promise of easing these problems, or, if not fully solving, at least of making them less acute: Learning Analytics generated by such software can foster self-regulation by providing students with both formative feedback and assessments. Educational software, in form of collaborative social media, makes it easier for teachers to collaborate, allows to reduce their workload and enables learning and teaching formats otherwise infeasible in large classes.

The contribution of this thesis is threefold: Firstly, it reports on a social medium for tertiary STEM education called “Backstage 2 / Projects” aimed specifically at these points: Improving learners’ self-regulation by providing pervasive Learning Analytics, fostering teacher collaboration so as to reduce their workload, and providing means to deploy a variety of classical and novel learning and teaching formats in large classes. Secondly, it reports on several case studies conducted with that medium which point at the effectiveness of the medium and its provided Learning Analytics to increase learners’ self-regulation, reduce teachers’ workload, and improve how students learn. Thirdly, this thesis reports on findings from Learning Analytics which could be used in the future in designing further teaching and learning formats or case studies, yielding a rich perspective for future research and indications for improving tertiary STEM education.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This report presents the conception, implementation, and evaluation of the educational software “Backstage 2 / Projects” and its ecosystem which has been designed to address problems inherent to tertiary mass education in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). The following paragraphs introduce this work by briefly discussing the relevant terms (namely: Tertiary mass education, self-regulated learning, STEM education, and Technology Enhanced Learning), summarizing the results of the presented research, and laying out its structure.

Mass education. The term “mass education” is commonly used to describe education systems which accommodate large parts of a country’s population [24]. Europe’s universities have become institutions of mass education over the last century [188, 179], a process often attributed to the economic advantages of graduation and the democratization of education in the second half of the 20th century [114, 188]. This process of university “massification” [114] has proceeded in the last decades: In their extensive report on academic staff in higher education and their recent challenges in Europe, Crosier et al. [53, Chap. 1.1.1] found an increase in student enrolment numbers in tertiary education programmes of 40% between the years 2000 and 2015. Crosier et al. point out that these numbers have to be interpreted with caution, due to, among other reasons, the difference in population sizes and demographics between European states, and incomplete data. STEM fields, which constituted the second-largest fields of study by student numbers in Europe in 2018 [82], are no exception to this development. The number of STEM students grew with a rate comparable to the growth rate across all fields: 37% between 2003 and 2012 [4].

Tertiary mass education is often associated with large class teaching [114, 19], with course sizes of several hundred students being common in today’s European universities. The resulting very large student-teacher ratios, which are known to impede student success [166, 139, 169, 18], are a persistent problem in Europe: While Crosier et al. found that academic staff sizes grew during the last decades, they conclude that the numbers of academic staff did not grow consistently with student numbers [53]. Indeed, comparing both growth rates between the years 2000 and 2015 yields that student numbers grew in
average 3.9 times faster than staff sizes\footnote{Based on Eurostat tables educ\_enrl1tl, educ\_use\_enrt02, educ\_enrl1lat, educ\_use\_enrt01 used in \cite{53}, by comparing only countries where complete datasets were available.}. It has to be noted that these numbers are national averages, and the situation might differ between universities or even faculties. As an indication, the student-professor ratio grew from 142 students per professor in 2014 to 212 students per professor in 2018 at the author’s department of Mathematics, Informatics and Statistics.

Tertiary mass education and large classes entail a multitude of problems, three of which seem particularly striking:

1. Large classes foster passivity among students, who show less engagement and lower motivation than students taught in small classes \cite{169,255}.

2. Large classes severely limit teacher-student contact and interaction \cite{81,169} which limits the amount of feedback teachers can provide to students. Note that both feedback provided by teachers to students \cite{102} and provided by students to teachers \cite{101,171} is considered largely beneficial for student learning.

3. Large classes foster social isolation and an impression of anonymity among students \cite{255,22,243} which can in turn “reduce students’ sense of responsibility for class interaction” \cite{114}.

**Self-regulated learning.** A general approach to solving problems caused by large classes is to foster self-regulated learning. Self-regulated learning theory describes how students “personally activate, alter, and sustain their learning practices in specific contexts” \cite{267}, p. 307. Several authors identify different components of self-regulated learning, among others: Goal orientation and motivation \cite{189,190}, meta-cognition \cite{190} (in the sense of reflection on one’s own learning process), help-seeking \cite{154,31}, and learning organization \cite{154,31} (such as time management, choice of a learning method, etc.). Undoubtedly, learners endowed with such skills would be less subject to the aforementioned problem of passivity and inactivity, while being better at coping with the problem of limited teacher contact through better help-seeking abilities.

**Tertiary STEM education.** The goal of this research is to improve tertiary STEM education, yet the term STEM has different connotations depending on the perspective (educational or political) it is used for. The term was coined by the US American National Science Foundation in the late 1990s \cite{218} and was since then often used by western governments to label educational funding programs which pursue vocational and economic goals \cite{23,258}. From the educational perspective, the term is often criticized: In secondary education there usually are no engineering courses \cite{23}, there is no consensus on what is exactly included in the technologies the “T” stands for \cite{258}, and in tertiary education the term just refers to a set of separate fields which are often taught independently of each other, hence making the introduction of a combining term inappropriate \cite{218}. In the late 2000s, the term “integrated STEM education” emerged \cite{23} which refers to methods of integrating the content of several STEM disciplines into one course or lesson, for instance by using an engineering problem to introduce a new mathematical principle \cite{167}. Integrated STEM approaches often rely on active teaching methods such as problem-solving and inquiry learning \cite{23}.

While interdisciplinary STEM teaching is arguably an interesting approach to improve motivation and learning in these fields, this work is devoted to a different issue: It tries to identify teaching and learning problems in tertiary STEM education as it currently is, and to solve (or to alleviate) these problems by deploying educational software.

**Technology Enhanced Learning.** This report is a contribution to the research field of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), which can be defined as the “application of information
and communication technologies to teaching and learning” [133]. Kirkwood found in a literature review that most of the examined TEL applications were either used to replicate or supplement existing teaching practices (such as providing video recordings of lectures), with only a third of the applications using technology to restructure or change the learning and teaching process [133]. Similarly, Henderson et al. found recently that university students used technology mostly for organizational purposes, such as locating and retrieving lecture content and handing in homework assignments [111].

In this way, TEL applications are already widely used to solve organizational problems of mass teaching: It is nowadays unthinkable to organize for instance homework assignments or to provide lecture material for hundreds of students without software. The general contribution of this report, however, is to introduce and evaluate educational software designed to solve the specific problems of tertiary mass STEM learning. To pursue this goal the software described in this report provides Learning Analytics that are adjusted to tertiary STEM education.

**Learning Analytics.** Learning Analytics use techniques from Statistics and Machine Learning to accomplish educational goals, and can be defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” [228]. The most common approaches to improve learning through learning analytics are presenting descriptive statistics (such as summaries of recorded learner data), alerting students in case of detected problems (such as high risks of failing a course), and adapting or choosing course material according to the students’ needs (such as choosing exercises of a suitable difficulty) [181, 85].

**Contribution of this report.** The contributions of this report are as follows:

- A web-based educational software is introduced, its implementation, the software eco-system it is embedded in, and several learning and teaching formats supported by the software are described. The software aims to alleviate problems occurring in tertiary STEM education, and design decisions which reflect the special requirements of these fields of study are highlighted.

- Learning analytics which are provided by the software, as well as their pedagogical and scientific use, are described. The pedagogical use describes how these analytics can be (and were) used in a course to solve an educational problem (such as reducing passivity or absenteeism); the scientific use is to provide insights in learning behaviours of students in the case studies and to examine the efficacy of the software for learning.

- The results of several evaluations, gathered either in case or laboratory studies, are reported: Collaboration on the platform, both of learners and teachers, helped learning and teaching. Behavioural changes indicating higher self-regulation could (with some limitations) be triggered by the software using Learning Analytics. Exploratory learning was fostered (students used the software for voluntary elaboration and experimentation), and the attitudes towards the software were generally good among students and teachers alike.

Several case and laboratory studies were conducted for this research, each evaluating and experimenting certain of the software’s aspects. As many of the results were published (either in articles or in student theses), this report aims to summarize general results and implications that can be derived from the research as a whole, therefore the same case study may be referenced in different sections. A list of the author’s publications cited in this thesis, naming the main contributors to these publications, can be found in Appendix D. All case studies were conducted in courses held at the author’s department of computer science, and a list of all these courses as well as short descriptions of the regarding topics can be found in
Appendix A.

This report is organized as follows: The next chapter describes the specific problems of tertiary mass STEM education and motivates choices in the design of the software. Chapter 3 describes related work by discussing related educational software, Learning Analytics approaches, and several learning theories. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the software by first describing its components and then introducing several teaching formats that can be supported by these components. Results on the students’ and teachers’ attitudes towards these formats, as well as general observations can also be found in this chapter. Chapter 5 discusses Learning Analytics integrated into the software, which aim to predict learner behaviour. Chapter 6 presents and discusses results regarding learning and teaching effectiveness. Chapter 7 discusses perspectives for future research and implications for the design of tertiary mass education in STEM fields, and Chapter 8 concludes this report.
CHAPTER 2

Motivation

This chapter motivates both software and research design choices by analyzing problems specific to STEM mass education. Further, limitations of the scope and the methodology of this research are noted.

To achieve the aforementioned goals (providing and evaluating software solutions to the problems specific to tertiary mass STEM education), particularities in the ways STEM subjects are learned have to be considered. While there is no “STEM learning” theory in general, three observations which seem relevant for software design can be drawn from the literature:

1. **Active Learning** approaches seem particularly suited for STEM education. Active learning is defined by Prince as “any instructional method that engages students in the learning process” [196, p. 1] and is often contrasted with “passively listening to a lecture” [196, 7]. While the plethora of teaching methods encompassed under the term “Active Learning” may apply to other fields, the term is commonly used in the STEM education literature (see for instance [90, 151, 237] for meta-analyses of Active Learning methods which solely rely on evaluations in STEM fields).

2. Learners in STEM fields often make **systematic errors** or have **systematic misconceptions** while learning. Notable properties of these misconceptions are their consistency across ages and abilities, and their “resistance to change through traditional instruction” [45, p. 4]. Teaching in STEM education often encompasses teaching to overcome misconceptions, and methods which account for this fact are often inspired by the “conceptual change model”. It describes how misconceptions are exchanged for other (hopefully) better conceptions [192]. While the terms misconception and conceptual change are traditionally used in the science education literature, it has recently been used to describe learning problems in computer science [198] and mathematics [201].

3. STEM fields rely on **formal languages** for their discourses: Programming languages in computer science, structural formulas in chemistry, differential equations in calculus, and so on. These formal languages are (in contrast to natural languages) non-ambiguous and dense in the sense that they convey a lot of abstract information with few symbols, and are often perceived as counterintuitive and challenging by
learners \[246\]. To use formal languages, STEM learners must learn to master their syntax, and numerous studies report on the problems of students in facing this task: See for instance \[ 96, 122, 148, 150\] as of computer science and \[134, 25, 200\] as of secondary mathematics education.

It has to be noted that these observations are neither exclusive to STEM education, nor can they be regarded as a complete description of STEM learning. For instance, peer instruction and peer review, which certainly are Active Learning methods, are widely used in non-STEM fields \[241\], and systematic errors might very well occur while, for example, learning a secondary natural language. Also, there surely are further important aspects of STEM learning which are not addressed in this report. Yet, it is evident that these observations conflict directly with the problems of mass education: While in the literature, Active Learning approaches are praised especially for STEM fields, the current state of affairs in European tertiary education seems to encourage (or at least foster) passive student behaviour. And while Active Learning methods are attempted in large classes, they seem to be most effective in class sizes below 50 students \[93\]. The literature, especially in the tradition of social constructivism, praises direct interaction and tutoring for helping students building knowledge \[252, 126\], and teaching methods that facilitate conceptual change often encompass active experimentation and classroom discussion \[224\] – which conflicts with the widespread shortage of teacher-student contact in European tertiary education.

As a result of this analysis, the software introduced in this report pursues three goals: Supporting and encouraging active and self-regulated learning, identifying and helping students in overcoming systematic errors and misconceptions, and finally helping students in using STEM’s formal languages. These goals have to be pursued while requiring limited teacher involvement, or increasing teaching effectiveness – teachers are the limiting resource in mass education.

A key technique in this pursuit are Learning Analytics because they allow to “mimick” teacher behaviours typical to small class teaching: With Learning Analytics struggling students, as well as common problems, can be identified, and the learning progress of large groups can be automatically assessed. Also, with Learning Analytics, decision-making can be automatized: Choosing suitable partners for group work, providing personalized scaffolds, and nudging students who are dragging behind towards more participation. Hattie writes on the profession of teaching: “When these professionals (teachers) see learning occurring or not occurring, they intervene in calculated and meaningful ways to alter the direction of learning to attain various shared, specific, and challenging goals” \[101, p. 22\]. The notion of “calculated” interventions is interesting: Learning Analytics provide such calculations without relying on the teacher as a “calculator”.

Interestingly, for the implementation of Learning Analytics, mass education and large class sizes are advantageous. Here, many students are taught under very similar conditions which are often reproduced with few changes in the following course venues. These conditions allow mathematical models (such as statistical procedures) to deliver more reliable results than they would in small classes. This means that, firstly, finding Learning Analytics approaches is easier in large classes (for instance because correlations that would be indistinguishable from noise in smaller datasets can be identified), and secondly that the effectiveness of introduced interventions can be measured more reliably.

The following paragraphs describe how the software was used in the teaching practice and how data collection was realized, what kinds of evaluations were conducted, and the limitations inherent to these approaches.

**Software functionalities and use.** The software was used to support several courses taken from the standard bachelor degree computer of science curriculum which were held at the
The software provided functionalities supporting asynchronous learning activities, which do not depend on teachers being present and do not require an exact time of activity (consider in contrast attending a lecture held by a teacher on a specific date). Note that these activities are often self-regulated: Students choose to work (or not to work) on homework at a specific time or to post a question in an online forum. Therefore, examining the use of these functionalities seem appropriate for examining self-regulated learning. The software is a web application, which is the common technique for providing asynchronous learning services.

The functionalities provided by the software can be categorized as follows:

- **Learning management** functionalities: Organizing learning materials and their discussion, scheduling and assigning deadlines for homework and so on.

- **Functionalities imitating teacher behaviours**: These functionalities encompass identifying and nudging students towards better learning with predictive Learning Analytics (see Section 4.5), providing scaffolds and feedback while students work on a problem (see Section 4.5), and functionalities to intelligently orchestrate interactions between students (such as assigning suitable partners for peer review). While functionalities of the latter kind were implemented (and are operational!), evaluations of these are largely missing. Section 7.2 discusses perspectives for the use of these functionalities.

- **Functionalities providing means for collaborative learning and teaching**: As an example, the software allows teachers to collaborate while providing feedback on homework submissions (an evaluation of this functionality is found in 4.2), and for students to communicate and collaborate on their learning tasks (evaluations of these functionalities are presented in Section 6.2).

As data collection is both needed to fuel Learning Analytics during the courses and to evaluate the effectiveness of implemented measures, it was a major concern for the implementation of the platform. During a course, the software collects data both explicitly and implicitly. Explicit data collection refers to data that was directly entered by the users, for instance by teachers entering homework assessments, while implicit data collection happened without explicitly informing the users, for instance by logging the actions performed by students on the platform. After a course ends, the software stores the collected data as training data for Learning Analytics in future courses (see Section 5 for more details).

**Evaluation approaches.** The majority of the data evaluated for this research has been gathered in case studies, more precisely, by collecting data in courses that are part of every bachelor student’s course of study at the author’s faculty. While the data collected in this way may be confounded by non-controlled variables, this approach gives insights on the practical use of the software: After all, the goal is to solve hands-on problems in tertiary education. Also, in this way, data could be collected over long periods (courses take weeks or months), which allowed studying the change of behaviour during a course. Such time data series can hardly be obtained in laboratory studies.

In several instances, the repeating cycle of the bachelor degree course venues was used to examine the effectiveness of interventions in quasi-cohort studies by comparing data of consecutive course venues, where one was taught without and the next with an intervention (e.g. an additional software functionality) in place. While it might be more suited to evaluate the effectiveness of an intervention by applying it to a random sample of students of one course (forming the experimental group) and teaching the rest of the students as usual, such a method was not incorporated into the teaching practice: Firstly, this design would rely upon the ignorance of the subjects of their treatment (which could not possibly be upheld for hundreds of students over several months), and secondly, ethical problems arise as the evaluated interventions were supposed to improve learning. It is hardly ethical
to deprive a group of students of functionalities deemed helpful while supporting others with it. On the other hand, it is a common practice of teachers to evaluate new teaching methods for whole courses and compare the results to improve their teaching. One software improvement (aimed to scaffold students while learning simple programming languages) was not evaluated in a course, but in a laboratory study unrelated to the current courses (see Section 6.1).

“Learning effectiveness” is often measured by “examination success” in the following chapters. Note that this allows comparing examination results between students of the same venue (e.g. allowing statements like “students that used the platform in a certain manner were more successful in the examination”), yet not to compare examination results between venues: Examinations are not standardized and may yield different results because of differences in the examination questions. To test the efficiency of interventions, other measures such as comparing the error rates for specific exercises between course venues were used.

Limitations. While thoroughly chosen, several limitations of this research design have to be noted. Firstly, the evaluation is based on a very specific group of learners as only bachelor degree courses and topics were chosen for evaluation. These have the “advantage” of providing large numbers of students, which often have limited previous knowledge about the topics taught, yet it might limit the generalizability of the findings. Similarly, the evaluations all stem from computer science and mathematics courses, with no other STEM fields involved which might limit the generalizability of the findings to other STEM fields. Secondly, the assumption of “reproduced study conditions between course venues” stated earlier is flawed. Students enrol in several courses in parallel, and while the setting of a course may be quite accurately reproduced in the next venue, the setting of others may change: In one year a course might be especially well taught or the teachers may have decided to provide bonus points for participation – which may divert activity between courses. Indications for the occurrence of such problems are reported in Section 4.3. Also, parts of the teaching staff, exercises, and course content may change between course venues, which might limit the comparability.
CHAPTER 3

Related Work

This chapter reviews the literature on related work. The field of Technology-Enhanced Learning is both an applied field, as today’s teaching and learning practice is usually supported by a variety of software, and a field of theoretical research which is rooted in learning theories, where new software is often being tested in laboratory settings. This chapter tries to account for this dichotomy of the teaching practice on the one hand and the theoretical research on the other.

Section 3.1 reports on the current use of software in tertiary mass education, by focussing on the use of social media and learning analytics. Section 3.2 discusses concrete learning software applications (which are often evaluated in laboratory studies). Here, a special focus lies on software fostering Self-Regulated Learning, sustaining collaboration and applications conveying STEM’s formal languages. Section 3.3 discusses learning theories, which have informed certain design choices of Backstage 27 Projects.

3.1 Software for Mass Education

Mass education with its large classes is a fact of tertiary education in many countries [114], and it is uncontested that increased class sizes have a detrimental effect on learning [231]. Using software, especially web-applications, to remedy these effects has been advocated for decades (see for instance [48] published in 2000). This section reviews reports on the current use and the reported benefits of educational software in tertiary education.

Software usage in tertiary education. In 2008, Dillenbourg wrote that the use of technology in education would become more and more natural, and would eventually blend into the practice just like other media have [64]. Indeed, Learning Management Systems (LMSs) are ubiquitous in today’s universities. In a survey published in 2014, Dahlstrom et al. found that 99% of 151 evaluated universities in the US provided an LMS to its members [56]. Yet, while such systems provided a variety of features, most teachers and students only used the “basic” functionalities (allowing content management), with “advanced” features (allowing student collaboration) often being underused [56]. This is unfortunate because, as might be expected,
using software merely as a different medium to deliver the same content does not increase learning [133]. Chow et al. found in a comparative study that specific teacher training can diversify the use of educational software [44]. Hence, using interactive and collaborative features of an LMS seems to be a matter of training or habituation of the teacher.

Several authors argue for a less exaggerated language in the TEL literature, as the real-world applications of educational software seem to have much less revolutionary consequences for learning than many research articles suggest [64, 226, 111]. In general, the most beneficial aspects of software use in tertiary education seem to relate to content organization [111] and flexible access to learning materials [160].

Specific software applications however have been shown to improve learning in practice. Online homework systems for instance, which are often used in tertiary STEM education, can improve learning in mathematics [54], chemistry [208], and physics [61]. Often, these systems are equipped with automated grading or feedback mechanisms, which both reduces the teachers' workload and the time between homework-delivery and received feedback [197, 128]. An example of a technology-enhanced teaching method which can increase learning is the “flipped classroom”, in which study material is provided online before class, and applications of the new concepts are acted out in class [13].

Social media in tertiary education. The term social media encompasses a large variety of web-applications with common functionalities being the integration of user-generated content, user-created personal profiles, and interactions between users (such as discussions) which allow the construction of social networks [174].

Using social media in education has been advocated among other reasons because they can foster collaborative learning (by allowing students to create and share content) [145], because they allow students to define their own (collaborative) learning spaces [55], and because it allows students to share their accomplishments with a wider audience outside the classroom (which can be encouraging) [142].

Yet, just as teachers have to be willing (and able) to use the collaborative features of an LMS, students have to be open to such uses of social media. To examine usage patterns of social media, White proposes the “visitors and residents model”. Here, “visitors” use social media as a tool to achieve a specific goal (such as gathering information) while usually leaving few traces (generating less content). “Residents”, in contrast, perceive social media as a social space, use it for social interaction, and usually leave more traces [257]. For collaborative learning with social media, “resident”-type behaviour would be preferable because students would be more comfortable discussing their learning progress with others [262]. However, students do not always use social offers for education in such a way: Druce and Howden found that a minority of examined students could be regarded as “residents” [72], similarly, Rambe found that most social media use for education was administrative and formal [202], and Ophus and Abitt found that students expected from an educational social medium mostly to “view their schedule” and “access notes and materials”, and only rarely to use it for social interactions [177]. Junco found that performing social activities on Facebook like commenting was correlated to overall student engagement and co-curricular activities [124] which might suggest that “resident”-like behaviours are usually performed by students who are overall more social.

Teacher activities in social media are important. Wright argues that students will not show collaborative learning behaviours online if the teachers do not engage in such behaviours, too [262]. In a survey conducted with 333 university teachers, participants indicated that content sharing (between students and between students and teachers) was the most common use of social media, while collaborative components (opening a forum to discuss course content) being used less often [97]. In a study in 2012, Sadaf et al. found that about half of the
examined K-12 teachers were committed to integrating social media into their teaching while being uncertain how to do so [217].

**Online Learning.** Online Learning can be defined as “learning that takes place partially or entirely over the Internet” [163, p. 9]. In this definition, Means et al. subsume “blended learning” which is commonly defined as learning which involves both asynchronous online and synchronous face-to-face activities. In this sense, online learning is the most common form of learning in tertiary education, as Learning Management Systems are ubiquitous in today’s universities [56].

Means et al. found in a meta-study that online learning per se can be advantageous over “face-to-face only” learning, among other reasons because it allows students to spend more time on specific tasks [163]. Yet, they also note that most reported advantages of online over face-to-face learning were likely to be caused by a change in pedagogy and instructional approach, not by a change in medium alone. For instance, they found that courses which were specifically designed for blended learning were more efficient than face-to-face or online-only courses.

A major concern expressed in the online learning literature is the social isolation which online environments can create [129], and the increased requirement of self-regulation and self-motivation [129], which are both capabilities not all university students possess [247].

**Learning Analytics.** A commonly used definition of Learning Analytics is “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” [228].

Three main approaches used to improve learning with learning analytics can found in the literature: Firstly providing descriptive statistics to the learners or teachers (such as summarizing reports on the previous learning behaviour), secondly alerting “at-risk” students (with high estimated risks of failing or dropping out of a course), and thirdly adapting or choosing course material according to the students’ needs [85, 181]. Yet, there is no consensus on whether such applications have a positive effect on learning in general. Ferguson et al. conclude (in 2016) that there is “no overwhelming evidence that learning analytics have fostered more effective and efficient learning processes and organizations.” [85, p. 9], while admitting that this might be due to the youth of the field which originated between 2010 and 2011.

Many reports in the Learning Analytics literature suggest statistical methods for behaviour prediction without putting these to a pedagogic use [92, 88]. Commonly predicted learning behaviours are academic performance and dropout (from a course or course of study). Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 define and evaluate predictors of these behaviours, and review the literature concerning these types of predictions in greater detail.

Learning Analytics are often presented within Learning Management Systems in so-called “analytics dashboards”. Sometimes, only the teachers of a course are provided with such a dashboard to allow progress monitoring [248]. Yet, students have been shown to benefit from such presentations, for instance with improved self-assessments [131] and increased motivation [49]. Informing students about their participation behaviour in online discussions improved their mode of participation [261], and informing students about the prior knowledge of their peers improved collaboration effectiveness [219]. Park et al. found that an introduced analytics dashboard, while positively received by the students, who reported an improved learning behaviour, did not improve examination outcomes significantly [185].

Apart from providing analytics dashboards, identifying “at-risk” students in order to implement interventions is a common use of learning analytics [141, 144]. Here, “at-risk”
usually refers to a predicted dropout or failing of a course. Interventions often encompass proactively warning the student, and initializing personal communication with the teacher. Cambruzzi et al. let teachers contact students who were identified to match a “drop-out profile” by a learning analytics system, which resulted in higher retention [37]. Similarly, Arnold et al. increased retention and examination success by sending personalized emails containing performance predictions which were encoded as a traffic light signal. Often, students perceived these emails as a personal communication from the teacher even though they were computer-generated. Choi et al. identified at-risk students by analyzing data obtained in an audience response system and used a combination of automatically sent emails and personal communication (including phone calls) which decreased dropout [43]. It is noteworthy that teacher support alone can increase retention: Onah et al. report that students taught in a MOOC with increased teacher contact exhibited lower dropout rates [176], and a similar finding was published by Holmgren and Johannson [113].

3.2 Pervasive and Collaborative Learning Technologies

In this section, literature regarding the effects of educational software on Self-Regulated Learning, collaboration, and the learning of STEM’s formal languages is reviewed. Research in these fields is often conducted in laboratory studies and is often rooted in specific learning theories or models.

Self-Regulated Learning. Self-regulated learning theory describes how students “personally activate, alter, and sustain their learning practices in specific contexts” [267, p. 307], and self-regulation is often stressed to be necessary for students both in tertiary education [163], and online or blended learning [129].

As most of tertiary education today is a form of blended or online learning [56], it seems appropriate to examine how software can foster self-regulation. Dabbagh and Kitsantas suggest a pedagogical framework on how existing social web applications (such as a blog software) can be used to sustain self-regulation, by analysing different uses of such software: For instance, an instructor can encourage students to use a blog as a private learning journal (the use being personal information management), or to visit and comment in blogs of their peers (the use being collaborative learning), or to use tools such as RSS feeds to aggregate blog posts (the use being information aggregation) [55]. This illustrates that students have access to a large variety of software applications which are potentially suited to sustain self-regulation, while initially not being conceived as educational software. Arguably, such uses require technical knowledge, and (to some extent) creativity from the learners.

Other research focusses on examining software explicitly designed to sustain self-regulated learning. A challenge mentioned in the literature is the measurement of self-regulated behaviours, which is often assessed using questionnaires or structured interviews [246]. An approach to automatic assessment of self-regulated learning behaviour is suggested by Hadwin et al. who used extensive analyses of trace data recorded in a controlled experiment in which students used a note-taking and annotation tool [99]. Yet, no correlation of reported and traced self-regulated learning behaviour could be found, which arguably illustrates that such an automatic assessment is difficult to realize.

Stage models of self-regulated learning structure the learning process in a repeating sequence of stages the learner enacts while learning.
One commonly used model is Winne’s four-stage model [260], with the four stages being:

1. “Task definition”, in which the learner conceptualizes the task to be performed.
2. “Goal-setting or planning”, in which the learner chooses strategies they want to carry out.
3. “Enactment”, in which the strategies from phase two are used.
4. “Adaption”, in which the learner reflects on their learning.

One approach to foster self-regulated learning with educational software is to address specific phases (such as supporting the planning phase by providing a schedule application) [59].

Van Lear and Elen evaluated 95 reports on self-regulation in blended learning and found seven attributes common for software applications which fostered self-regulation [246]:

1. Authenticity: The application provides “real-world” and relevant practice or shows connections to “real-life” situations.
2. Personalization: The application adapts to the need of the learner (ranging from name-recognition to adapting to the performance level).
3. Learner-control: The application allows the learner to make relevant decisions (such as controlling pacing, choosing content or content sequencing, etc.).
4. Scaffolding: The application supports learners in performing tasks that would have been out of their reach otherwise, with the support being reduced (faded) over time.
5. Interaction: The application provides interactions with the teacher or peers or provides interactive learning material.
6. Reflection: The application prompts the learner to reflect on their learning.
7. Calibration: The application allows the learner to compare actual to perceived achievement (for instance by providing assessments).

Van Lear and Elen argue that these attributes can be related to different phases of the four-stage model, for instance, authenticity and personalization features help to conceptualize (phase one) and so on.

Another branch of self-regulated learning research, which has only been briefly touched on by Van Lear and Stijn (by examining the interactivity between peers) is co-regulation, that is regulation occurring between learners. Kaplan makes suggestions about how to foster co-regulation in an LMS [127]: For instance by providing co-assessment alongside self-assessment functionalities. Crough and Christopher increased self-regulated learning and engagement by integrating co-regulative processes (collaboratively choosing material and devising suggestions for examination questions) into a second-year biochemistry course [54].

Collaborative learning. Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) theory describes how software can sustain collaborative learning. Stahl [232] builds this theory around four concepts which can each be supported by software: Collaborative knowledge building through interactions and discourse between learners (supported for instance by discussion forums), individual and group perspectives which result from these interactions, mediating artefacts which are represented by software (for instance a physics simulation), and interaction analysis which refers to the (possibly software-driven) evaluation of interactions to draw conclusions about the learning progress.

An example of software-driven interaction analysis is given by Sundararajan, who evaluated online discussions in LMSs using social network analysis (analysing graph representations
of interactions between learners) and found that students whose knowledge increased also became more prominent (more central) in the social network of the course. Indeed, these students functioned as “knowledge mediators” [236].

While the focus in the last decades lay mainly on software to sustain “collaborative knowledge construction” (for instance in online forums or chats), more recent approaches focus on regulation in CSCL [120]. In general, collaborative learning demands both self-regulation and co-regulation from the students [165, 120]. An example for software applications which foster self- and co-regulation are group awareness tools, which provide its users with information about the other users’ knowledge or ability or the group progress as a whole [165]. Sangin et al. prompted students with assessments of their peers’ prior knowledge in an online learning environment and found an improved collaboration effectiveness and improved learning outcomes [219].

A rather strict form of regulation is provided by computer-supported collaboration scripts, which guide interactions between learners. Usually, the role of the computer within such scripts is to prompt students with specific tasks or to keep track of the overall progress of a class. In the MURDER script, pairs of learners review text passages where each learner assumes either the role of the summarizer (who summarizes the passage) or a listener (who detects errors in the other’s summary) [137]. In the Concept Grid script [66], each member of a group gives a short definition of a term they are tasked to research. Afterwards, the definitions are placed on a map, and descriptions of the relationships between neighbouring concepts are elaborated collaboratively.

It is worth noting that both the literature on “group awareness tools” and especially on collaboration scripts evaluates learning in small groups (usually ranging from 2 to 5 students) within relatively small classes [50]. In tertiary mass education, with class sizes of a few hundred students, collaboration (if not further scripted) might more resemble the “mass collaboration” of platforms like Wikipedia, where relatively few users perform the majority of actions [51].

**Formal languages and Microworlds.** The discourse in STEM fields is replete with the use of formal languages, and software seems to be suited to ease the learning and use of these languages. Consequently, there is a plethora of learning tools aimed specifically at conveying formal languages, which are often provided in a stand-alone web application, or are integrated into online homework systems (see [197] and [128] for examples).

These tools are often referred to as “editors”, “verifiers” or “checkers”, or “development environments”. Three major uses of such tools can be identified:

- **Program evaluation:** The software evaluates source code written in a programming language and prompts the learner with the results. Languages from various programming paradigms have been supported with such systems: Ranging from functional programming [5] and logic programming [5] to imperative object-oriented programming [128]. Mini-languages, also referred to as pedagogic languages, which usually only comprise a small set of syntactic elements and are conceived for programming beginners, also fall under this category [32]. Examples of mini-languages are robot Karel 3D [244], turtle graphics (implemented in the programming language Logo) [230], and scratch [158].

- **Artefact Verification:** The software verifies the *semantic correctness* of an artefact written in a formal language. This is especially interesting in mathematics and logic education. Examples of such “verified artefacts” are proofs in formal logic [112, 235] or term manipulations in algebra [250].
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- **Simulation**: The software simulates a virtual machine given an operation code and displays the operation of the machine. Examples are assembly code computers [251, 213], or various automata used in theoretical computer science (finite automata, pushdown automata and Turing machines in various forms) [212].

Note that this categorization is not strict: Mini languages like Karel 3D [244] are often used to simulate agents (robots, turtles, etc.), and could, therefore, be categorized as “simulations”. Software which allows writing and running assembly code could be categorized under “program evaluation”. There are applications which combine aspects of several categories such as LLparse and LRparse [212], which are used to teach formal grammars (the software verifies aspects of the grammar, and simulates a parsing machine afterwards).

Often, blocks are used to represent formal languages, where the elements of a language (such as keywords in programming languages) are represented by user interface elements and can be manipulated by the user [207, 28, 84]. Block languages are often used for programming beginners as it has been argued that simultaneously mastering syntax and semantics of a programming language is a strong hurdle for beginners [96, 122]. Yet, block representations can also be found in mathematical applications, where parts of a formula or parts of a proof are represented as blocks [112, 243].

All of these applications can be regarded as “microworlds”, defined as “open-ended exploratory computer environments” [76, p.1]. Microworlds usually consist of objects which can be manipulated according to given rules, and often encompass multiple representations of these objects [76]. Such applications have been successfully used in teaching various STEM fields [121], and have been praised, among others, because they enable playful exploration of a domain [209].

In the examples discussed above, the domains to be explored by the learners are formal languages (operation codes, programming languages, formal proofs, etc.) with the syntax and semantics of these languages defining the rules within the domain. From a Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning perspective as proposed by Stahl [232], these tools are media by which collaboration can take place (for instance when peers discuss why a program works, or does not work, as intended).

3.3 Learning Theories in Technology-Enhanced Learning

Design decisions made for the implementation of Backstage 2 / Projects were (often) informed by learning theories, and the following section discusses briefly the main influences for this work, namely the conceptual change model and a group of hierarchical learning models (where learning is grouped in stages which have to be consecutively mastered to advance).

The over-arching learning theory behind these models is Constructivism, a learning theory which emerged in the 20th century and is very prevalent today’s discourse [126]. Constructivism models learning as the active construction of knowledge by the learner through interaction with other learners or teachers (referred to as social Constructivism, pioneered by Vygotsky) or through active experience (referred to as cognitive Constructivism, pioneered by Piaget) [126].

The field of Technology-Enhanced Learning, while not following a coherent learning theory, has produced certain learning theories in their own right, which have been largely influenced by the constructivist mindset: Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning theory (which was briefly discussed in the last section), models learning as a constructive process between learners which is mediated by a software artefact (such as a physics simulation students can...
discuss and explore) [232]. Online Collaborative Learning theory, introduced by Harasism, focuses on learning in online environments through group discussion, collaboration, and conceptual change [100], concepts which prominent in constructivism. Arguably, the connectivist learning theory introduced by Siemens, which models learning as an exchange of information within a community [94], was also influenced by social constructivism.

The cognitivist learning theory, which views learning as processing and organization of information, has influenced many concrete learning software projects such as the first intelligent tutor systems, or knowledge organization tools (such as mind mapping applications) [152]. Educational software is praised, among others, for its capacity to reduce the learners’ cognitive load [71], and Cognitive Load Theory, which describes how different mental efforts influence learning, originated in cognitivist ideas [152].

It has to be noted that there is a difference between a learning theory and a pedagogy informed by a learning theory. In the constructivist model, for instance, all knowledge has to be constructed by the learner, but this does not mean that the teacher has to enforce constant collaboration or exploration on the learners’ side. Indeed, actively listening to a lecture is a form of constructivist learning (while lecturing is not necessarily a form of constructivist pedagogy).

Conceptual Change and Systematic Errors The constructivist learning theory describes the state of “disequilibrium”, as a state a learner can be in when encountering new information which conflicts with their perceptions [126]. By resolving this conflict, (by “equilibrating”) a learner integrates the new information into their perceptions which might require them to rebuild (“accommodate”) parts of their knowledge structures. This, arguably theoretical, view on learning has been supported by numerous observations in science education. Here, students often have misconceptions (also referred to as naïve concepts or preconcepts) of a scientific phenomenon. Learning in these cases requires students to undergo “conceptual change”: Abolishing the misconception and accommodating the “correct” concept. Student misconceptions and conceptual change are typically researched in secondary science education [45, 192].

Systematic errors, which can be defined as “erroneous, non-random applications of beliefs” [45, p. 33], are typically discussed with a cognitivist mindset (information being erroneously interpreted, or internal organizations failing to produce the correct output) and are usually discussed in mathematics and computer science education literature [45]. Several attempts have been made to classify systematic errors in student responses in general categories (see for instance [200] and [168]), resulting in error categories like “errors due to deficient mastery of prerequisite skills” [200]. More recently, Rakes and Ronau classified erroneous student responses in mathematics and evaluated the data using structural equation modelling, discovering strong interrelationships between errors in different content domains (such as geometry and algebra) [201].

While misconceptions are usually related to concrete phenomena and systematic errors usually refer to abstractions (like algorithms), both are very similar concepts, and recently, authors have started to discuss learning problems caused by misconceptions in the computer science and mathematics literature [198, 201].

Regardless of the terminology used, or the learning theoretical background of the teacher, systematic errors and misconceptions are known to be particularly robust against “traditional” instruction [45]. Posner et al. suggested that students abolish old (even if erroneous) concepts only if they are perceived as inadequate while new concepts are perceived as intelligible, plausible and fruitful [192]. Hence, teaching methods fostering conceptual change usually involve face-to-face instruction where the teacher induces an internal conflict (the afore-mentioned disequilibrium) of the students with their conceptions [224]. An arguably more scalable approach are refutation texts which usually contain an argument against a common misconception [240].
Hierarchical Learning Models  Several models propose hierarchies of skills of learner proficiency. In these models, “higher-order skills” can only be obtained when the student masters “lower-order skills”. This is relevant for learning software, as such models can allow modelling behaviour which is natural for “human” tutors: Some exercises can only be tasked if lower-order skills are known to be sufficiently mastered.

A prominent example of such a learning model is Fisher’s Skill Theory, according to which learners navigate a hierarchical framework of skills where high-level skills depend on lower-level skills [236].

In the literature on problem-solving, hierarchical models are more concrete: Newman’s Hierarchical Error Model describes the process of problem-solving in a hierarchy of steps [170], similar to the Hierarchical Model of Programming Skill Acquisition proposed by Lopez et al. [150]. Arguably, programming is related to problem-solving. In both models, the first steps are concerned with “understanding the problem” (encompassing capabilities in a natural or a programming language).

Other learning models imply a hierarchy of skills: The Conscious-Competence Model proposed by Burch, organizes learning in four phases, the first of which consists in recognizing what the learner is yet incapable of doing [35]. The Kruger Dunning effect, famously summarized by the phrase “we argue that the skills that engender competence in a particular domain are often the very same skills necessary to evaluate competence in that domain” [140] p.1] implies a similar hierarchy.
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Technology-Enhanced Learning and Teaching Formats

This chapter describes the design principles and components of the educational software prototype Backstage 2 / Projects, the functionalities it provides to learners and teachers, the learning and teaching formats it enables, and the evaluation of these formats. For brevity, “learning and teaching formats” are referred to simply as “teaching formats” in the following.

Teaching formats. There is no commonly accepted definition of the term “teaching format”, which is frequently used to describe the general organization of a course: Several authors report on the integration of different teaching methods, such as group work or experimental tasks, in a course format which would traditionally only encompass a didactic lecture [36, 3, 89]. According to this practice, we loosely define a teaching and learning format as the “long term” or “general” organization of teaching methods within a course. Note that teaching methods, defined as “a set of principles, procedures or strategies to be implemented by teachers to achieve desired learning in students” [256, p. v], usually describe the interactions within a single lesson, while teaching formats span over several lessons. In that sense, learning and teaching formats are similar to Dillenbourg’s definition of “macro scripts”, while “teaching methods” are similar to Dillenbourg’s “micro scripts” [68].

Combining teaching methods to realize teaching formats is a common practice: A computer science course typically encompasses lectures (introducing new concepts) and lab sessions or homework (for putting the concepts introduced in the lectures to use), a seminar may encompass an oral presentation of a topic as well as a written essay.

Enhanced formats and enhanced methods. Software is often used to improve teaching formats by improving the teaching format’s teaching methods, for example by making these teaching methods suitable for large classes: Digital backchannels allow discussions within large lectures that would be impossible otherwise, audience response systems allow conducting quizzes and get assessments in large lectures, and virtual laboratories can give large numbers of students access to experiments which are too costly to be provided in a traditional, non-mediated form.

This approach of solving problems of large-class teaching by improving teaching methods with technology seems common: Bower et al. found that most technology-enhanced learning design frameworks (i.e. sets of general guidelines to help teachers create technology-
supported learning scenarios) gave indications how to design learning tasks, while few were concerned with course formats [29].

A teaching format may be considered as “technology-enhanced” if it encompasses at least one “technology-enhanced” teaching method, yet software can improve a format as a whole by connecting its components: Information gathered while teaching with one method can be used to improve teaching with other methods. For instance, information on learning problems or common errors detected in homework submissions can be prompted to the lecturer who can then address these problems upcoming lectures. The formats described in the following subsections use this approach of transferring information between teaching methods to some extend, yet its potential goes beyond these few examples. A perspective on teaching formats relying on information transfer between teaching methods, which could be realized relatively easily with the present software, can be found in Section 7.2.

**Homework and feedback.** The formats discussed in the following focus on asynchronous learning, in which homework assignments and feedback (provided automatically or by teachers) play an important role. Findings on the effectiveness of homework are mixed. In a popular meta-study, Cooper found that there were generally positive effects of homework on achievement while unveiling an influence effect of student age on the effectiveness of homework: In primary education positive effects were near zero, yet the positive effects grew according to student age with the largest effects being measured for high-school students of grades 10 to 12 [46]. This observation has been reproduced in more recent meta-studies [47] and [101, Chap. 10]. Although these findings stem from secondary education research, they are considered of importance here, as effects holding for older students in secondary education can be expected to hold for university students in their first terms.

Published evaluations of homework effectiveness in tertiary STEM education are less common than reports on primary and secondary education, yet assigning homework exercises is a common practice in these fields. Here, homework typically requires students to make use of freshly acquired techniques. Often, online homework systems are used to manage assignments and to provide automated feedback (see [180] for examples in statistics, [30] for mathematics, [254] for physics, and [60] for computer science). The formats introduced in the following rely on similar functionalities.

Several authors criticize research methods of studies on homework efficacy [46, 101, 242], often pointing out the that large variety of actual practices of implementing homework can hardly be generalized, and because the actual effectiveness may be caused by secondary effects and not by the task of doing homework itself. Indeed, Zimmerman and Kitsantas found that doing homework had an impact on the students’ self-efficacy and perceived responsibility, which in turn influenced academic achievement [268], and Cooper already noted in the first meta-analysis that it presumably makes a large difference for learning whether the teacher just collects homework, grades it, or gives detailed feedback [46].

Feedback, for that matter, is known to have one of the largest impacts on learning (established for instance by Hattie in his “visible learning” study [101], or in [102]). Yet, in tertiary education, giving elaborated and directive feedback (as Hattie suggests), is difficult, and large classes and limited teacher time are often cited as causes of imprecise or shallow feedback [171, 38]. An interesting branch of research in higher education focusses on the inability of certain students to put the received feedback (even if of high quality) to use, a phenomenon referred to as the “feedback gap” [80]. Different causes for this problem are discussed in the literature, among others difficulties in the subject matter [50], attitudinal and motivational factors [264], and pedagogical literacy [195]. To “bridge that gap”, feedback dialogues between teacher and student (in contrast to one-way feedback provided by the teacher) are often suggested [171, 195, 38].
4.1 Software Components and Functionalities

The formats presented in this section each try to improve certain aspects of homework and feedback: Reducing workload when revising homework (Section 4.2), nudging students to do homework (Section 4.3), evaluating peer feedback on programming homework (Section 4.4), and facilitating the use of formal languages with automated feedback (Section 4.5).

**Teaching formats built from components.** Often, the same educational software can be used for different (educational) purposes. Distributing learning material can be used to support a flipped classroom, as well as distributing additional sources. Online-quizzes can be published in the weeks before the examination for recapitulation, or to spark a discussion in class. It is then the teacher’s task to devise a format that suits the intended learning outcomes, which can encompass choosing the appropriate software.

There seems to be an established set of “common” functionalities which are found in most available Learning Management Systems (LMSs). In the scope for this research, a set of 86 currently available LMSs were categorized by the functionalities they provided [110]. We found that all examined LMSs provided functionalities for document management (which is not surprising), and most of them allowed workflow management (such as assigning exercises) and provided some kind of interactivity (such as conducting quizzes). Interestingly, functionalities for student collaboration and communication were less common. Also, all functionalities provided by the examined LMSs could be classified under five categories (namely: Document Management, Workflow Management, Content Enrichment, Input Interactions, and Learning Analytics), with no functionalities being unclassifiable under these categories [110].

Backstage 2 / Projects is in that sense a Learning Management System (providing many of the “common” functionalities) specialized on conducting asynchronous learning formats. The following section describes the functionalities of the software in general and the subsequent sections describe how these functionalities were used to define and conduct teaching formats.

Results on the effectiveness of these formats in improving learning outcomes or behaviours are discussed in Chapter 6. Evaluation results regarding the students’ attitude towards these formats, as well as general observations, are reported in this Chapter. Some formats rely on predictive learning analytics which are computed while a course is carried out. In these cases, the predictors are briefly described and a reference to the sections discussing the implementation and quality of these predictors are given.

4.1 Software Components and Functionalities

The basic building block for learning formats with Backstage 2 / Projects are projects. Every user of the platform can start a project and invite other users to join. A project is simply a collection of at least one participant, a set of documents, a set of assignments, a set of subprojects, and a schedule. Note that the term “project” is used in a broad sense: A project is a collaboration between participants which is supported by the software with functionalities to organize and author documents, assign tasks, and schedule events.

For the sake of completeness it has to be noted, that Backstage’s projects can be used to enact Project-Based Learning (PBL): A teaching format in which students collaborate over a longer period and “apply what they know to solve authentic problems and produce results that matter” [159, p. 2], with the exact results not being specified as the project starts. The software was used to organize PBL in several instances, yet this use did not address concrete problems of tertiary mass education as the other formats introduced in the following sections. Therefore, reports on using the software for PBL is not included in this report.
Figure 4.1 shows the main view and the documents of a project titled “About Backstage Projects”, which was (and is at the time of writing this report) used to document the software. The navigation bar (below the project title) allows navigating the different views of the project via tabs. Often, projects do not make use of all the provided functionalities (the documentation project, for instance, has no scheduled dates, and no assignments), in which case the regarding tabs are hidden from the navigation view.

Several project views encompass lists of objects (lists of documents, assignments, participants and subprojects). In these cases the regarding view is always organized similar to the document view seen in Figure 4.1. A list of the objects in question is displayed below by a search bar and an add-button (to invite a participant, to add a document, etc.).

**Documents.** Documents can be added by all participants of a project. They play a central role for all teaching formats presented in the following, as they can be used for a multitude of purposes: Documents can contain homework submissions, teaching material and supplementary material, student questions, etc.

There are three different types of documents: Code documents (containing source code of programming languages or other formal languages), text documents containing text following the markdown syntax[^2] which are automatically rendered, and PDF documents. The platform allows users to run code documents provided by any user directly in the browser.

Documents can have different visibilities: Private (only visible to the authors of a document), teacher (only visible for teachers and the author), project (only visible to the members of the project), and public (visible for everyone, including all members of the parent project). Documents can be commented on, and every participant can comment on any document he or she can see. A document with an attached comment can be seen in Figure 4.2. Comments can also be commented on, following the same rules as commenting on a document.

An important functionality for documents is “labelling”. With labelling, a label-document can be attached to labelled document, which is then displayed below it. Generally, labelling can be used if one document is relevant for several other documents. In this way, labelling is

[^2]: https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
used to attach descriptions of systematic errors to homework submissions which contain that error (described in Section 4.2), and to assess the quality of homework submissions (described in Section 4.3). Generally, document labelling is similar to commenting, as it attaches further information to a document. Yet, different from comments, labels can be attached to any number of documents, and changes to a label are reflected in all labelled documents. Consider for instance a label which contains the assessment that a subject was not well understood and needs to be studied more thoroughly. Several students might find this label attached to their homework. Students might then want to have additional (or alternative) material on the subject, and references to this material can then be added by all members of a project (for instance through comments on the label) and little by little as needed. Currently, labelling is only available to teachers.

Schedule. A project’s schedule is simply a set of dates encompassing description texts, which are displayed in a calendar view. Currently, only teachers can add dates to a schedule.

Participants. Each participant of a project has a role, either teacher, learner or administrator. Teachers and administrators may change project settings and pose assignments. For technical reasons, administrators are the only participants who are allowed to remove members or documents from a project. The system guarantees that there is always at least one administrator in each project.

Assignments. Assignments encapsulate actions to be performed by a project participant of any role. They consist of a context (telling the member what to do and providing the necessary information), an artefact (which is the outcome of the performed action), and an optional due date. This system allows to guide a large variety of actions performed on the platform: If, for example, a student is tasked to provide a solution to a homework exercise, the exercise text (a document containing the problem statement) is part of the assignment’s context, and their submission (a document containing the solution) is the artefact. If a teacher is tasked to provide feedback on that student’s submission in the following assignment, the student’s submission is that assignment’s context, and the teacher’s review (typically in form of a comment) is the artefact.

This structure is reflected in the assignment view: The left-hand side of this view always displays the context, while the right-hand side always displays the artefact of an assignment. An example assignment can be seen in Figure 4.3. The right-hand side of the interface...
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Figure 4.3: An assignment review a sample homework submission by the user Niels. The left-hand side displays “labels” which can be used to annotate the submission.

![Assignment Review](image1)

Figure 4.4: Examination fitness prediction for a student.

![Examination Fitness Prediction](image2)

shows the assignment’s artefact (the comment given by the reviewer below the reviewed document) and the left-hand side shows the context (here a list of common labels which can be attached to the reviewed document). The context of a review assignment can also contain other additional material such as exemplary solutions.

**Learning Analytics.** The platform allows teachers and administrators to add a set of predictors to a project. A predictor consists of a set of training datasets (which are typically gathered in previous projects), for each participant a set of observations (that were gathered while the course is carried out), and for each participant a prediction. For example, the examination fitness predictor holds for each learner in a project an estimation of their examination outcome in the form of a value between 0% and 100%. This prediction is based on the numbers of submitted homework assignments and submission qualities.

Figure 4.4 shows the student view of their current examination fitness prediction. Currently, teachers and administrators of a project can see all predictions for all students and can specify the training datasets the predictions are based upon, while learners only see their own predictions. Section 5 describes the predictors, their definitions and qualities in greater detail.

**Subprojects.** A project can encompass several subprojects, which may serve different purposes: For instance, they can organize homework assignments by topic, or organize student teams for group work. The depth of project nesting is not limited by the software. Data relevant for behaviour prediction that is gathered within a subproject is stored in the subproject if it has a fitting predictor, in the deepest parent project holding a fitting predictor if the subproject has no such predictor, or not at all if no such parent project exists.
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Options. Users can configure certain aspects of the projects they are in, such as whether, and when, they want to receive news emails on the latest activity in the project, or whether they want to be reminded of assignment deadlines via email.

Newsfeed. Actions performed within a project (such as adding or commenting on a document) are logged by the system, and displayed in the project newsfeed. News can be searched, and by clicking on an item in the newsfeed the platform navigates to the regarding item (for instance, clicking on the message that a user has commented on a document navigates to that document).

The orchestration mechanism. Orchestration is referred to as “the design and real-time management of multiple classroom activities, various learning processes and numerous teaching actions” [67, p. 3]. While in this definition technology is not mentioned, it plays a large role in many “orchestrated designs” found in the literature. In these designs, the emphasis lies on lesson structuring and time-management within lessons with the help of technology. A formalized approach to classroom orchestration are Computer-Supported Collaboration Scripts (CSCSs). CSCSs enable collaborative learning by organizing learning activities, and the roles learners take within these activities, in sequences of phases [65, 137], while focussing on group formation and organization. Note that the term “orchestration” implies a certain teacher-centeredness, as it implies that a centralized conductor (arguably the teacher) organizes the learning [67]. Yet, teacher orchestration and (student-centred) collaborative learning scripts are usually carried out together, with the students carrying out different learning activities in different phases, and the teacher overseeing the learning, and starting and ending the phases.

While the literature on orchestration technologies and CSCSs focusses on synchronous learning, the orchestration mechanism of Backstage 2 Projects allows the organisation of asynchronous learning. In contrast to CSCSs, the mechanism introduced in the following focusses not on learning activities, but on the artefacts produced as a result of learning activities. When students (or teachers) are tasked to author a document, write a comment, or to start a project, the resulting artefacts are the document, the comment or the project. In this model, an assignment encapsulates the process of producing an artefact.

The orchestration mechanism allows the definition of orchestration scripts, which generate sequences of assignments, usually worked on by different actors, where the next assignment in a sequence depends on the artefact produced by the last assignment in the sequence. In the homework-review example described above, the orchestration mechanism would create an assignment for each homework exercise and each learner in a project, wait for their completion, generate a review assignment for each completed homework, and assign it to one of the project’s teachers.

Arguably, this approach may appear quite technical on the cost of pedagogical reasoning: Approaches focussing on learning phases and activities seem to better reflect constructivist ideas, which are prevalent in today’s pedagogical discourses. Yet, this approach holds several advantages for software design and for large class teaching formats:

- The mechanism realizes a separation of concerns as it only specifies task allocation (what is done by whom), and leaves task execution (how something is done) unspecified. This simplifies software design. Also, it takes into account that students and teachers have different preferred modes of working (especially if tasks are to performed asynchronously). In this way, the orchestration presented here reflects what Kobbe et al. refer to as “script mechanisms” as opposed to “script components” (which encompass for instance the learning activities) [137].

- The mechanism is flexible with regard to exceptions as scripted “decisions” are made for individual students. Consider for example a course in which a student needs
longer for a task than provided, and that the teacher grants a delay. In a phase-based approach, the “working phase” for that student would be extended, getting it of sync with the rest of the course. This might be undesirable because phases are arguably understood as guidances for complete courses, and it can be difficult to assess how future phases will be influenced by that decision. In an artefact-based approach, the realization of exceptions seems easier, as it requires simply changing one deadline. Also, it can be inferred directly from the script which depending assignments will be influenced by that decision (if the assignment allocations are not or not entirely based upon learning analytics). Another example of exceptions are failed assignments. Students might not meet deadlines (and a delay may be impossible to grant), leave the course, or fail for other reasons. The simple solution implemented here is that a failed assignment cannot lead to consecutive assignments (because no artefact was produced on which the next assignments would rely). While the unpredictability of classrooms is mentioned in the orchestration literature [215] and flexibility is praised in the CSCS literature [68], generic solutions to automatically react to such exceptions are (to the author’s best knowledge) missing.

Note that scripts would need to halt over long periods of time while waiting for assignments to be completed. In order to prevent the software from blocking and to maintain code-readability, a mechanism similar to the “crash-and-rerun” model introduced by Little et al. in [149] was implemented. This model involves re-running a script several times until it completes, while relying on memoization: Tasks are only allocated if they have never been allocated before, with stored responses being used otherwise.

Scripts are executed in the following manner: The first assignment of a script (in the above example providing the solution for an exercise problem) is retrieved from the database. If the assignment failed or is not yet completed, nothing is done (the script evaluation crashes after step one). If the assignment as been completed (the student provided a solution), the next assignment in the script (the task to review the solution) is either retrieved from the database or assigned and stored if it did not yet exist. If it already existed and failed, or was not yet completed, nothing happens (the script crashes after step two). If it was completed, the next assignment is considered and so on. A script is then executed at regular intervals, either generating new assignments, crashing at the first failed or running assignment, or stopping at the script’s last assignment.

This approach and the implemented API allow specifying orchestration scripts in a declarative manner. Listing 4.1 shows a simplified version of the homework-review orchestration script used in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. The orchestration component is implemented in the programming language Scala and takes advantage of Scala’s for-comprehensions to run orchestration scripts. The current implementation also allows splitting execution chains, if more than one assignment should be assigned in parallel (for instance if more than one reviewer should review a solution as used in Section 4.4).

---

Listing 4.1: An orchestration script defining homework and review tasks. “solution” and “review” refer to the artefacts produced by the regarding tasks, “taskToReview” is a method generating a review task, and “informAboutReview” is a method sending a notification to the reviewed student.

```
//for all homework assignments a and a teacher t in the project
for {
    solution ← a
    review ← taskToReview(solution, t)
} yield {
    informAboutReview(...)
}
```

Note that, while modelling individual students as actors receiving assignments, this approach does explicitly include collaborative teaching formats: Review tasks can be assigned to peers instead of teachers (realizing peer review), and an assignment can encompass starting or joining a project with a number of peers (the artefact of this assignment being a project) which can be used to orchestrate group work.

As a last note on the orchestration component, consider the scalability of orchestration scripts defined in that manner. Many CSCSs in the literature include group formations with specific group sizes: Groups of 4 in the “Concept Grid script” [66], groups of 2 in the “MURDER script” [137], fixed group sizes determined by the course content in the “jigsaw script” [9]. The definitions of these scripts do not specify how groups should be formed if the number of students is not divisible by the specified group size, presumably because they are usually enacted in relatively small classes where workarounds can be found by the teacher “on the fly”. For large classes of several hundred students, teachers could not possibly provide such solutions easily. When specifying an orchestration script as introduced above, the programmer would need to implement a certain flexibility in the group formation process (which can be realized with standard programming techniques), making it then scalable to arbitrary large classes. Dillenbourg identified a loss of flexibility as the main drawback of “computerized” scripts [66]. It might be added that flexibility has to be a property of a “computerized” script, the specification and implementation of which requires a suitable mechanism.

**Eco-system and service architecture.** Backstage 2 / Projects is a part of a larger eco-system and uses other software (both user interface components and web services) to provide its functionalities. Figure 4.5 illustrates the software components of the eco-system that are relevant for this report. All the displayed components, apart from the authentication service, were implemented either by computer science students in their bachelor or master theses, by Sebastian Mader who is currently working on the Backstage 2 research project, or by the author of this report.

There are three web-services on which the Backstage 2 / Projects relies: Firstly the service to create, read, update and delete (CRUD) documents of the platform, also providing document versioning which allows restoring previous versions of a document. Secondly, an instance of the open-source software keycloak [5] which manages authentication, login and logout as well as general user data. Thirdly, the web service “CoCoNut” (standing for concurrent code compile unit) is used to provide code compilation functionalities of code documents discussed above. The design of CoCoNut is introduced in the Elisabeth Lempa’s bachelor thesis “Coconut 2: Concurrently Virtualising User Code Compilation” [146]. The teaching formats discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5 largely rely on the use of this service.

[5] [https://www.keycloak.org/](https://www.keycloak.org/)
Two different front-end components are used throughout the application. Vizard is a software that is used for data visualization, for instance to display Learning Analytics, and Knoala (standing for Knowledgeable Other for Abstract Languages) is a text editor which is used to create and comment on documents on the platform, as well as providing the user interface for code compilation.

A big, yet unmentioned, component of the eco-system is called “Backstage 2 Courses”: it is developed by Sebastian Mader [155] and is focussed mainly on synchronous teaching methods for large classes. While the scope of research of both systems is different, they share resources (such as the same webservises).

The following sections describe learning formats that can be built from the components.

### 4.2 Teacher Collaboration on Written Feedback

This learning and teaching format aims to improve teacher-written feedback while reducing the teachers’ workload. The format was evaluated in a case study conducted in a course on theoretical computer science, the results of which can be found in [104]. This section summarizes the findings which regard student and teacher attitudes towards the format, while also discussing the pedagogical reasoning and perspectives for improvement.

**Format definition.** The teaching format uses the platform’s assignments and orchestration mechanism to organize both homework delivered by students and homework correction performed by teachers. Assignments on different topics are grouped into subprojects which are used to schedule (typically weekly) homework assignments. The exercise texts, additional material, and the students’ submissions are all represented as documents in the respective subprojects. Document comments can be used by students and teachers to discuss the teaching material, and by teachers to provide feedback on homework submissions.
Note that this layout allows to break the often criticized one-sided nature of feedback (see for instance [171]), as students can comment on the comments they received. An evaluation of this use can be found in Section 6.2, as it is not specific to this teaching format.

The format tries to reduce teachers’ workload by allowing them to create notes about prevalent errors and misconceptions while revising homework, attach these notes to student submissions as feedback, reuse them for all submissions they revise, and (of course) share these notes with other teachers.

It is consistent with the platform design to store descriptions of misconceptions as documents: This allows their improvement over time, reusing them in future course venues, and allows students to publicly post questions about the presented error descriptions. As mentioned earlier, these documents are referred to as labels, and all labels of a project are part of a review assignment’s context (depicted in Figure 4.3 in the previous section).

For the case study reported in the following, systematic errors which occurred in a previous course venue were known. This allowed providing the regarding label documents alongside the exercises as additional course material. This is referred to as a priori use as students could use descriptions of typical errors before submitting homework, while using labels to give feedback is referred to as a posteriori use. Students were more likely to avoid certain errors due to the a priori provision, an effect discussed in further detail in Section 6.1 and in [104]. Commonly, university courses are held at regular intervals (e.g. each year), encompassing similar exercises and materials. Therefore, providing students with common error descriptions from previous venues a priori is regarded as a part of this teaching format.

Note that the “intended” use of labels was to identify common errors and misconceptions, yet they are not restricted to that use. Indeed, they can be used for praise or for assessment (see Section 4.3), which motivates the generic term “label” used on the platform. In the format, teachers categorize student submissions while, at the same time, devising the categorization scheme (the most common errors). This collection of error descriptions, along with numbers of error occurrences, can provide valuable insights for teachers. It elicits which misconceptions remained after a lesson (or presumably were introduced by it), and may be used to test whether a new teaching method prevents misconceptions from occurring.

**Preliminary results: Labelling validity.** In a first evaluation, error occurrence rates were measured by examining homework submissions of a course on theoretical computer science. Figure 4.6 shows the results of evaluating 57 students’ homework submitted in the second week of that course. Of 57 students, 46 made at least one error, with the most prevalent error occurring 27 times. The error distribution follows a power law: The four most prevalent errors constitute 47% of all errors found in the evaluated submissions, while about two-thirds of all errors occurred only once or twice.

This means that a software having stored descriptions of the four most common errors for these exercises could be useful in about half of all homework revisions.

A second validation was conducted to establish whether different teachers would be able to detect the same set of systematic errors in the same submissions when being provided with error descriptions (otherwise collaboration would be futile because different teachers would use error descriptions differently). Two measures were taken: Firstly, two teachers of the course were asked to record over four weeks the most common errors or misconceptions they found when revising exercises. Even though it was not specified how many misconceptions to record, both choose to report about 2 or 3 misconceptions per week. In two of the four weeks, the teachers agreed completely (set aside differences in phrasing), and in one week one teacher reported one misconception more than the other. Secondly, four other teachers were provided with descriptions of misconceptions previously gathered and asked to independently label a set of 20 homework submissions.
To measure the inter-rater reliability the Fleiss-$\kappa$ metric was used, which yielded an average value of 0.70 (which can regarded as a “substantial” agreement [143]) for all labelled misconceptions.

**Case study results: Attitudes.** The format was used in an introductory computer science course on the theory of computer science in the summer semester of 2018 at the author’s university. The course lasted 14 weeks and encompassed 11 weekly homework assignments, each consisting of 3 to 4 exercises. The course’s staff consisted of a professor, a teaching assistant, and 5 student tutors.

After the course had ended, students were asked to take an online survey on the course format in general, and the use of labels in particular. They were asked to indicate on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely” whether they found the labels provided with the exercises helpful for their learning, whether they would be interested in knowing if peers made the same mistakes as they did, and if they found the labels helpful when received as feedback. The answers to these questions where somewhat ambiguous, as depicted in Figure 4.7 (left): Students found the a priori use more helpful than not, and the a posteriori use a bit less helpful. Answers regarding the interest of students in the errors made by their peers showed a large variance.

In an open item question for general remarks, some students praised the additional material provided by the labels.

In the questionnaire, students also indicated whether they used labels a priori while carrying out homework and whether they perceived personalized feedback as more or less helpful than feedback provided with labels. The results can be seen in Figure 4.7 (right): Most students who used labels a priori found both modes of feedback equally helpful, while most students who did not use them a priori perceived them as less helpful than personalized feedback. It has to be noted that the teachers in the course choose nearly always to provide an additional comment when attaching a label to a submission, often indicating that the error described in the label might be of concern for them.

Three of the four teachers of the course who had been using the labelling function for 11 weeks participated in a survey on their attitudes towards the system. They indicated that the functionalities reduced their workload and they found it helpful for revising homework. They also indicated that they would like to use such a system in the future and would share the systematic errors they found with other teachers.
4.2. TEACHER COLLABORATION ON WRITTEN FEEDBACK

Discussion and perspectives. It can be concluded that the format reaches its goals: Teachers reported the functionalities to be helpful, and the students were more or less ambivalent towards “labels as feedback” and a bit more favourable towards using labels as extra material while carrying out homework. Hence, the format introduces no negative aspects for the learners, while being positive for the teachers.

Though, it is unclear whether the format improved the feedback provided on the platform. Possibly, having the labels at hand encouraged the teachers to generally prefer labels over personalized comments which could have been more appropriate. On the other hand, compiling a set of common error descriptions and corrections in a text file, and pasting them as feedback when suitable, seems to be a common practice (at least at the author’s faculty). With this regard, the reduced helpfulness of label-feedback perceived by certain students may be an illusion: What students perceive as “personalized” may just have been pasted from another text document.

It was found that students preferring personalized feedback over labels also did not use the labels a priori for their learning. Presumably, these students could not draw much help from the labels in either way, which seems related to the “feedback gap” discussed earlier. Note that this effect is believed to be (in part) caused by reduced academic literacy. This gives rise to an interesting software-based intervention: Software can detect whether a label document was examined by a student, or whether they deliberately avoid such documents. Additionally, students could be automatically asked if the content of such documents was comprehensible or useful for them. A teacher revising homework of a student who is known not to benefit from “label-feedback” could be advised to refrain from using labels for that student, to provide feedback in greater detail, or to seek direct contact with the student.

It has to be noted that this teaching format may not be applicable in all courses. Firstly, the subject matter might simply not cause systematic errors. Secondly, the occurrence distribution of errors is important for the format to work properly. Consider a previously unknown error which occurs in 15% of all submissions (which is among the highest rates of error occurrences found in the dataset) and that a teacher would need to encounter 3 instances of that error to classify it as systematic. Assuming a binary distribution of error occurrence (i.e. the submissions are not sorted by the errors they contain), it can be shown that at least 34 homework submissions have to be corrected by the teacher to be 90% sure to identify this error as systematic (respectively 52 submissions if the error occurs in 10% of all submissions). Hence this number of submissions has to be reached for the system to provide a benefit. While this may not seem like much, certain courses evaluated for this report did not meet this criterion (see the next section for an example).
An interesting perspective of this teaching format is its long-term use: In the evaluated case study, the label documents often contained mere error descriptions and explanations on how to correct these errors. In the future, further material could be added both by teachers and students: Counterexamples and worked examples of similar problems, links to additional material or exercises and so on. Also, such improvements could be guided to address material on the most prevalent errors first, as they will arguably have the greatest impact.

As a final remark on the perspectives of this teaching format, consider the following anecdote, which illustrates certain subtleties of teaching: In one venue (used to initially collect systematic errors and occurrence rates) a systematic error in the field of formal grammars was identified. Students were tasked to create a formal grammar describing a specified formal language. Many students submitted an unnecessarily complicated grammar using the Chomsky normal form. This is not an error inherently, but nearly all students who tried to provide the grammar in normal form failed (presumably, because this form is not easy to master). In the subsequent venue (used to test whether the same systematic errors would reoccur), this error did not occur once. This was surprising, yet an explanation was easily found: In the first venue, the exercise introducing the normal form was provided alongside the exercise producing the error. In the second venue, the two exercises were given in subsequent weeks, due to organizational differences in the schedules. It is quite possible that many students were primed by the “normal form” exercise and used it unnecessarily in the other exercise. There are several effects known in the learning psychology literature which could explain this phenomenon: Namely priming (exposition to a concept influences the responses towards a subsequently exposed concept) or retroactive inhibition (learning of a new technique may inhibit the use of previously learned techniques). It was not the goal of this research to detect such effects, nor to reduce the occurrence of this particular error, yet its accidental observation is more than a curious side note: It exposes a direct effect of a teaching decision, and teaching formats which exploit teacher collaboration combined with statistical analysis might bring more such effects to light.

4.3 Analytics-based Nudging

Student passivity and class absenteeism are often mentioned in the literature on large class tertiary education. Related to these issues is insufficient homework completion, which can be regarded as a form of passivity. In evaluating homework completion rates at the author’s faculty, it was found that students tend to continue skipping homework assignments after having skipped once (see Section 5.1 for figures on this observation). This relates passivity to course dropout: It is questionable whether a student neither attending a course’s classes or other course-related venues nor submitting homework can be regarded as “taking the course”. Indeed, in the literature on MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), where the problem of low course completion is often discussed, dropout is commonly defined as “longer periods of inactivity” or as “discontinued participation”.

The teaching format introduced in this section addresses the problem of low homework completion, which is less often discussed in the literature than passivity and class absenteeism. This under-representation might result from the difficulty to compare homework completion rates between courses, as they are influenced by course arrangements: If homework is compulsory or directly contributes to a course’s final grade, completion rates can be expected to be higher than in a course with voluntary homework submission. By comparing different introductory computer science courses, Edgcomb et al. found homework completion rates

---

4.3. ANALYTICS-BASED NUDGING

Figure 4.8: Development of homework completion rates for two computer science courses. Left: Theory of Computer Science in 2016 (TCS-2016) dropping from 49% to 21% completed homework assignments. Right: Logic and Discrete Structures in 2018 (LDM-2018) dropping from 11% to below 1% completed homework assignments. Note that in TCS-2016, homework completion was rewarded with up to 11% of the final grade, in LDM-2018 no rewards were given.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the development of homework completion rates throughout two computer science courses at the author’s faculty: An introduction to theoretical computer science in 2016 (TCS) where each student’s final grade was increased by 1% for each submitted homework, and a course on logic and discrete structures (LDM) in 2018, where no bonus was given. While completion rates in both courses differ largely in magnitude (TCS starting with 51% of homework being submitted in the first week, and LDM starting with 10%), a strong decrease in numbers of homework submissions can be easily identified throughout both courses.

The teaching format tries to increase homework completion rates by nudging the learners with individual predictions of their anticipated examination performances and risks of skipping (i.e., not handing in) their next assignments, to improve self-regulation and self-efficacy 7 which are known to positively influence homework completion 135, 19.

A “nudge” is defined by Thaler and Sunstein as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options” 239, p. 6, where “choice architecture” refers to the available options and their presentation to a choosing person. In education, nudges often take the form of deadlines, reminders, and “informational nudges” which aim to present important information in a salient way 57. Interestingly, informational nudges, of which the nudging presented in the following is an example, are reported to have both positive and negative effects on task completion 57.

This teaching format encompasses sending automatically personalized emails to a course’s students, a practice which has already been evaluated in the literature: Arnold et al. increased retention by informing students about their learning progress using a traffic light visualisation 8, and Lim et al. report an increased achievement and changes in learning patterns (related to Self-regulated Learning) for students who received personalized feedback emails from the OnTask 8 system 147.

---

7 Self-efficacy refers to the personal judgement of “how well one can execute courses of action required to deal with prospective situations” 14.

8 https://www.ontasklearning.org/
CHAPTER 4. TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED FORMATS

This section summarizes and extends the research presented in [106]. Results regarding changes of behaviour are discussed in greater detail in section 6.2, details on the implementation and the quality of the predictive Learning Analytics used in this course format are provided in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2.

**Format definition.** As in the format defined Section 4.2, assignments are used for weekly homework as well as to organize teacher reviews. Subprojects are used to group assignments, submissions and discussions on the several topics of a course.

Similar to the teaching format described in the last section, teachers use labels to categorize assignments. Yet, instead of using labels to organize and collaborate on descriptions of systematic errors, labels in this format are used to provide three assessment categories:

- **IK**, for insufficient knowledge, reflected by an incorrect use of symbols, statements like “I don’t know how to solve this”, or an answer not fitting the question, requiring the student to re-learn parts of the course.
- **OE**, for other errors, that is, errors not due to insufficient knowledge.
- **NE**, for no errors, otherwise.

A label document representing a category can contain additional information: For instance, an **IK**-label might list teaching material necessary for the completion of this topic’s exercises, while an **NE**-label might provide material for further reading.

Sequences of categorized homework assignments are compiled for each of the course’s students (encompassing an additional category **SKIP**, for skipped assignments). The software uses these sequences to compute predictions of examination results and risks of skipping the upcoming assignments, both represented by a number between zero and one. These predictions are then presented in two ways: Firstly, the predicted values are displayed in each students’ analytics page (as seen in Figure 4.4) alongside changes in predictions since the most recent computation. Secondly, so-called “analytics reports” are sent regularly to all students of a course via e-mail. An example of such a report can be seen in Listing 4.2. It consists of three paragraphs which are adapted to the students’ current predictions: The first paragraph reports the current examination fitness prediction and its change since the last computation. The second paragraph is only included if the student has, according to the analytics, a high risk of skipping and reports an estimated benefit of handing in the next assignment on the examination outcome. The third paragraph concludes the report with contact data of the course’s teachers and instructions on how to unsubscribe analytics reports.

While the course is carried out, students provide (or choose not to provide) homework, which is then categorized by the teachers of the course. This categorization is similar to a grading (with three possible grades), which is a common task for teachers. Therefore, it can be argued that realizing this teaching format does not require much extra work form the course’s teachers. The analytics used in this teaching format are based on the teachers’ assessments – but these are not provided directly after the students handed in their assignments (teachers need time to make the assessments). This might seem counter-intuitive to the students, as personal predictions would change only when the teacher hands in their review. To make the system more responsive, unassessed submissions are counted as **OE** (other error), which is (in the data examined) by far the largest category of submissions. In this way, predictions change as students hand in homework submissions – yielding, for instance, higher examination fitness predictions.
Listing 4.2: Exemplary analytics report.

Dear <username>,

based on your previous assignments, we estimate your examination fitness to be at 51%. This is 2% lower than our last estimation (computed Tuesday the 11. of June). Please consider revising your previous assignments.

You seem to have skipped one or several of your last assignments. Consider that submitting your current assignments would increase your estimated examination grade to 53%.

If you have problems with your assignments or further questions, don’t hesitate to contact one of your tutors:

...If you don’t want to receive any further analytics reports, you can disable them in your personal options found at: <projecturl>/options

Greetings and happy studying.

The predictors used in this teaching format depend on training data, which influence the predictor’s properties. For instance, with the training data used for the experimental evaluation, skipping assignments and IK-assessments (insufficient knowledge) had negative effects on the examination fitness prediction (1.8% and 0.8 % respectively), while assessments of OE (other error) and NE (no error) had positive effects (of 0.7% and 0.3% respectively). Section 5.2 discusses these properties in greater detail. These values reflect the training data and seem reasonable: Skipping homework or making severe errors reduces the predicted examination outcome while making not-so-severe errors or no errors at all improves the prediction. Yet, with other courses, using different training data (possibly resulting in different predictions) might be more appropriate.

Note that using labels for quality assessment as presented above and for assessing systematic errors as described in the last section can be realized in the same course: In their current implementation, labels can represent a assessment category (for instance IK), and a systematic error (in this case caused by insufficient knowledge) at once. Teachers can even decide whether a systematic error belongs to a certain assessment category after the student submissions have been labelled, which would then change the currently computed predictions.

Results: Attitudes towards predictive analytics. The first evaluation of this course format was conducted in a bachelor degree computer science course on theoretical computer science in 2018. At the time of that evaluation, the software did not provide analytics reports via e-mail, and the personal predictions visible to the students only included the current prediction, without indicating changes since the last estimation.

Nevertheless, students visited their personal analytics throughout the semester with notable peaks in visits at the beginning of the course and in the last weeks, which is illustrated in Figure 4.9. In average, students visited their personal analytics about once per week (median interval in days: 6.9, first quartile 2.7, third quartile 12.4), which was the interval with which predictions did change.

Student attitudes were measured in a survey at the end of the semester. Students indicated

*TCS-2018 see Appendix A.
for both the skipping and the examination fitness predictions whether these predictions motivated them to learn more, whether they were interesting, discouraging, helpful, or motivated them to hand in the next assignments on a six-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”. The results can be seen in Figure 4.10. In general, it can be concluded that students did find the displayed predictions moderately interesting, yet not particularly encouraging or discouraging (while the skipping predictor seems to be perceived as a bit more discouraging, than the examination fitness predictor).

**Attitudes towards analytics reports.** A second case study was conducted in a course on logic and discrete mathematics in 2019 (LDM-2019 described in Appendix A). For this case study, the software was extended to send analytics reports and to indicate changes of predictions along with the personal predictions. About 10% of the students chose to disable their analytics reports, with none of them handing in a single assignment.
In a final survey, students indicated whether the reports encouraged or discouraged them, or if they were indifferent towards the reports. Two-thirds of the students indicated indifference, with the rest of the students equally often indicating encouragement and discouragement. In an open item question, students stated general remarks towards the reports, which one student used to indicate his discouragement: “After the first 6 weeks of the semester, I had a score only 2 per cent better than my friends, even though I had submitted every exercise so far and my friends none. It was very discouraging to see that doing these exercises didn’t improve my chance of passing the exam.” While this observation could not be reproduced by testing the software, even perceiving such a software behaviour is undoubtedly discouraging.

Students were also asked to indicate reasons for not submitting homework. The given reasons included a lack of incentives like bonus points, specifically focusing on homework for other courses that provide incentives, and doing the homework but not uploading them because no feedback was deemed necessary. Also, technical problems and a confusing user interface were mentioned several times. Interestingly, students did not complain about problems with the same user interface in the case study conducted in TCS-2018 (where bonus points were awarded for delivering homework).

**Discussion and perspectives.** All in all, the results regarding the student attitudes towards analytics-based nudging are sobering, as they range from annoyance to ignorance with a minority of students being encouraged or motivated by the software. On the other hand, students found the provided analytics interesting, a finding which is underpinned by statistics illustrating that students frequently retrieved their personal predictions.

Arnold et al. report higher retention and generally positive attitudes of students being nudged with e-mail reports similar to those described above [8]. Yet, many students perceived the e-mails generated by the system described by Arnold et al. as personal communication with their instructor – which it was not (initially) as they were completely computer-generated. While it can be argued that students would feel more encouraged by analytics reports feigning human correspondence, this approach was well knowingly not chosen for Backstage 2 / Projects. It is the author’s conviction that students should know if they were nudged by a person or by software. An interesting perspective on that problem is provided by the OnTask system, which lets teachers compose message templates specifying which text passages are to be included under which conditions (e.g. including nudging passages on if the student did not yet access certain learning materials) [183]. In this way, teachers could choose inform learners about this analytics-driven message personalization.

Some students reported problems with the software as reasons for not submitting homework. Remarkably, these comments were only made by participants of the course where no bonus points for homework were granted. In the courses with bonus points, no such problems were reported in the final surveys, while, in a handful of occasions, students decided to contact the teaching staff during the course and asked how they could submit homework. This observation is important when considering a further evaluation of the software (or similar software such as online homework systems): Maybe the bonus points incentivised students to accustom themselves to an unfamiliar software, where the non-incentivised students could not be bothered to do so. However, students reporting not submitting homework due to software inconveniences may suffer from a self-serving bias [162] and systematically overemphasise external reasons for skipping homework (unhandy software) while underemphasizing internal reasons (such as lack of motivation).
4.4 Peer Teaching

This teaching format results from the obligation at the author’s faculty to conduct examinations for bachelor degree computer science courses twice a year and in each semester. While this regulation is sensible as it prevents students from having to wait long periods to take an examination (possibly completing their course of study), this regulation also poses organizational problems for the teaching staff who can offer courses only once per year. The teaching format described in the following tries to alleviate this problem by requiring minimal teacher intervention and relying on orchestrated peer teaching.

Peer teaching is defined by Goldschmid as any form of instruction where learners teach each other [25]. Among the benefits of peer teaching are improved teamwork abilities and social skills among learners [225] and increased comprehension of the subject matter for both student teachers and learners [20, 21].

The format described in this section orchestrates peer review, which is a form of peer teaching defined as a “reciprocal process whereby students produce feedback reviews on the work of peers and receive feedback reviews from peers on their own work” [172]. The efficiency of peer review for learning has been established in several meta-analyses [69, 83, 241], and, similar to peer teaching in general, positive effects of both reviewing other learners and being reviewed by other learners have been reported in the literature [42, 172, 153]. Note that, in the literature, peer review is often discussed as part of a teaching format which also encompasses face-to-face meetings with the teacher. In the format described in this section, this is not the case: No face-to-face teaching was conducted in this course.

The results presented in this section were initially published in [108], an extension of which can be found in [107].

Format definition. As in the teaching format discussed in the last sections, subprojects of a general course project are used to organize material and exercises on different topics, where a new topic is introduced every week. In this way, students are provided each week with lecture material covering a topic and homework assignments requiring the application of the newly acquired knowledge. After having handed in their homework, each student is tasked to review submissions of two other students. Students have a week each to deliver homework and to deliver peer reviews, which leads to an interleaved schedule:

1. At the beginning of the first week of a topic, course material and corresponding homework assignments on the topic are published. Students are tasked to deliver homework within that week.

2. At the beginning of the second week of a topic, each student is tasked to review the homework of two other students. They are tasked to deliver their reviews within that week.

3. At the beginning of a topic’s third week, exemplary solutions for the homework assignments are published. Students are tasked to correct their assignments by using the received reviews and exemplary solutions. Note that a self-correction of homework in that manner is regarded to have beneficial effects on learning [203]. No deadline is given for performing self-correction.

Note that this schedule realizes a form of spaced instruction (requiring students to reconsider a topic regularly), which is known to be beneficial for learning [227].

To realize this schedule, an adapted form of the homework-delivery-review script given in Listing 4.1 was used, choosing students instead of teachers as reviewers and generating two (instead of one) review assignment for each completed homework. Student participation
both in delivering homework and in providing reviews is crucial for the operation of this teaching format, as the goal is to enable learning by both giving and receiving feedback. To ensure participation, reminder emails are sent after two consecutive missed assignments (not regarding whether homework or review assignments were missed), and students are excluded from the course after having missed three consecutive assignments.

Results: Participation and student competence. The teaching format was used in an introductory computer science course on functional programming using the programming language Haskell (see FP-2017-p in Appendix A). The course lasted 13 weeks from October 2017 to January 2018 and counted 45 students. In total, 27 homework assignments covering 11 topics could be worked out by the students according to the review scheme described above. Topics were covered by two or three exercises each.

Throughout the course, student participation declined, and students were excluded from the course as a consequence of the exclusion rule. Figure 4.11 illustrates this development. Note that far fewer review assignments were completed than homework assignments (while each delivered homework led to the creation of two review assignments). In total, 316 homework submissions and 147 reviews were delivered, which means that less than half of all delivered homework was reviewed. The distribution of reviews given in the course followed a long tail distribution, with 18 of the 45 students giving 90% of the reviews. A more detailed description of student participation is given in [107].

Students were asked in a final survey whether they dropped out of the course, and if so, why. Of the 18 responses gathered in the survey, the most prevalent reasons for dropout were time constraints and other courses, and lack of motivation due to missing feedback.

Both the homework and reviews delivered by the students varied largely in quality. To assess the review quality, two teachers categorized all reviews given in the course after the course’s end. A review is hereby counted as “correct” if it either correctly points out errors in a submission or correctly assesses its correctness. Accordingly, a review is “incorrect” if it fails to point out errors, or points out errors that are not present in the reviewed submission. This definition led to the following categorization:

- **+FF**: “false correctly reported by the reviewer as false”, accounting for 25% of the reviews.
- **-FC**: “false wrongly reported by the reviewer as correct”, 22% of the reviews
- **+CC**: “correct correctly reported by the reviewer as correct”, 47% of the reviews
- **-CF**: “correct wrongly reported by the reviewer as false”, 6% of the reviews.
Figure 4.12: Left: Absolute numbers of code submissions in the respecting categories. Right: Perceived helpfulness of provided material, unit tests, and online compilation functionalities.

Frequencies of +FF and +CC significantly correlated positively (Pearson’s $r = 0.44$, $p < 0.05$), and frequencies of +FF and -FC significantly correlated negatively (Pearson’s $r = -0.45$, $p < 0.05$). In other words: Students who were able to correctly identify errors were also able to correctly identify the correctness, as well as being less susceptible to making assessment errors. This motivates the definition of a student’s review quality score: The difference of a student’s relative frequency of correct assessments (+FF and +CC) and incorrect assessments (-FC and -CF). To assess the homework quality, an automated procedure relying on the compilation service of the software (see Section 4.1) was used.

Homework submissions were automatically categorized according to the following scheme:

- “wrong format”: For submissions that contained no code (such as PDF files), encompassing 15% of the submissions.
- “compiling with errors”: For submission that could not be compiled (e.g., due to syntax errors), 37% of the submissions.
- “failed unit tests”: For submissions that could be compiled and executed, but failed at least one of the provided unit tests, 6% of the submissions
- “succeeding tests”: For submissions succeeding all tests, 42% of the submissions.

This categorization is only sensible for programming homework, which constituted 23 of the 27 assignments. The quality of the remaining 5 non-programming assignments (usually requiring some kind of argumentation) was not assessed. Figure 4.12 illustrates the category sizes.

The students’ review quality scores correlated significantly with review participation ($r = 0.4$, $p < 0.05$): Students giving the best reviews (in the sense of correctness), gave the most reviews. Review participation, meanwhile, correlated significantly with coding proficiency, calculated as the relative frequency of code submissions compiling without error (Pearson’s $r = 0.35$, $p < 0.01$). In summary: Proficient students gave more reviews which were, on average, of higher quality, than their less proficient peers.

Comparing examination results with student behaviour yielded mixed results: Students participating in the course were not more successful in the final examination than students preparing otherwise. Furthermore, examination success of course participants did not correlate with the number of submitted homework, as it did in the “traditionally” conducted course preceding this course. Figure 4.13 illustrates the difference in the relation of counts of delivered homework on examination success for both courses: In the “traditional” course there are few students delivering homework and having low grades, while many students
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the relation of count of submitted exercises and examination performance. Left: “traditional” relying on the teaching staff. Right: Peer teaching. Note that exercises on the left are aggregated by week.

are delivering no homework and having high grades. In this “traditional” course, delivering homework resulted in good grades, while good grades could also be achieved by students delivering little or no homework. In the course relying solely on peer teaching, no such implication can be seen. Yet, examination success in the peer taught course correlated with the relative frequency of received reviews. It seems that feedback is the main contributor for homework efficiency: In the preceding course, all homework was revised by the teaching staff, while in the peer taught course, feedback was often missing, possibly resulting in students generally not benefiting from their delivered homework. Not surprisingly, coding proficiency correlated positively with student success in the peer taught course.

Results: Attitudes. In the final survey, students indicated that the provided material on the platform and the provided unit tests accompanying the exercises were helpful (medians 5 and 4.5 on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “not helpful at all” to “absolutely”). The provided online compilation functionalities were perceived as less helpful (median 3.5 on the same scale). Figure 4.12 illustrates these findings.

Notable are differences of perceived properties of given versus received peer reviews: Most students indicated that the peer reviews they received were only sometimes helpful, and only sometimes identified errors correctly (see Figure 4.14 left). On the other hand, students were relatively confident that the reviews they gave were helpful for others (responses exhibited a median of 4 on a 6 point Likert scale ranging from “not helpful at all” to “absolutely helpful”).

Most of the students indicated that the process of giving reviews was helpful for their learning, gave them new ideas and allowed them to compare their work with other solutions (see Figure 4.14).

Discussion and perspective. The main problem of the peer teaching format identified by the evaluation is low participation, resulting in few delivered peer reviews, which in turn was reported to decrease motivation to participate. Further developments of this teaching format would need to address this problem. Yet, the teaching format was already designed with this problem in mind: Not participating led to the exclusion of students from the course, and each homework was reviewed by two peers, a measure taken among others to compensate for missing reviews. One can argue that the exclusion rule was not strict enough and that reviewing could have been assigned to more than two students in parallel.

The 15 students who participated throughout the course (and did not drop out) skipped about half of their assigned reviews (51%). Hence, if the course had started with only these
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Figure 4.14: Left: Beneficial properties of giving reviews. Right: Properties of the received peer reviews.

15 (or if the others would have been excluded very early from the course), the policy of letting two students review the same submission for redundancy could have worked out, possibly providing a sufficiently large coverage of feedback to sustain participation.

Another measure for improvement would address feedback efficiency instead of feedback coverage. The evaluation revealed that more proficient students gave more and better reviews. By letting more proficient students review the less proficient and vice versa, feedback could be more efficient: The less proficient would profit from more and better feedback, while the more proficient would (hopefully) not be hindered too much by missing feedback. As the proficiency was estimated automatically (by searching source code for errors, compilation messages, and compliance to unit tests), this could be implemented without increasing the workload of the teaching staff.

Interestingly, there are no reports in the literature of peer review quality being influenced by the reviewer’s competence. The author proposes three explanations for this unusual result: Firstly, the dataset available for evaluation is small, relying on only 45 students, and this effect (while being significant to the 5% threshold) might result from noise. Secondly, there are many interpretations of the term “peer review”, and the results may depend largely on details of the implementation. Many authors include peer review in teaching formats including face-to-face teaching sessions and others implement non-vocational peer review [191]. Indeed, Pirttinen et al. reported that only the best students gave peer reviews in a course on programming [191], which is a finding comparable to those presented above. Thirdly, much of the literature on peer review is concerned with reviews on essays and homework written in natural language (instead of programming homework reviewed in this evaluation). Yet, there is a fundamental difference in reviewing, for instance, an essay explaining the principle of recursion, and reviewing a program using recursion: When reviewing an essay, the reviewer can assess (to a certain degree) its quality even without a sufficient understanding of the topic. If the reviewer does not understand recursion, and the essay does not convey that understanding (while it should!), they can assess the essay as insufficiently comprehensible. When assessing the quality of a recursive program, on the other hand, the reviewer needs to understand recursion, simply to assess whether the reviewed program is indeed recursive (let alone assessing qualities such as termination, correctness, and technique).

If this third explanation is (at least in part) correct, then orchestrating peer review needs to be adapted in courses which heavily rely on formal languages or mathematical formalisms, using the more proficient students (giving more higher-quality reviews more reliably) to revise the work of the less proficient students. Also, further experimentation with the teaching format could try to estimate a “tipping point” of participant composition: What
distribution of competence among the course participants is necessary to make the peer teaching format sustainable?

To assess “proficiency” among the students, automated code categorization was used. These results led to the implementation of a novel predictor, using automated code assessments to predict “levels of competence” (for instance the ability to provide semantically correct code). This predictor is described and evaluated in Section 5.4. A second case study, relying on the same student-driven teaching format, was conducted in a course on discrete mathematics. For this second case study, the orchestration script presented earlier was edited not to choose review-reviewee pairs at random but to maximise the difference in their estimated competence levels. Yet, the evaluation yielded no conclusive data due to the lack of student involvement (which was lower from the beginning than in the case study presented above).

As a last remark, consider the social dimension of this course format which orchestrates peer review as a starter for peer teaching. In the evaluated course, reviews were rarely commented on by the reviewed students, which would indicate peer teaching in the form of a discussion. Further improvements of this teaching format could involve emphasizing social aspects of the software.

4.5 Exploratory Learning of Formal Languages

Exploratory Learning is a pedagogical approach in which a learner “investigates a system on their own initiative, often in pursuit of a real or artificial task” [210, p. 1]. Exploratory learning found its first applications in the early 1980s in the field of software training, where it was found that users could, and were willing to, learn to operate software applications through exploration and discovery, and without formal training [59]. The related term Discovery Learning is more common in the formal education literature and refers to “a type of learning where learners construct their own knowledge by experimenting with a domain and inferring rules from the results of these experiments” [245, p. 386]. Note that both terms (Discovery Learning and Exploratory Learning) are sometimes used interchangeably [173].

Software is commonly used to realise exploratory learning by providing the learner with a visualization of the conceptual space to be explored and tools for exploration, a so-called microworld [182]. Microworlds have found numerous applications in different STEM fields, examples of which are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.

Backstage 2 / Projects’ functionalities which aim to sustain the exploratory learning of STEM’s formal languages are the code editor Knoala and the compilation and execution service Coconut described in Section 4.1. As both components cannot be used separately by the platform’s users, “using the compile and edit functionalities” is just referred to as “using Knoala” in the following.

Knoala was used to sustain learning in all courses evaluated for this research. Learning the theory of computer science was supported with simulators of Turing Machines and push down automatons, evaluators for theoretical programming languages WHILE, LOOP and GOTO, and functionalities to evaluate expressions of primitive recursion and μ-recursion. Courses on logic and discrete structures were supported with functionalities to evaluate expressions in predicate logic, with a scaffold easing the transformation of logic expressions to clause normal form, and with a scaffold verifying proofs by structural induction. Courses were also supported with “practical” programming languages such a Haskell compiler for courses on functional programming.

Theoretical programming languages, simulators, and mathematical formalisms are like “practical” programming languages (like Python or Java), as they follow a non-ambiguous
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Figure 4.15: Different interactions for different formal languages. Left: “checking” a transformation of a logical expression into clause normal form. Right: “running” a Turing Machine simulator.

syntax which can be verified by software. Yet, these formalisms are used to prove mathematical theorems, not to develop real-life applications: The programming language LOOP, for instance, is used to explore which functions can be expressed by fixed-length loops. Note that theoretical programming languages are “executed” or “run”, while mathematical formalisms are “verified” by Knoala. This difference is represented by providing different interactions available for different languages: The interactions of the Turing Machine simulator are “run” and “stop” (See figure 4.15 right), the interaction provided for a transformation of a logical expression into clause normal form is “check” (See figure 4.15 left).

Knoala was commonly used for delivering and assigning homework: If students were tasked to provide homework requiring the use of a formal language, they could use Knoala to test their solution. Also, the exercise text provided by the teachers sometimes contained a partial solution for the students to complete. Further, worked examples and additional material were often provided using Knoala. Even descriptions of systematic errors (see Section 4.2) could be provided using a formal language (giving an example of the error), yet this was not done in any course by the teaching staff.

While the support for formal languages is undoubtedly a versatile learning and teaching tool, it is not a teaching format on its own. Yet, it is a ubiquitous part of the software which was repeatedly used to accompany whole courses (such as the analytics-based nudging presented in Section 4.3), and therefore student attitudes toward these functionalities and several striking patterns of behaviour in its use are reported in this section. The presented results are a summary of the results published in [105].

Software characterization. To the author’s best knowledge, “exploratory learning for formal languages” is rarely discussed in the literature, or if so, only implicitly: Students learn formal languages by specifying operation codes for simulated machines [251], or mini-languages that steer simulated robots [32]. On the other hand, several studies explore tools which scaffold the learning of mathematical formalisms, where the focus typically lies on solving exercises, measured by a correct input: Entering a correct formula [124], a correct numerical value [187, 91], or a correct single line of code [6]. These forms of exercises have been shown to encourage trial and error behaviour, where learners try to produce a correct solution by trying out different possibilities instead of reconsidering the problem [187]. Also, this view of “using a formalism to solve an exercise” is quite narrow, because mathematical formalisms can be used to generate new ideas through exploration, as argued by Dubinsky: “it is not only possible, but a standard activity of mathematicians, to use
formalism to construct meaning and this can also be a source of mathematical ideas” [73, p.1].

Consider for that matter the scaffold supporting the transformation of expressions in predicate logic depicted in Figure 4.15. It can be regarded as an explorable microworld: There are few very restrictive rules for manipulation (distributivity, commutativity, etc), the tool is easy to use (if the user knows how to use a text editor), and it contains a minimal set of objects that are subject of the exploration (the logical variables, and the expressions). Also, this scaffold does not have to be used to construct clause normal forms, in fact, it just checks whether all two consecutive lines contain equivalent logical expressions – it just displays a special message if the last line is in clause normal form.

While many of the aforementioned tools use graphical user interfaces to represent parts of the artefact produced by the learner as interactive elements (such as blocks or buttons) [33, 93, 233], this work focuses on text-based interfaces for several reasons:

• **simplicity**: Text documents can be easily exported from and imported to the software without requiring a special encoding. Also, new documents containing, for instance, an exercise description can be composed with the same software as the learner would use to solve the exercise.

• **commenting**: It is common for programmers to interleave formal language (the source code) with natural language (comments, which are not part of the formalism). Undoubtedly, commenting is useful for many educational purposes: Stating hints or problems, leaving remarks, or simply to exclude parts of the work from interpretation without having to delete them. Text-based formalisms usually support this functionality by introducing symbols (which are not part of the formalism) that mark all following symbols of that line as comment text, which an easy to use approach.

• **extensibility**: To support a new formalism, large parts of the same software (providing the text editing functionalities) can be re-used. Note that implementing the “language-specific” parts of the software can be achieved with techniques from programming language design (relying for instance on parsers and parser generators and frameworks for syntax highlighting).

**Evaluated data.** The evaluation presented in the following reports solely on the use of theoretical programming languages and mathematical formalisms, not on “practical” programming languages. This restriction was made for two reasons: Firstly, in this way, most (if not all) of the students’ interactions with the provided languages could be observed. Most students, especially the more proficient, would arguably prefer to edit, compile and run programs in “practical” programming languages on their computers instead of relying on a web application. Yet, the theoretical programming languages and formalisms evaluated in the following were only available through Backstage 2 / Projects. Secondly, this restriction ensures to observe many students’ first interactions with the examined languages. Many students have previous experience with “practical” programming languages which could bias the results.

The data presented in the following was gathered in two courses: A course on theoretical computer science lasting from April 2018 to July 2019[10] attended by 433 students (of which 85 used Knoala at least once), and a course on logic and discrete mathematics[11] lasting from September 2018 to February 2019 attended by 42 students (of which 17 used Knoala at least once). Throughout these courses, several formal languages were introduced, with the following homework assignments requiring their use.

---

[10] TCS-2018, see Appendix A
[11] LDM-2018, see Appendix A
Results: Patterns of use. Two phases of activities could be distinguished: An “exercise phase” shortly before or after a formal language was introduced and homework had to be delivered, and a “pre-examination phase” shortly before the final examination (see Figure 4.16 left). Students using Knoala in both phases or only in the first phase were significantly more successful in the final examination \( (p < 0.05) \) than students using Knoala only shortly before the examination or not at all (see Figure 4.16 right).

Similar to other activity counts reported in the previous sections, Knoala’s usage was very unequally distributed: 35% of the students performed 90% of the absolute activity (i.e. executed or automatically verified code), with only 39% of the students using Knoala more than twice. These 39% of all students are referred to as “fiddling” students, as their behaviour entailed a more intensive use and more engagement with Knoala when compared to the behaviour of their “non-fiddling” peers:

- Fiddling students made significantly more use of the examples and templates provided by the teaching staff than non-fiddling students.
- Fiddling students made syntax errors with a significantly lower frequency, and syntax errors happened later in their active phases. In turn, these active phases were significantly longer.
- Non-fiddling students, on the other hand, edited more between tests and re-tested the same code without modifying it more often. All code which was re-tested unchanged contained syntax errors.

Results: Attitudes. In August 2018, a survey was conducted among the participants of the course on theoretical computer science, evaluating Knoala’s perceived helpfulness and ease of use. Students were asked on a six-point Likert scale ranging from not at all (1) to absolutely (6) to indicate Knoala’s helpfulness for learning, its ease of use, and whether they found running code of other students easy. 27 students participated in the survey. The results are depicted in Figure 4.17: Knoala was perceived as helpful (response median of 5), not so easy to use (response median of 3), and compiling code of other users was perceived as not easy (response median of 2.5).

Also, students indicated in a general open item question the functionalities they liked best of Backstage 2 / Projects. 13 students (about half of all participants) mentioned Knoala in positive statements like “The language compiler/ interpreter is a really cool feature” or “The online compilation tools are somewhat useful.”, while a request for better error messages was mentioned several times.
Discussion and perspective. Several observations suggest that students benefited from Knoala: Many students used the tool to deliver homework and to prepare for the examination, and some even explored formal languages before their introduction in class. Students using the tool were more successful in the final examination, and students, in general, found the tool helpful for learning.

It is interesting to compare the perceived helpfulness of “practical” programming languages and “theoretical” programming languages and formalisms. In a course on functional programming with Haskell\footnote{FP-2017-p see Appendix A} (reported about in Section 4.4 and in \cite{108} and \cite{107}), students found the online compiler much less helpful than in theoretical computer science (response mean of 3.5 for functional programming, 4.4 for theoretical computer science on a scale ranging from not at all (1) to absolutely (6)). This may be because many of the theoretical formalisms were available exclusively through Knoala, while the Haskell compiler is freely available.

For teachers providing feedback, Knoala’s benefit is obvious: Assessing whether a program indeed does what it should is much easier if one can run the program, and the similar statements can be made for proofs, or expressions in any formal language. This advantage of online homework systems supporting mathematical formalisms over hand-written homework submissions is often mentioned in the literature \cite{124, 34}.

The goal of this teaching format is to encourage exploratory learning of STEM’s formal languages. Unfortunately, the data presented here cannot establish for certain whether students used the Knoala in that way. Exploratory learning could be detected for instance if students would evaluate expressions of a formal language which not directly solves one of the provided exercises. From the currently available data however, it cannot be deduced for which purpose Knoala was used, not even whether an active phase with Knoala led to the completion of homework. Yet, certain behaviours of “fiddling students” (the minority of students performing the majority of activities) seem to relate to exploratory learning: They regularly used templates and examples provided by the teaching staff to start their active phases and worked in longer phases than their non-fiddling peers.

The evaluation revealed that the error messages provided by Knoala should be improved: This is indicated both in the survey responses and by the fact that non-fiddling students made many syntax errors which happened early in their active phases. Possibly, better error reporting could have helped these students. It has to be noted that implementing “good” error messages is subtle, as this anecdotal experience illustrates: One student submitted a homework in the course on theoretical computer science in 2018 containing a WHILE-
program with an (obviously frustrated) remark stating that “nothing works on this site” (referring to Backstage 2 / Projects and Knoala). The submitted program contained an infinite loop, leading the compiler to report (correctly!) a timeout error after 20 seconds of computation. Learning that WHILE programs can get trapped in infinite loops (while other computational models discussed in the course cannot) is an important learning goal, and this student could have learned this fact in that instant, yet the displayed error message was misunderstood as an error of Knoala instead of the evaluated program.

A laboratory study was conducted to establish whether better error messages could in fact “lower the syntax barrier”, and the positive results of this study are presented in Section 6. Yet, the syntax barrier could also be lowered without additional software. “Fiddling” students used the examples and templates provided by the teaching staff more often, and, if so, always from the beginning of an active phase. Possibly, these students took advantage of the syntactically correct examples by modifying them and “fiddling” until the solutions fit their needs. This could be integrated into the teaching practice with assignments asking the students to modify or complete syntactically correct programs, instead of letting them produce complete programs from the start. Also, learning analytics could be used to determine how likely it is that a student will be able to produce syntactically correct code, and the choice of assignment could be adapted accordingly. An approach for predicting such student qualities is presented in Section 5.4.

The observed behaviour of “retesting code without changing it”, typical for non-fiddlers, is to some degree irrational: Incorrect code will not start working on its own. Therefore, this behaviour can be interpreted as a sign of frustration. In the future, Knoala could detect such behaviour and establish contact between the possibly frustrated student and a tutor or peer.
In this chapter, four predictors of learning behaviour are introduced, which predict skipping and absenteeism (Section 5.1), examination performance (Section 5.2), systematic errors and misconceptions (Section 5.3), and levels of programming competence (Section 5.4). The skipping and the examination performance predictors are *task-agnostic*: They predict a behaviour independent of the task a student attempts next (for instance, every task can be skipped). The misconception and the competence level predictors are *task-specific*: They make predictions which pertain to a specific task. For instance, a misconception related to the use of arithmetic expressions is most likely to occur in exercises relying on arithmetic.

Backstage 2 / Projects supports each of these predictors, which can be added to any project on the platform. After a predictor is added to a project, it has to be trained with data previously gathered on the platform. Once trained, the predictor will make predictions based on data gathered in the project as described in Section 4.1.

While the accuracy of each predictor was evaluated with data gathered on the platform, only two of the predictors were used to accompany running courses: The skipping predictor described in Section 5.1 and the examination performance predictor described in Section 5.2 were used to implement *analytics-based nudging* as described in Section 4.3.

The sections in this chapter are organized as follows: Each section introduces a predictor by describing the statistical methods used for prediction, how the predictor is trained, and how predictions are computed. Further, accuracy measures are reported and perspectives for its future use and improvements are developed.

**Data sources.** To compute learning analytics, a multitude of data are considered in the literature such as login times and activity measures [1][52][78], demographic data [52], and performances in previous courses [52][98].

Arguably, much of the data collected in these ways, such as login times or counts of course material visits, may reflect passive learning. The predictors presented in the following use data on *active learning*: Artefacts generated by learners during or as a result of their learning such as homework submissions, delivered source code, quiz results, etc. An often used data source are quality assessments of homework submissions, which were either
performed by the teachers of a course (Section 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3), or automatically (Section 5.4). Using teacher assessments as a data source seemed to be particularly powerful for behaviour prediction, possibly because humans can detect problems that are difficult to automatically assess. A solution for a programming assignment may be technically correct (which can be detected automatically), but it might be overcomplicated (which is difficult to automatically assess). Yet, students might have problems later if such a programming style was maintained; problems which could be predicted because of the teacher assessment.

The predictors aim to improve learning by predicting (possibly problematic) learning behaviour within a course. Therefore, all predictions are based solely on data gathered within the considered course. While “course-independent” data (such as previous performances and demographic data) have been successfully used in the literature to predict learner behaviour [52, 98], such data was not considered as it would rather serve to cluster students beforehand instead of predicting learning problems based on observed behaviour.

**Predictor requirements.** As all predictors only use “course-dependent” behaviour data, no data about a student’s recent behaviour is available at the beginning of a course. The predictors are designed to make predictions from day one of a course, with predictions usually increasing in accuracy as more data is gathered. To measure the quality of a predictor, average performances are reported in the following.

A challenge in designing behaviour predictors based on educational data is to achieve robustness against data irregularities: Students may join a course several weeks late, different course venues may treat the same topics but in a different order, and course lengths may differ between course venues. Indeed, in all the datasets evaluated for this research, no two course venues were conducted completely identically. The predictors introduced in this section are designed with this problem in mind, and further considerations on this issue can be found in the sections introducing the specific predictors.

**Predictors for nudging.** One application of learning analytics is to “nudge” students towards a better learning. This can be achieved by predicting problematic learning behaviour and providing automated personalized interventions accordingly. Interestingly, these interventions aim to falsify the prediction made: To avoid problematic behaviour. For instance, if certain systematic errors were predicted for a learner, and they would indeed not make these errors (due to the prediction being reported to the learner), the predictor would make a false positive prediction. Hence, by using a predictor for nudging, one would expect to reduce its accuracy. It is an open question how data gathered in a course encompassing predictor-based nudging could be used in the future: If specific problems did not occur (or occurred less often) due to such a nudging, a predictor trained on this freshly gathered data would most certainly fail to predict exactly these problems.

The author proposes three desirable properties for behaviour predictors for nudging, which have guided the design of Backstage 2 / Projects’ predictors:

- **Intelligibility:** It should be clear on which data a prediction is based, and how this data reflects the student’s learning. Predicting examination performance with performances in previous courses (as performed in [28]) is not intelligible in this sense, as it is usually not clear how the learning of topic A reflects the learning of topic B.

- **Actionability:** Predictions should reflect a students changes in behaviour. For instance, if the software warns of a problematic behaviour such as skipping homework, and the student does indeed avoid that behaviour (and delivers homework), further predictions should reflect that change. Note that intelligibility can be of greater importance than actionability: Elbadrawy et al. used (among others) simple forum activity to predict course performances [28]. Such a prediction is certainly actionable as it can be improved by being more active in an online forum, yet it is not intelligible as not every kind of forum activity relates to learning.
5.1 PREDICTING SKIPPING AND ABSENTEEISM

The predictor introduced in this section estimates the probability of a student to skip his or her next homework. It aims to identify students on the verge of skipping, to allow a sensible intervention. Figure 5.1 shows the development of skipping behaviour of students throughout a course of theoretical computer science. Homework submissions were categorized based on the scheme introduced in Section 4.3:

- **NE** for “no error”
- **IK** for “insufficient knowledge”
- **OE** for ‘other error”
- **SKIP** for skipped activities

Two observations can be drawn from the data: Firstly, students who skip homework once rarely rarely submit homework afterwards. Secondly, students showing insufficient knowledge in one assignment are more likely to skip than students making no or other errors. Hence, a possible cause of skipping may be lagging behind and finally losing track of the course.

Similar observations have been drawn in the literature: Robins explained bimodal grade distributions by simulating learning behaviour. Each student was simulated to have

---

1TCS-2015 see Appendix A.

2Bimodal grade distribution: Outcomes with both a high number of very well performing and a high number
a certain “momentum”, signifying their grade of activity, which could be lost during the course (for instance by failing to learn a topic). Similarly, Kizilcec et al. analysed patterns of learner behaviour related to disengagement in MOOCs by automatically categorizing the participants’ behaviour as either “Auditing”, “Behind”, “On Track”, or “Out”. Here, “Behind” refers to learning actions performed belatedly. Prototypical learner behaviours were then identified by clustering the behaviour trajectories (with disengaging behaviour being one of them) [136]. Similar to the approach proposed by Kizilec et al., the skipping predictor relies on sequences of categorized homework submissions.

The predictor was devised and preliminarily evaluated by the author of this thesis while Steven Dostert provided a thorough evaluation in his master’s thesis [70], as well as integrating the predictor into Backstage 2 / Projects. The predictor’s description and a brief evaluation can be found in [103]. Predictions of skipping together with predictions of examination performance (described in Section 5.2) are used to realise analytics-based nudging (described in Section 4.3). An evaluation on the impact of this learning format on student behaviour can be found in Section 6.2.

**Predictor definition.** The predictor relies on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [199]. HMMs consist of a set of “hidden” (i.e. not directly observable) states, transition probabilities between these states, a set of (directly observable) emissions or signals, and for each hidden state, a probability distribution modelling the probability of observing each emission in this state. After emitting a signal, the HMM changes its state based on the state transition probabilities. Given an HMM and a sequence of signals, the likelihood of the HMM to produce this sequence of signals can be determined using the so-called Forward-Backward algorithm [199].

The HMM used for skipping prediction consists of two states, and the signals $NE$, $OE$, $IK$, and $SKIP$. Training an HMM consists of using the Baum-Welch [16] algorithm to estimate the transition and emission probabilities that would best describe a set of signal sequences (in this case sequences of categorized homework submissions).

Predicting skipping for a student is then performed by analysing their sequence of submitted assignments $s_1, ..., s_n$. Given that these assignments were assessed with categories $c = c_1, ..., c_n$ ($c_i \in \{ne, oe, ik, skip\}$ for $i \in 1...n$), consider the four extended category sequences

$$c_{ne} = c_1, ..., c_n, ne$$
$$c_{oe} = c_1, ..., c_n, oe$$
$$c_{ik} = c_1, ..., c_n, ik$$
$$c_{skip} = c_1, ..., c_n, skip.$$

If $c_{skip}$ is the most likely sequence to be produced by the trained HMM, skipping is predicted for the student.

**Evaluation.** The predictor was trained with data gathered by categorizing homework submissions of 80 randomly chosen students of a course on theoretical computer science [3].

Figure 5.2 shows the trained model. Here, the two states are referred to as inert in which SKIP is the most probable emission, and busy in which OE is the most probable emission. Note that both NE and OE are much more likely to be observed in the busy state than in the inert state (which motivates the naming). This fits the intuition of “losing momentum” referred to earlier: The hidden busy state (or, more precisely, the probability of being in the busy state) models the “momentum” a learner currently has while having insufficient knowledge or skipping reduces this momentum.

very poorly performing students, and a “gap” in between.

[TCS-2015 see Appendix A.]
An evaluation was performed using 10-fold cross-validation, which yielded an accuracy of 79%, a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 85%.

Note that assessment categories were chosen for skipping prediction because they identify lacks of knowledge, which could lead to skipping. To test this hypothesis, a simplified HMM was trained which only knew two signals: “submitted” (observed instead of IK, OE or NE) and “skipped”. This model performed slightly worse in predicting skipping, yielding an accuracy of 0.77%, a sensitivity of 70%, and a specificity of 84%. This confirms the assumption that lagging behind may cause skipping, and that the detection of such behaviour (through IK assessments) can lead to a better skipping prediction. Yet, the fact that the simplified predictor only performed slightly worse indicates that there probably are more influential reasons for skipping.

**Perspective.** In the dataset, skipping might be a bit overrepresented: If a student decides to drop out of the course (which might be a reasonable choice, if, for instance, too many courses were joined that semester) they are considered to be skipping, and it can be argued whether that is true: The aim of predicting skipping is to deliver interventions which should only be provided to students that are still possibly willing to participate. Hence, in the future, the assessment of skipping should be reconsidered, which would probably lead to different predictor properties.

The skipping predictor is independent of the exact number of exercises of the course it is used in, yet, it will most likely work best in courses which have a similar number of exercises as the course the training data was gathered in. As can be seen by the state transition properties depicted in Figure 5.2, transitioning from busy to inert is much more probable than transitioning from inert to busy. The predictor will predict higher and higher probabilities of skipping, even for learners who solve all exercises flawlessly. Note that this rate of “attraction” is specific to the training data, and might change for instance in longer courses. However, that the predictor is robust against small changes in the number of exercises is a desired property, as this number may change between different venues. In the future it might be interesting to compare these models between courses: Do some courses
yield higher “re-entry probabilities” (transitions from inert to busy) than others?

The predictor is task-agnostic as it does not distinguish between tasks. While this allows to change a course’s schedule, or even to use the training data on a completely different course, maybe a task-specific skipping prediction would be more accurate. Figure 5.1 shows large differences in assessments between weeks: Submissions in week three, for instance, show the largest proportion of insufficient knowledge assessments. Accordingly, the increase in skipping in week 4 is one of the largest in the dataset. If such “hurdles” were known beforehand, specific interventions could be implemented. In the evaluated course on theoretical computer science, the homework of week 3 was the first to require the students to independently construct a proof, which was arguable the cause of the rise in insufficient knowledge assessments. A task-specific predictor would need to hold a representation which topic holds particular challenges for the learners.

5.2 Predicting Examination Performance

This section describes a predictor of examination performance which has been briefly introduced in [103].

Predicting examination performances is one of the most common applications of Learning Analytics found in the literature. To make such predictions, a plethora of data sources have been considered, among others: Emotional affects [184], grades in previous courses and demographic data [98, 52], engagement measures [1, 52, 78], homework performance [186, 40], online quiz performances [238], and the use of supplementary learning material [164].

The set of statistical measures employed for examination performance prediction is also quite diverse, ranging from Neural Networks [175] to Decision Trees [98] and Regression Analysis [1, 186, 40].

The predictor introduced in this section uses counts of labels assessing student performances to make predictions. The labelling scheme, which is described in Section 4.3 and is also used for skipping prediction (Section 5.1) encompasses the labels NE for “no error”, IK for “insufficient knowledge”, OE for “other error”, and SKIP for skipped activities. As described in Section 4.3, such label counts can be gathered by teachers labelling homework assignments as part of their teaching routine. Multiple choice quizzes, where each possible answer is associated with one of the labels NE (correct answer), IK (answer indicating a lack of knowledge by the learner) and OE (for all other wrong answers), are a second data source. Note that using quiz responses in this manner does only require human labour when designing the quizzes, while homework labelling has to be performed throughout a course.

The examination performance predictor relies on a linear regression model. Linear regression models express a numerical target variable (also referred to as the dependent variable) as a linear combination of different independent variables. For the predictor described in the following, the dependent variable is examination performance (encoded by a mark between 0% and 100%), and the counts of different labels are the independent variables.

Using data gathered from student homework to feed linear regression models to predict examination performances has been attempted before in the literature: Parker et al. used sums of numerical homework assessments as independent variables [186], while Carter et al. used the time spent in different “working states” a student could be in while delivering programming homework [40].
5.2. PREDICTING EXAMINATION PERFORMANCE

Arguably, the relation of homework completion and homework quality on examination success depends on characteristics of the course (the topic, the teaching method, etc.), and obviously on the examination itself. See Figure 5.3 as an illustration of the influence of homework completion on examination success in a course on functional programming and a course on theoretical computer science. In both cases, students delivering more homework performed better in the final examination than their inactive peers: In FP-2017 the average performance of students who skipped at most two assignments is at 1.47 standard deviations above the average performance, these students outperform in average 81% of their peers. In TCS-2017 the figures are similar, strongly participating students (skipping at most two assignments) outperform in average 72% of the other students, their performance is at 1.23 standard deviations above average. In both cases, the linear model (plotted in the figures) predicts a gain of 2.7% per submitted exercise. For both courses, this influence is significant ($p < 0.01$).

Yet, both datasets show remarkable differences: Firstly, homework completion was distributed differently. In FP-2017, 40% of students chose not to do any homework, in TCS-2017 these were only 24%. Secondly, in TCS-2017 there were a considerable number of students not performing well in the examination while having delivered most homework, in FP-2017 this number is much smaller (visible in the bottom right corners of the plots). And thirdly, average grades in FP-2017 are about 15% higher than in TCS-2018. Considering these facts, linear regression models seem to be suited for examination performance prediction as they perform comparably well on these fairly different datasets.

Also, linear regression models yield actionable predictions, as delivering homework always changes the prediction by the same amount. This allows the learner (and the software) to easily predict what would happen if the next homework was delivered or skipped.

The predictors of examination performance and skipping can be used together to inform students with a high estimated risk of skipping of the benefit of doing homework. A course format using this technique is described in Section 4.3 and an evaluation of this course format can found in Section 6.2.

**Predictor definition.** Linear regression models describe a predicted variable $Y$ as a linear combination of several independent variables $X_1...X_k$:

$$ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1...\beta_n X_n $$

---

4FP-2017 see Appendix A.
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Fitting a linear regression model consists of finding coefficients the $\beta_1 \ldots \beta_k$, so that the error terms $\epsilon$ in the following equations are small for all observed values $y$ of $Y$ and $x_k$ of $X_k$:

$$y = \beta_0 \cdot x_1 + \ldots \beta_p \cdot x_p + \epsilon.$$

Accordingly, the examination performance predictor is trained with a set of observed examination results along with counts of assessed labels, yielding a linear model:

$$E = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot X_{ne} + \beta_2 \cdot X_{ik} + \beta_3 \cdot X_{oe} + \beta_4 \cdot X_{skip}$$

Where $E$ is the estimated examination performance and $X_l$ are the counts of observed labels $l$. Note that $\beta_0$, referred to as the intercept, signifies the predicted examination performance if no label counts are available, which is the case at the beginning of a course.

A prediction can be made for a student by counting the labels the student received and calculating $E$ given these counts.

Note that this model violates two requirements often mentioned in the literature: Firstly, the error terms $\epsilon$ are usually required to be normally distributed \[117\]. This requirement cannot hold, because examination marks are bounded (by 0 and 1). For very large or very small predictions (near 0, or 1) the error $\epsilon$ can only assume small values because values above 1 or below 0 can not be observed. Hence, $\epsilon$ cannot follow a normal distribution which would allow any value. Secondly, the independent variables are required to be statistically independent. This is not the case here as labels are disjoint classifications of student behaviour and exclude each other.

**Evaluation.** The quality of the examination performance predictor was evaluated with two datasets. The first dataset encompasses data from 11 labelled homework assignments of 82 randomly chosen students in a course on theoretical computer science. The homework assignments were tasked every week over the period of the whole course. This dataset is referred to as the “homework dataset”. The second evaluation used data gathered from online quizzes using the audience response system of Backstage 2 in a course on functional programming. This dataset encompasses data of 253 students. Quizzes were conducted on a weekly basis throughout the course and served to recapitulate the content of the last lecture. In total, 10 quizzes were conducted (with two of the course’s weeks encompassing no quizzes), yet due to the internet connection in the auditorium failing in three occasions, only data from 7 quizzes could be recorded. This dataset is referred to as the “quiz dataset”.

With the homework dataset, SK (missed learning activity) and IK (insufficient knowledge) impact on examination fitness with a significance level of 0.05, while the inclusion of the other variables does not worsen the predictor’s accuracy. The final model $E_{hw}$ trained on the homework dataset yields the following coefficients:

$$E_{hw} = 0.57 + 0.019 \cdot X_{ne} - 0.018 \cdot X_{ik} + 0.007 \cdot X_{oe} - 0.006 \cdot X_{skip}$$

The $R^2$ error of $E_{hw}$ is 20%. Note that a linear model only accounting for homework completion (similar to the model seen in Figure 5.3) performs worse, with an $R^2$ error of 14%.

With the quiz dataset, OE (other error) and IK (insufficient knowledge) impact on examination fitness with a significance level of 0.05. This dataset contained no SK labels, because of software failures leading to gaps in the data (whether students skipped in these gaps cannot be determined). Nevertheless, the model model trained on the quiz dataset $E_{quiz}$ has an $R^2$ error of 19.8%, which comparable to $E_{hw}$.

$$E_{quiz} = 0.67 + 0.02 \cdot X_{ne} - 0.008 \cdot X_{ik} + 0.003 \cdot X_{oe}$$

---
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5.3. PREDICTING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AND MISCONCEPTIONS

As with the homework dataset, using label counts as independent variables yields a better predictor than using quiz correctness alone. The linear model using only quiz correctness only exhibited an $R^2$ error of 10%.

**Perspective.** Choosing the set of independent variables used for prediction can not only change the predictive qualities of the predictor but also its pedagogical use. If only the count of submitted assignments is used, $\beta_0$ (the estimation displayed at the beginning of the course) estimates the examination performance when no homework is delivered, with predictions improving by submitting homework and remaining stable by skipping. If, in contrast, only the count of skipped assignments was used, $\beta_0$ signifies the estimated examination performance if all homework was delivered, with predictions decreasing by skipping and remaining stable by delivering homework. Both models describe the data equally well, as the independent variables are inversions of one another, but both models might be chosen with different pedagogic intentions: The first model might be perceived as an encouragement to do homework and as a reification of the work done so far. The second model might be perceived as a punishment for skipping homework while exploiting the endowment effect.

The predicted values computed with $E_{hw}$ can both increase and decrease depending on a student’s behaviour: Skipping and exhibiting insufficient knowledge decrease predicted performances while making no errors or other errors increases the predicted values. Therefore, predictions made by this model can both be perceived as encouragement and punishment. Yet, by inverting the respective variables, the model could be easily adapted to suit only one of these “pedagogical modes”. An interesting approach would be to let students choose which model they want to receive predictions from: Some students might prefer to have an optimistic model, starting with high predictions which can decrease along the course, while others might prefer to see their estimated score increase as they deliver homework.

The evaluation showed that models using label counts for prediction outperform models which simply use counts of delivered homework or quiz correctness. Future developments could aim to further increase the predictor’s accuracy. One approach could be to find shared behaviours of students who delivered homework or made quizzes while receiving grades that were lower than the predictor estimated. These students could not benefit from delivering homework or making quizzes as the others, and integrating data on these behaviours into the model could both increase the predictor accuracy and, hopefully, the learning efficiency.

The current predictor only accounts for homework quality but not for the feedback the students received on their homework, which might overemphasize the severity of making errors. Indeed, feedback quality can make the difference between changing misconceptions and maintaining them until the examination. Obviously “receiving good quality feedback” is not in the power of the student, but in Backstage 2 / Projects students can ask questions on their feedback and finally indicate their understanding. If the teaching staff can assure that student questions on feedback are answered until the student is satisfied with the answers, data gathered in this way could also be integrated into examination performance predictions. This would emphasize that both the teacher giving feedback, and the students making an effort in understanding feedback are part of the learning process.

5.3 Predicting Systematic Errors and Misconceptions

The predictor presented in this section aims to predict systematic errors and misconceptions a student will make in a course, which is, to the author’s best knowledge, a novel application of Learning Analytics. As the predictors presented in the previous sections, it relies on

---

8The preference of people of keeping possession over acquiring new possession [127].
sequences of labelled homework submissions, where labels are used to model systematic errors and misconceptions.

The misconception predictor was conceptualized and preliminarily evaluated by the author of this report, but Andreas Born integrated it into Backstage 2 / Projects and evaluated and optimized its performance. A thorough description of the implementation and the optimization process can be found his thesis [26], a brief description of the predictor and its properties can be found in [103].

The predictor relies on collaborative filtering, a technique often used for product recommendation e-commerce systems. In such systems, users rate products either explicitly by awarding points or stars, or implicitly (e.g. by buying a product or watching a film). Collaborative filtering identifies similarities between users by identifying similarities in the ratings they gave (whether they liked or bought the same products). The intuition is that if two users bought or liked the same products in the past, they will probably like and buy the same products in the future: If one them buys a specific product, it can be recommended to the other. Similarly, one could assume that if two students made the same errors in the past, they might make the same errors in the future. This intuition is underpinned by the notion of latent variables, which are common personal properties which are not directly observable but can be used to explain a large variety of behaviours [27]. In e-commerce, a latent variable could be the preference for certain book genre or a specific hobby which leads a group of people to prefer certain products. In the case of systematic errors in education, a latent variable could be a shared fundamental misconception or missing preliminary knowledge. The basic data structure used for collaborative filtering is the so-called rating matrix $R \in M_{n,m}$, which contains for each of the $n$ users and each of the $m$ products the rating the user gave to the product, or no value if the user did not rate that product. The “missing” ratings are typical for explicit rating data (as users usually cannot have opinions on all products available), and collaborative filtering approaches often try to predict ratings a user would give to a product if they bought it. Recommendations are then compiled from products the user did not (yet) buy that have the highest predicted rating.

The misconception predictor uses a label matrix (similar to a rating matrix) containing for each student and each known error whether the student made the error (denoted by a 1), did not make the error (denoted by a 0), or no data if the value cannot be specified. A specific systematic error can only be observed if a regarding exercise was assigned and submitted by a student. Therefore, missing values in the label matrix occur if students skipped assignments, or if a regarding exercise was not yet submitted.

A technique related to collaborative filtering is frequent pattern mining, where sets of items that are usually bought together are recorded. Figure 5.4 depicts a section of the label matrix generated from homework submitted by students in a course on theoretical computer science in 2015, with a notable frequent pattern.

**Predictor definition.** A common practice for collaborative filtering is to find and approximate a decomposition of the rating matrix $R \in M_{n,m}$ into two smaller matrices $U \in M_{n,k}$ and $P \in M_{k,m}$, where $R \approx U \cdot P$ [26].

The rank $k \in \mathbb{N}$ of $U$ is referred to as the number of latent or hidden variables, and $U$ and $P$ as user and product features respectively. These notions are sensible because, if $U \cdot P$ estimates $R$ well, then the rating behaviour of user $i$ (encoded by the row $i$ of $R$, $r_{i,*}$) can be approximated well by a linear combination of rows of $P$:

$$r_{i,*} \approx u_{i,*} \cdot P = \sum_{j=1}^{k} u_{i,j} \cdot p_{j,*}$$
Figure 5.4: A section of the label matrix generated from homework submissions in a course on theoretical computer science (TCS-2015). The rows represent students, the columns represent systematic errors. Systematic errors are grouped by the exercise they can occur in (u-0-1, u-0-2, u-0-5, u-1-1). A matrix entry is white if the error was not made by a student, and coloured if it was made. The coloured entries represent a frequent pattern shared by five students.
In this sense, the rows of $P$ represent prototypes of rating behaviour, and $U$ estimates to which degree each user fits each prototype.

As stated above, $R$ may contain missing values, so finding an approximate decomposition of $R$ refers to finding two matrices $U$ and $P$ whose product approximates the known values of $R$. To find such a decomposition, Zhou et al. propose the Alternating-Least-Squares with Weighted-$\lambda$-Regularization (ALS-WR) algorithm [266], which tries to minimize the following cost function $f$

$$f(U, P) = \sum_{(i,j) \in I} (r_{i,j} - u_{i,\star} \cdot p_{\star,j})^2 + \lambda \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_{i,\star} ||u_{i,\star}||^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{m} r_{\star,j} ||p_{\star,j}||^2 \right)$$

Where $I$ is the set of indices of known ratings in $R$, $r_{i,\star}$ is the number of ratings given by user $i$, $r_{\star,j}$ is the number of ratings product $j$ received, and $\lambda$ is a numerical regularization parameter. The second term of the function, which is weighted by $\lambda$, penalizes large parameters in $U$ and $P$, and is used to prevent overfitting.

Numerical solutions for $U$ and $P$ are then found by first filling both matrices with random values, and then using the gradient descent technique to alternatingly improve the estimation of $U$ while fixing entries of $P$ and then improving the estimation of $P$ while fixing entries in $U$. Note that the algorithm ignores the “missing values” in $R$ (they do not occur in the cost function) while producing matrices $P$ and $U$ without missing values. The entries of $P \cdot U$ can then be used as predictions of ratings “missing” in $R$.

Note that the number of latent variables $k$ and the regularization parameter $\lambda$ have to be estimated for this algorithm.

To predict systematic errors a student $s$ would make when attempting a specific exercise, a personalised label matrix $L_s$ is constructed for $s$ by adding a row encoding the systematic errors $s$ made so far to a (previously collected) label matrix $L$. Then, predictions of error occurrences are made for $s$ by using the ALS-WR algorithm described above and using $L_s$ as the rating matrix. From all systematic errors which can occur for the exercise in question, the errors with values exceeding a chosen threshold $t$ are chosen as prediction.

Choosing a set of predicted errors with an occurrence probability above $t$ is used false positives: Possibly, a student will not make any systematic error (in contrast, product recommendation sites typically assume that all users will buy products).

Evaluation. For the evaluation of the predictor, homework submissions of 82 randomly chosen students of a course on theoretical computer science were labelled. This dataset is described in Section 4.2 where the labelling validity is reported.

For each exercise, 10-fold cross-validation was performed: The data of 90% of the students were chosen as training data, yielding a label matrix $L$. For each of the remaining students, $L_s$ was constructed by adding all known labels of the student up to the exercise in question while marking the rest of the labels as unknown. The prediction was then performed as described above, and compared to the observed labels.

This was repeated for different configurations of parameters $k$ (the number of latent variables) and $\lambda$ (the regulation parameter), yielding an optimal model with parameters $k = 40$ and $\lambda = 0.065$. Figure 5.5 shows the performance of this optimized model with varying thresholds $t$ in a ROC curve. The results are promising: The ROC curve diverts notably from the diagonal (which would signify random guessing), and an optimal trade-off can be found with a threshold 0.05 yielding a specificity of 80.7% and a sensitivity of 71.8%.
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5.3. PREDICTING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AND MISCONCEPTIONS

It is noteworthy that more frequent misconceptions are predicted with higher accuracy than less frequent misconceptions, which can be seen in Figure 5.6. Possibly, the predictor would perform better with training data of more students (yielding higher misconception frequencies).

**Perspective.** The misconception predictor is interesting because it delivers data directly providing “feed-forward” (i.e. an indication “what to do next”), while other learning analytics (such as the predictors described above) rather present assessments such as predictions of examination performance, based on the learning behaviour shown so far. In the future, such predictions could be used for learning personalization, for instance by prompting students with descriptions of systematic errors and possibly additional material chosen specifically for a student when they attempt an exercise.

Yet, as shown in Section 6.1, simply by providing all students with descriptions of all known systematic errors without personalization, the occurrence of these errors can be drastically reduced. Indeed, introducing a predictor bears the risk of making false predictions: Prompting students with error descriptions which are not helpful for them, or (which is arguably worse) failing to prompt error descriptions which would have been helpful. If there are few systematic errors known for each exercise, prompting all error descriptions to all students seems to be the “safer” option.

A different use of such predictions would be to identify *causes* of systematic errors. If certain errors often occur in combination, they possibly share an underlying cause. Such an analysis could be achieved by presenting teachers with sets of correlating errors (possibly derived from the factor matrix $P$ described above) and asking the teachers to identify similarities between these errors. Identifying underlying causes of errors would be a promising approach to improve teaching.

In the future, the implementation of the predictor could be improved. Firstly, its current implementation is not very efficient: Matrix factorizations are computed for each student
and exercise, while they could be stored and re-used. Secondly, the predictor currently models exercises and errors as unique entities which share no properties other than their co-occurrence: If a new exercise is introduced to the course, the predictor cannot predict systematic errors for it, even if certain predictions would be sensible: Many systematic errors of, for instance, proofs by induction may occur in different exercises requiring this technique. Such an extension would require some kind of ontology for exercises, topics, and associated systematic errors.

### 5.4 Predicting Levels of Programming Competence

The predictor presented in this section aims to predict the programming competence of students. To assess programming competence, source code is categorized into three levels:

1. Code written in a correct file format.
2. Syntactically correct code.
3. Semantically correct code.

The predictor estimates for each competence level the likelihood of a student being able to produce code of that level. As an input, the predictor uses sequences of categorized code submissions.

This level scheme is motivated by observations reported in Section 4.4: In a peer-taught course on functional programming (FP-2017-p), submitted programming assignments were automatically classified in this manner. For all competence levels, examples of code reaching the level, and examples of code failing the level were observed.

Competence levels are inclusive: Syntactically correct code is assumed to be provided in a correct file format, and semantically correct code is assumed to be syntactically correct. Note that with this assumption, a student’s competence may be underestimated: Source code embedded in, for instance, a PDF file may be semantically correct – and the student was able to write such code. Also, if a student writes a semantically correct program and accidentally deletes one character from the document, resulting in a syntactically incorrect program, it can be argued whether that student really does struggle with the syntax barrier. Yet, enforcing a strict hierarchy eases the automatic categorization of source code using the language’s compiler or interpreter.
5.4. PREDICTING LEVELS OF PROGRAMMING COMPETENCE

Similar categorization approaches can be found in the literature: Carter categorized code written by students while working on assignments by defining four “states” resulting from combinations of “syntactically correct” / “syntactically incorrect” and “semantically unknown” / “semantically incorrect” [40]. “Semantically unknown” refers to code which runs without throwing any runtime errors, which is interpreted by the authors as an indication for semantic correctness. One of the states proposed by Carter is “semantically unknown and syntactically incorrect”. In Carter’s model, this state is reached by introducing a syntax error to a program which was previously semantically correct. Hence, to describe the process of programming, this state may be sensible. Yet, to describe a submitted program (the outcome of the programming process), such a category is less sensible because a program that cannot be interpreted cannot “work as intended”.

Another code categorization approach was performed by Denny et al. who categorized code as “passing all tests” (similar to level 3), “compiling but not passing all tests” (similar to level 2), and “not compiling” (similar to level 1) [63]. Note that this categorization scheme does not assess code submissions “in the wrong file format” as the software used in [63] would not allow such submissions. Similar to the evaluation presented in Section 4.4, Denny et al. found a large number of students struggling with the syntax of the taught programming language. Yet, different to the results presented above, Denny found that “compiling code failing the provided tests” (level 2 but not 3) was more common than code “passing all tests” (level 3). Interestingly, the evaluation presented in Section 4.4 yielded the opposite result: Most students who were able to write syntactically correct code, also wrote semantically correct code. This difference might be caused by the different programming languages taught: Haskell (taught in the course described in Section 4.4) being declarative and functional, and Java (taught in the course evaluated by Denny et al.) being imperative and object-oriented. This can be explained intuitively: Programs in a functional and declarative language are correct if the programmer managed to correctly declare what a solution to a problem is (which encompasses syntax and semantics simultaneously), while a program in an imperative programming language is correct if the programmer formulated syntactically correct instructions for the interpreter and these instructions “realise the right thing” upon interpretation.

The predictor presented in this section can model such “hurdle situations” where mastering one level often leads to the mastering of the next level.

The competence level predictor was devised and preliminarily evaluated by the author of this thesis, while Robert Pospisil provided the implementation as well as the idea of making task-specific predictions (described below). A more thorough evaluation and the documentation of the implementation can be found in his master’s thesis in [193].

**Predictor definition.** The competence level predictor relies on a Bayesian network, which consists of a set of random variables, and a set of statistical dependencies between these variables. If some of the variables (referred to as the evidence variables) are observed, inferences can be drawn about the probability distributions of the other (unobserved) variables.

Bayesian networks are usually visualized by directed acyclic graphs, where a node represents a variable, and an edge represents statistical dependence between two variables (an edge from variable a to variable b is read as “b depends on a”). Every variable is associated with a random distribution, where variables depending on other variables are associated with conditional distributions. Because all variables of the Bayesian network described here can only assume a finite set of values, random distributions can be displayed by probability tables (in the case of independent variables) or conditional probability tables (in the case of dependent variables).
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Figure 5.7 depicts the whole Bayesian network used for prediction. It consists of three types of variables:

- The three unobserved **competence level variables** “form”, “syntax”, and “semantic” model the probability of a student submitting code satisfying or failing the respective level. These variables can assume the values “correct” (reaching the level) or “incorrect” (failing to reach the level).

- The three **history variables** represent assessments of previous student submissions, and can assume the values “positive”, “neutral” or “negative”. For instance, observing a “negative” syntax history for a student signifies that the student struggled often with the syntax of a programming language in the past. Observations of history variables are made by analysing all previous code submissions of a student. Consider a sequence $s_0 \ldots s_n$ of student code submissions where $s_0$ is the first (hence oldest) and $s_n$ is the last (hence newest) submission. From these, submission level scores $l_0 \ldots l_n$ are computed by mapping each submission satisfying a given level to 1 or $-1$ respectively. The level score $L$ is then defined as a weighted sum of submission level scores:

$$L = \sum_{i=0}^{n} 2^{i-n} l_i = \frac{1}{2^n} l_0 + \ldots + \frac{1}{2} l_{n-1} + l_n$$

Note that the weighting emphasises newer submissions over older submissions. If $L$ is smaller than $-0.5$ a “negative” level history is observed, if it is larger than 0.5 a “positive” level history is observed, and a “neutral” level history is observed otherwise.

- The **difficulty variable** models the difficulty of the courses exercises. The difficulty of an exercise is defined by the number of students being able to correctly solve the exercise (submitting a semantically correct solution). If 66% or more of all students can solve an exercise, it is regarded as “easy”; if only 33% of students or less can solve an exercise, it is regarded as “difficult”; and it is regarded to be of “medium” difficulty otherwise.

The following dependencies are introduced between the variables:

- Each competence level variable (“form”, “syntax”, and “semantic”) depends on its respective history variable (following the intuition that recently having struggled with a specific problem influences the current performance).

- The competence level variables “syntax” and “semantic” depend on the variables modelling the next lower level. This allows to model hurdle situations as mentioned above.

- All competence level variables depend on the difficulty variable.

The model is trained by using student code submissions of a course, counting the occurrences of the competence levels for each student, and computing the (conditional) probability tables which completes the Bayesian network.

Predictions for a student are made by computing the history assessments as described above for each level, entering the computed assessments as observations in the trained Bayesian network, and inferring the competence level variables (for instance using variable elimination [265]).

Additionally, if the difficulty of an attempted exercise is known, it can be also entered as an observation of the “difficulty” variable. Note that this additional step performs a task-specific prediction: Estimating the likelihood for a student to reach a certain level given a specific exercise.
Finally, it is predicted that a student reaches a competence level in their next assignment if the probability of the regarding competence level variable to assume the value “correct” exceeds a chosen threshold.

**Evaluation.** The predictor was evaluated with data gathered in a peer taught course on functional programming (FP-2017-p, introduced in Section 4.4). For the evaluation, 10-fold cross-validation was used.

Table 5.1 reports the average accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and F1-score the predictor exhibited both for the task-specific usage (using observed exercise difficulties for predicting) and the task-agnostic usage (leaving the difficulty variable unobserved). The predictor benefits from the use of difficulty observations, improving the accuracy by 11%. Interestingly, the task-specific predictor is more sensitive than specific, while the task-agnostic predictor is more specific than sensitive: Knowing the difficulty of an exercise aids at identifying the competence levels a student will reach, while hindering the correct identification of levels a student will fail.

**Perspectives.** In the current form, the predictor showed quite promising properties, with an accuracy of 82% in the task-specific use and 71% in the task-agnostic use. Yet, certain parameters such as the weighting coefficients of the level history assessment were arbitrarily chosen. Future developments could try to improve these parameters.
Note that the nature of a Bayesian network allows making both task-specific and task-agnostic predictions in the same course without changing the implementation: Difficulty observations of exercises could be used if available, with the predictor still being functional if they are not. In this way, new exercises can be added to a course, with the predictor taking advantage of the assessed difficulty of old exercises while still delivering predictions for the new exercises. This is a clear advantage of the competence level predictor over similar approaches such as Rash models (introduced in [161]) which rely on data on all attempted tasks being available before making a prediction.

In the future, competence level predictions could be used to implement personalized scaffolding for programming assignments: If a user is predicted to struggle with the syntax of a programming language, the software could provide them with additional aids, such as worked examples, or even providing a block-based interface (famously implemented by the scratch programming language [158]) instead of a text editor.

Another use of the competence level predictions would be to realise “smart” orchestration of peer teaching: Students predicted to master, for instance, the syntax level of a language could help students which are predicted to struggle with this level. In this way, the students’ abilities could be used efficiently, assuming that all students who mastered a competence level could help students who have not yet reached that level.
CHAPTER 6

Fostering Self-Regulation and Exploratory Learning

This chapter presents results on the improvement of learning behaviours and learning outcomes caused or sustained by Backstage 2 / Projects. In Section 6.1 results regarding conceptual change are reported, Section 6.2 discusses observed changes in the students’ learning behaviour, and Section 6.3 reports on a laboratory study aimed at sustaining exploratory learning of STEM’s formal languages. Each of these sections is concluded with perspectives for software improvements or further research. In Section 6.4 the results are interpreted with regard to self-regulated learning and teaching efficiency.

6.1 Fostering Conceptual Change

The conceptual change model describes learning as a process in which students change their existing (possibly erroneous) beliefs based on the experiences they have. Fostering conceptual change is a well established and effective teaching method: Hattie found conceptual change programs among the most effective teaching methods (average reported effect size Cohen’s $d = 0.99$) [101], and Harasim presents conceptual change as a central component of her “Online Collaborative Learning” theory [100]. Section 3.3 gives a brief overview of related work on the topic, as well as discussing different uses of the terms systematic error and misconception.

This section discusses two software-driven measures aimed to foster conceptual change: Collaboratively-generated refutation texts, and a specialized scaffolding embedded in the platform’s code editor Knoala (described in Section 4.1).

Many software-driven interventions aiming to induce conceptual change found in the literature address misconceptions which were established before the interventions for a population of students [15] [16] [15]. One contribution of Backstage 2 / Projects is its support for the collaborative collection of misconceptions (see Section 4.2). Note that a list of common misconceptions along with their prevalences is a simple yet very powerful form of Learning Analytics. It is (in part) due to this collaboratively generated data that the measures discussed in this section could be implemented and evaluated.
**Collaboratively-generated refutation texts.** The evaluation presented in Section 4.2 showed that the use of collaboratively collected descriptions of systematic errors was well accepted among students: They perceived these descriptions, which were presented alongside their exercises and were often written as "refutation texts" [240], as helpful for their learning. The data presented in the following shows that this measure was not only perceived as helpful, but did help students in avoiding systematic errors. This result was published in [104].

Data gathered in three consecutive courses on theoretical computer science (TCS-2016, TCS-2017, TCS-2018\(^1\)) was evaluated to measure the effectiveness of the intervention. The first dataset gathered in TCS-2016 is referred to as the base-dataset. It was collected to initially establish which systematic errors occurred in the course as well as to determine their occurrence frequencies (see Section 4.2 for a description of this process).

The second dataset, gathered in TCS-2017 and referred to as the validation-dataset, was collected to establish whether systematic errors would re-occur with similar frequencies in the following course venue. The third dataset, referred to as the primed-students-dataset, was gathered in TCS-2018. In this course, students were provided with error descriptions while working out homework exercises as described in Section 4.2. This intervention aimed at reducing the occurrence rates of the displayed errors.

Many experiments on conceptual change are conducted in laboratory settings with pre and post-tests to establish whether a teaching method administered between tests was effective in reducing misconceptions. The research presented in this section does not follow this approach. While laboratory studies have the important advantage of providing controlled variables, the design used here can provide insights on the learning of far more students over a longer period.

Error occurrences in the base-dataset and the validation-dataset correlated positively \((k = 0.49)\), which indicates that systematic errors were made with similar frequencies in these courses. The correlation between error occurrences in the base-dataset and the primed-students-dataset was also positive but smaller \((k = 0.21)\). This indicates that systematic error occurrences changed due to the implemented priming in TCS-2018. Yet, the correlation between the base-dataset and the primed-student-dataset is still significantly positive: Common errors in TCS-2016 were still common in TCS-2018. Possibly, the implemented measure affected only certain students.

In TCS-2016, 35% of all homework submissions contained systematic errors. In TCS-2018, this number dropped to 18%, which is a significant change \((p < 0.01)\). To further evaluate which students avoided systematic errors, the primed-student-dataset was split by student activity into four equally sized sets. Here, student activity was assessed by the number of hours in which an action of a student was registered on the platform. The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 6.1: Student activity had a large impact on the likelihood of making systematic errors. Only 14% of the homework submitted by students in the “most active quartile” contained systematic errors. In contrast, 31% of the homework submitted by students in the “least active” quartile contained systematic errors. Note that the rate of systematic errors for the least active students in TCS-2018 is comparable to the average rate of systematic errors of all students in TCS-2016 (35% compared to 31%).

The fact that the most active students made the fewest systematic errors strongly indicates that the overall drop in systematic errors in TCS-2018 was indeed caused by the implemented intervention, as the least active students in TCS-2018 (who rarely visited the platform) made nearly as many systematic errors as the students TCS-2016 which were instructed without the intervention.

\(^1\)See Appendix A for descriptions of these courses
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Scaffolding. The courses on theoretical computer science evaluated for this research required students to learn a set of “theoretical programming languages” (described in Section 4.5), two of which, referred to as LOOP and WHILE, are discussed in greater detail in the following. The imperative programming languages LOOP and WHILE follow mainly the same syntax while providing different means to realise repetition: WHILE allows to specify “while-loops” which are executed until a certain condition is met, and LOOP only allows to specify fixed-length loops [222, Chap. 2.3].

As for all other topics of the course, systematic errors also occurred during the learning of these languages and were collected on the platform. Even though the online code editor Knoala supported students in delivering homework for these topics, syntax errors were very common in the submitted homework.

The most common systematic error observed for these topics was a syntax error caused by an incorrect placement of semicolons. In LOOP and WHILE, two statements are separated by a semicolon, while in many of today’s practical programming languages (java, JavaScript, Python, C, etc.) semicolons are used to end a statement. This means that placing semicolons in LOOP in the same ways as in more “common” programming languages (like the ones the students are used to) causes syntax errors.

It is noteworthy that the special semicolon placement in LOOP and WHILE is somewhat arbitrary (possibly it was chosen to resemble older programming languages like Pascal [118]), and an equivalent definition of these languages with “more common” semicolon placement could be devised easily. Fortunately for this research, such an adaptation was not attempted, which allowed observing conceptual change among the students: Starting with a concept like “semicolons are always used to end a statement” and ending with a concept like “In LOOP and WHILE, semicolons are used to separate statements”. From an educational point of view, it can be argued whether fostering this particular conceptual change is worth an educator’s or a student’s time as the difference seems rather benign. Yet, computer science students, and arguably all students studying STEM fields, regularly have to learn new formalisms, many of which may seem unintuitive at a first encounter.
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Figure 6.2: Knoala containing an erroneous LOOP program. The implemented scaffolding provides the red error mark left of line 3, and an tooltip text made visible by hovering the error mark.

The syntax errors Knoala provided for these languages were rather limited as they were only displayed after executing a program (while many development environments constantly verify code syntax), and did not indicate the line of text in which an error occurred. For her bachelor thesis, Galina Keil extended Knoala with a scaffold component for LOOP and WHILE, consisting of improved error messages and a continuous code analysis [130], which are shown in Figure 6.2. The following paragraphs report results gathered in a laboratory study which evaluated these improvements.

One goal of the laboratory study was to assess whether students who were provided with the scaffolding would learn the “unintuitive” placement of semicolons in LOOP and WHILE better than students who were not. Other results of this case study are discussed in Section 6.3.

The study followed an AB test design and was conducted with 36 participants of which 16 where assigned the scaffold condition and 20 the default condition. All students heard a short lesson on the definition and use of the programming languages LOOP and a lesson on the definition and use of the programming language WHILE. After each lesson, students were asked to solve one code correction exercise, in which they were provided with an erroneous program they had to correct, and two programming exercises, in which they had to write a program fulfilling a given specification. All students were asked to use Knoala to work out their solutions, yet only students in the scaffold condition were provided with the additional scaffolding.

“Scaffolded” students less often attempted to run code containing syntax errors (including the “semicolon-error” in question) while working out their solutions. This is not surprising, as the implemented scaffold immediately reported syntax errors, while the “unscaffolded” students had to run their programs to be informed about them.

In a post-test, all students were asked to correct a given program which contained, among others, an “incorrectly placed semicolon” as described above. In this post-tests students had no access to Knoala. Students understanding the “unintuitive” use of semicolons in LOOP and WHILE would have no problem finding this error. Indeed, students who learned with scaffolding identified this error significantly more often ($p < 0.05$), which is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Arguably, the implemented scaffolding helped the students in learning the unintuitive concept, and hence it fostered conceptual change.

Perspectives. This section discussed two technology-driven interventions which fostered conceptual change, one through displaying refutation texts of systematic errors and misconceptions, and one through a scaffolding embedded in a code editor. Yet, before these interventions could be implemented, the systematic errors the interventions addressed had
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Figure 6.3: Relative frequencies of the results of the code correction task in the post test. Correct answers correctly identified the “semicolon error” and gave a correct explanation for its occurrence.

As identified – a task which, in sum, required at least as much work as implementing the software which delivered the interventions.

A perspective for future work is to identify specific systematic errors and implement technology-driven interventions in other courses as the evaluation presented here solely relies on data gathered in courses on theoretical computer science. Yet, if homework submissions are to be used as a data source, gathering a sufficient amount of data can be a problem. As noted in Section 4.2, a teacher would have to review 52 homework submissions to be 90% sure to identify an error occurring in 10% of the submissions. Besides having to do this substantial amount of work, one has to assert that there are so many submissions to revise!

In several examined courses (LDM-2018, LDM-2019, FP-2017), systematic errors could not be sensibly identified because homework delivery rates were too low (even though the courses encompassed several hundred students each). Note that the general problem of skipping homework is discussed in Section 4.3, and attempts in solving this problem are discussed in Section 6.2.

If however such an error analysis can be carried out, it allows to directly measure the effectiveness of teaching on a semantically deep level: Not only how well a subject is learned, but also which misconceptions were reduced (or caused) by a change in teaching.

An idea for a technology-driven intervention aimed to foster conceptual change which was not integrated into the Backstage 2 ecosystem is developed in [156]: Relevant concepts of a course’s topics are represented as interactive concept maps on the platform, which can be created, extended and rearranged by the students. A student who made a systematic error can be asked to rearrange their concept map of the regarding topic. This approach is equally generic as displaying refutation texts (as concept maps can always be drawn), while also being interactive. Note that letting students draw so-called “pre-concept maps” before instruction has been used to assess which misconceptions are present within a population of students [229], and comparing such “pre-concept maps” to “post-concept maps” (drawn after instruction) have been used to assess conceptual change [116].

---

2See Appendix A for descriptions of these courses
6.2 Fostering Behavioural Change

This section describes behavioural changes which were fostered with Backstage 2 / Projects. First, influences of analytics-based nudging (described in Section 4.3) are reported, then a general change in the use of the platform between two courses is described.

The influence of nudging. The learning and teaching format “Analytics-based Nudging” encompasses the provision of predictions of a student’s examination fitness (see Section 5.2) and risk of skipping homework (Section 5.1) to nudge students to deliver (more) homework. A first evaluation of this learning and teaching format was conducted in a course on theoretical computer science (TCS-2018). The results of this evaluation are published in [106]. In this course, in which personal analytics were provided in an online dashboard on the platform, students skipped fewer homework submissions than in the three previous course venues, as seen in Figure 6.4. While the homework skipping rate of 2018 was significantly lower to the skipping rates of 2015 and 2017, it was not significantly lower than in 2016.

A second evaluation was performed in a course on logic and discrete mathematics (LDM-2019). For this evaluation, Backstage 2 / Projects sent personalized analytics reports via email to the course’s participants, as well as providing an analytics dashboard (both are described in Section 4.3). Yet, despite the analytics-based nudging being more prominent than in the previous evaluation, no significant decrease in homework skipping was found: Skipping rates changed from 96.8% of all homework being skipped to 96.4%.

Both evaluated courses differed not only in the implemented nudging but also in taught subjects, teaching staff and other details. Furthermore, only in the TCS courses, bonus points for delivered homework were awarded, and students reported missing incentives as a cause of not submitting homework (reported in Section 4.3). This might be a major cause for the large difference in homework skipping rates between the TCS courses (between 61% and 74%) and the LDM courses (96.8% and 96.4%).

A culture of dialogue. In the following, data from LDM-2018 and LDM-2019 are evaluated. Between these course venues, the software remained fairly similar, with the only changes being the implementation of the afore-mentioned analytics reports, and an improved com-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>commented feedback</th>
<th>mean HFD length</th>
<th>commented exercises</th>
<th>mean ED length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDM-2018</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDM-2019</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Comparison of discussion lengths in LDM-2018 and LDM-2019. “commented feedback” refers to the frequency in which students commented on feedback they received from a teacher, “HFD length” refers to the total numbers of comments in a homework feedback dialogue, and “ED length” refers to the total numbers of comments in an exercise dialogue.

Communication awareness (users could choose to be informed via email on general activities in 2019, while in the previous venue they were only informed when their homework received feedback). Also, the exercise texts of LDM-2019 were improved or reworked by the teaching staff using comments which students left in LDM-2018. As mentioned before, homework delivery rates could not be increased between LDM-2018 and LDM-2019, but other behaviours changed between these course venues.

Firstly, students replied more often to reviews they got from their teachers in LDM-2019 than in LDM-2018, and these “homework-feedback-dialogues” (HFDs) increased significantly in length. In both courses, HFDs were initiated by the student either with a final remark (like “thank you” or “Ok, I see”) or with an inquiry asking further questions on the exercise, the given solution, or the feedback. In both courses, “final remarks” and “inquiries” were posted approximately equally often. Notably, in LDM-2018 there were student inquiries which remained unanswered by the teachers, and this did not happen in LDM-2019.

Secondly, exercises (i.e. problem statements) received significantly fewer comments in LDM-2019 than in LDM-2018, and these exercise dialogues (EDs) were shorter. In both courses, comments posted on exercises only contained questions regarding the exercises. These differences in communication behaviour are displayed in Table 6.1.

Thirdly, students, including those who neither delivered any homework nor left any comments, spent more time on the platform in LDM-2019 than in LDM-2018: In LDM-2018 an average of 6.8 active hours, and in LDM-2019 an average of 14.8 active hours was measured.

In summary: While homework delivery rates stayed the same in both courses, the use of the platform changed. Students visited the platform more often (possibly to see homework submissions of other students and the feedback they received, as submissions made up the majority of the content available), and engaged more in feedback dialogues with their teachers. At the same time, the course’s exercises themselves seemed to have caused fewer questions than in the previous course venue, a possible result of the attempted exercise improvements.

The increase in feedback dialogues and time spent on the platform may have been caused by the improvement of communication awareness on the platform. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the learning management systems used prior to Backstage 2 / Projects did neither provide any communication functionalities to publicly discuss feedback or exercises nor the possibility to see the homework submissions of other students. Possibly, students needed time to perceive Backstage 2 / Projects as a social medium and not only as a mere homework delivery platform.

Nicol argues that teacher feedback has to be provided as a dialogue instead of a one-way communication [171]. The results above show that simply providing the students and teachers with the technology to do so (in LDM-2018) is initially not sufficient, but that a

---

3an active hour is defined as an hour in which at least one user-action is registered on the platform.
“culture of dialogue” can emerge when simple awareness measures are implemented and students and teachers alike get used to the new functionalities.

**Perspectives.** The results regarding analytics-based nudging indicated that students can (in certain cases) be motivated by such nudging, but also that other motivators such as bonus points are a much more effective motivator. Arguably, further developments of analytics-based nudging should reflect how the “nudged behaviour” influences or is influenced by other factors such as the workload in other courses or external motivations.

One perspective for future developments would be to motivate students to become active early within a learning phase (for instance shortly after an assignment is given and not shortly before the deadline). Firstly, this would foster a spacing effect, which is beneficial for learning [227], and secondly, it could increase the efficiency of exercise dialogues, as it could allow more students to benefit from the answers while working on their homework. Communication on the platform happened solely between teachers and students, never did students enter dialogues with their peers. Yet, such communication could reduce the teachers’ workload [172], and future developments of the software could aim to foster such dialogues.

### 6.3 Sustaining Exploratory Learning

In Section [4.5](#) the code editor Knoala and its use in enabling exploratory learning of formal languages is described. The evaluation presented in Section [4.5](#) showed that, while many students appreciated the editor’s functionalities and used it for studying, a large number of students struggled with the “syntax barrier” and used Knoala only rarely.

In Section [6.1](#) results of a laboratory study were reported, which indicated that the learning of unintuitive concepts could be fostered by implementing a simple scaffolding. This study and the implemented improvements are discussed in greater detail in the bachelor thesis of Galina Keil [130](#). This section further evaluates the data gathered in that laboratory study with respect to the successful use of the editor and patterns of exploratory learning.

**Successful use.** As mentioned before, students participating in the laboratory study, learned to understand and use the theoretical programming languages LOOP and WHILE with the help of Knoala. They were divided into a scaffold group (students who used Knoala with scaffolding), and a default group (students who used Knoala without scaffolding).

During the study, students were asked to perform correction tasks (in which they were provided with erroneous source code they should correct) and programming tasks (in which they should write programs realising a given specification). As seen in Figure 6.5, Students in the scaffold group completed the tasks significantly more often and in a significantly shorter time than students in the default group.

In Section [5.4](#) the notion of “programming competence levels” was introduced with

- **level 0** being the ability to provide code in the correct format,
- **level 1** being the ability to write syntactically correct code,
- and **level 2** being the ability to write semantically correct code.

The laboratory study required students to use a correctly configured code editor, hence all students reached level 0 by study design. Figure [6.6](#) shows that, in both groups, more students reached level 0 than level 1, and more students reached level 1 than level 2. This result was to be expected as higher levels entailed more complex tasks. However, it is striking that scaffolded students reached higher competence levels easier.
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Figure 6.5: Comparisons of behaviour in the scaffold and default group. Left: Task completion rates. Right: Mean times students spent editing exercise solutions.

Figure 6.6: Relative frequencies of reached competence levels (counting the highest reached level for each student and exercise) in the scaffold and default group.
**Flow and play.** Besides being more successful in writing correct programs, students in the scaffold group used Knoala differently than students in the default group. Firstly, scaffolded students ran their programs less often while solving exercises than non-scaffolded students (on average 4.5 times per exercise in the scaffold group, and 6.8 times in the default group). Furthermore, after having run syntactically correct code, students in the default group ran syntactically incorrect code more often: Syntactically incorrect code followed syntactically correct code in 32% of the cases in the default group, and only 14% of the times in the scaffold group. These differences may have been caused by the continuous display of syntax errors in the scaffold group. Students in the default group had to run their code to verify its syntactic correctness.

Arguably, the laborious process of having to run the source code and of finding syntax errors without further indications broke the workflow for students in the default group, which might explain the increased time these students needed to complete exercises.

To further investigate how the use of Knoala differed in both groups, all code samples executed during the study were categorized in the following way:

1. Two code samples which both are semantically correct belong to the same category.
2. Two code samples which are both semantically incorrect, yet syntactically correct belong to the same category if they compute the same result (which is incorrect for the task at hand).
3. Two code samples which are syntactically incorrect belong to the same category if they were caused by the same syntax error (such as a misplaced semicolon, as described before). Here, two syntax errors were identified to be identical if they produced the same error message disregarding line numbers and variable names.

Evaluating the occurrence frequencies of these categories revealed that “scaffolded” students ran “semantically incorrect” code belonging to categories which did not occur in the default group. Some of these “scaffold-only” categories contained code which obviously resulted from students trying out variations of the same program. One relatively large category, for instance, entails programs which compute the triple of the input while the exercise asked to compute the double. These categories were often reached after having executed semantically correct code: Some students in the scaffold group played with their source code after having solved an exercise. This behaviour was not observed in the default group.

The observation of “play” is further illustrated by Figure[6.7] which shows trajectories of categories the scaffolded students’ code passed while programming exercises were worked out. The three highlighted clusters encompass closely connected categories, one of which (highlighted in blue) contains only syntactically correct code. Students “passing” this cluster were able to consistently test and manipulate the semantics of their programs without destroying its syntactical correctness. Notably, this cluster was only entered after the exercise was solved correctly.

**Perspectives.** The implemented scaffolding improved Knoala. Yet it has to be noted, that the implemented improvements are not perfect: Among others, the displayed error messages are sometimes ambiguous, and sometimes point one line below the actual error. While further improvements could try to remedy these problems, it can be doubted whether such improvements would have an equally large effect on the students’ learning as the scaffolding implemented so far.

It would be interesting to detect “patterns of exploratory learning and play” outside the laboratory. In general, any educational software could be evaluated with regard to whether it allows or encourages such learning and how it enables the detection of such behaviours.
Figure 6.7: Trajectories of code categories in the scaffold group. Nodes signify code categories, with size indicating occurrence frequency. Red nodes represent code with syntax errors, yellow nodes represent code with semantic errors, and the green node represents semantically correct code. An edge from node C to node D signifies that at least once a student ran code in category D directly after running code in category C. Only categories which were visited more than twice are shown. Highlighted clusters represent densely connected subgraphs. Descriptions of the error categories can be found in Appendix B.
Note that the detection of playful behaviour was only possible because, besides logging all the code run by the students, the software also logged the exercise the students were working on when running the code. Only this allowed to analyze whether a syntactically correct code was semantically correct or to speculate whether a code was a result of “playing around” with a working solution. While in its current form, Knoala does not provide these capacities natively, it would be possible to integrate testing functionalities into the definition of the languages Knoala provides. LOOP-code documents, for instance, could encompass test cases (in a syntax yet to be defined) which the LOOP-code should satisfy, and the LOOP-interpreter could be extended to run the test cases and respond with sensible messages. Such an extension would ease future evaluations.

In the evaluation presented above, errors were detected automatically, leading to 11 distinct syntax errors, and 14 distinct semantic errors which occurred more than twice. One way to further help students in overcoming these errors could be to let teachers write specific help texts, which the software could then display if it detects the regarding errors. Yet, rather than requiring 25 different texts to address each error, teachers could focus on the most common errors or the ones that took the students the longest to resolve. Further, the clusters of errors shown in Figure 6.7 could help in deciding whether an error actually is an error, or rather a sign of a playful behaviour (which the software arguably should not interrupt).

6.4 Discussion

This section discusses the previously presented results by first considering general limitations, and then discussing the results concerning self-regulated and teaching efficiency.

**Limitations.** Most of the results presented above rely on data gathered in courses on theoretical computer science (four course venues) and courses on logic and discrete structures (two course venues). Arguably, this allows reporting relatively certain results concerning these courses: While parts of the teaching staff changed, the exercises and topics stayed largely the same. Yet, transferring the results to other courses might not be possible. For instance, theoretical computer science might be a field prone to cause a large number of systematic errors, or errors that can very well be eradicated using refutation texts. Similarly, students in LDM-2019 might have asked fewer questions regarding the course’s exercises because they were higher-achieving students, or simply less concerned with understanding the exercises. Furthermore, the evaluation does not consider which courses were heard by the students in parallel. As discussed before, certain properties can divert attention between concurrently attended courses. Also, using Backstage 2 / Projects was non-obligatory in all of the examined courses (while teachers encouraged its use), and obviously the results presented here can only reflect the behaviour of learners who chose to use the software.

The results regarding exploratory learning in Section 6.3 were based on a laboratory study. These results might be caused by a biased or undersized sample of participants, and might simply not be transferable to everyday teaching.

**Fostering self-regulated learning.** According to Zimmerman, self-regulated learners “personally activate, alter, and sustain their learning practices in specific contexts” [267, p. 307], and certain results presented in this report indeed indicate that Backstage 2 / Projects fostered self-regulated learning among students.

Students changed certain misconceptions based on descriptions of systematic errors provided on the platform, which required them to reflect on the conceptions they had and whether these could be true. This kind of meta-cognition is considered a part of self-regulated learning [190].
While these refutation texts seem to have enabled self-regulated learning in the sense of “self-reflection”, the results indicate that self-regulated learning in the sense of “self-motivation” was required to benefit from them: Students who were not active on the platform (besides in submitting homework) did not show conceptual change as often as their more active peers. These students were often not motivated to read the error descriptions regarding the homework they attempted or to ask questions if they found them incomprehensible.

As shown in Section 4.5, the “syntax barrier” was a challenge for many students who tried to use the online code editor Knoala. It has to be noted that the students were not required to use Knoala, so every attempt to use it can be regarded as self-regulated learning. In Section 6.3, it was shown that implementing scaffolding “lowered” the syntax barrier. It seems likely that these improvements could increase the self-regulated use of Knoala in future, as they also encouraged exploratory “playful” learning.

A problem arguably related to learner self-regulation are decreasing numbers of homework submissions throughout a course (described for instance in Section 4.3). To increase self-regulation in this regard (i.e. motivating students to submit homework) students were provided with personalized learning analytics reports in an analytics dashboard (in TCS-2018) and both in an analytics dashboard and through analytics reports via email (in LDM-2019). The evaluation revealed mixed results: While the intervention seems to have motivated the students in TCS-2018, such a result could not be reproduced in LDM-2019.

Further evaluations revealed that, in LDM-2019, a major reason for not submitting homework was a lack of incentives, or, more precisely, that other courses provided concrete incentives (bonus points for the examination), while LDM-2019 provided solely intangible incentives in the form of predictions. Arguably, this diverted the students’ motivation towards other courses, as an intangible prediction “you will probably be 1% better in the examination if you submit this assignment” is simply outperformed by a tangible bonus “you will get 1% on your final examination grade if you submit this assignment”. Interestingly, the combination of tangible and intangible incentives in TCS-2018 seemed to have motivated more students compared to the previous course venues in which only tangible incentives were offered.

Yet, certain forms of self-regulation increased between LDM-2018 and LDM-2019 without them being intentionally reinforced by the teachers or the software: Students replied more often on the feedback they received on their homework, and visited the platform more often. Possible causes may be the improvement of awareness functionalities between the courses (better notification emails and news-feeds, described in Section 4.1) as well as a changed mindset of the students regarding what the software should and can provide.

Increasing teaching efficiency. Embedding documents containing descriptions of systematic errors in the platform increased teaching effectiveness. Firstly, teachers reported that using these labels for giving feedback decreased their workload (see Section 4.2 and [104]). Secondly, students who were provided with error descriptions (and were active on the platform) avoided the presented errors. While it is unclear whether these students made fewer errors in total (they could have come up with new errors to make), the intervention arguably increased teaching effectiveness as it allowed teachers either to find new systematic errors (which they did not) or to focus on the new individual errors students made.

Improving teaching material (such as exercises) is a different way of increasing teaching effectiveness. Indeed, the improved exercises of LDM-2019, which addressed the feedback students gave in LDM-2018, received fewer questions than the same exercises in the previous venue, and consequently teachers spent less time answering questions.

Furthermore, in LDM-2019, students replied more often to the feedback they got on their homework, often asking questions regarding the feedback or their solutions. Allowing
(or even encouraging) such questions does not decrease the teachers’ workload. Yet it can nevertheless increase the teaching effectiveness as giving feedback the student does not understand (a problem especially prevalent for low-achieving students [178, 195]) is very inefficient, and by encouraging dialogue, feedback can become more comprehensible.

Arguably, Backstage 2 / Projects improved teaching effectiveness most by pointing out how teaching could be improved; for instance by displaying systematic errors and student questions on exercises.
This chapter develops perspectives for future research connected to the results presented in this report and to tertiary STEM education in general. First, a broad software-driven approach referred to as “agile learning format development” is defined. In Section 7.1, this approach is applied to the learning and teaching formats introduced in Chapter 4 with respect to the results presented in Chapter 6. Section 7.2 suggests further developments of learning and teaching formats using “prescriptive learning analytics”, in which software makes pedagogical decisions based on data gathered within a course.

**Agile learning format development.** The term “agile software development” was coined in 2001 in a document known (among software developers) as the “agile manifesto” [88]. The manifesto states desirable properties of the process of software development, which, in general, promote flexibility (for instance when changing plans) and communication (between developers, customers, managers, etc.). “Agile”, which is often confusingly used as a noun instead of an adjective, has since become a term commonly known among software developers, and providing “Agile coaching” has become a proper industry [74].

Testing is an important component of agile software development, which is reflected by approaches like “continuous integration” [87], “exploratory testing” [12], or “test-driven development” [119]. In these approaches, testing is often one step in an iterative process: It provides means to realize flexibility during development, it is not a tool to confirm software qualities after development.

Certain approaches presented in the education literature are strikingly similar to the general ideas of agile software development: The exploratory assessment theory [79] and the cognitive apprenticeship model [62] emphasize that learning has to be assessed during the learning process, instead of after a learning process in order to timely react to arising problems. The eXtreme apprenticeship model [249] (a name obviously referring to the agile software development method “Extreme Programming” [17]) comprises short feedback–work iterations, which is a common feature of agile software development processes. Face-to-face communication between customers and programmers is emphasized in the agile manifesto. Similarly, two-way feedback between students and teachers is emphasized in the literature [171, 172, 38].
While the “agile manifesto” explicitly argued to favor flexibility over sticking to fixed processes, the agile software development literature devotes much effort to specifying and evaluating fixed processes (like Scrum [223], Kanban [2], and Extreme Programming [17]). Similarly, much education literature is devoted to defining fixed learning processes in the form of learning and teaching formats [3, 36] (and this report’s chapter 4), or collaboration scripts [137, 65, 68]. Arguably, a major reason to advocate for flexibility in software development is the unpredictability of problems which will be encountered while programming. Similarly, it is difficult for teachers to foresee what exactly will pose problems to the learners while learning (and frequently, the causes of learning problems surprise teachers).

Obviously, software development is different from teaching. Courses are usually taught repeatedly in several venues, while the same software is usually not re-developed on a regular basis. Yet, the process of improving teaching can be compared to software development processes like continuous integration, where working software is steadily improved and repaired. The following (simplistic) algorithm is derived from the iterative processes found in the agile software development literature (for instance [223] or [17]), and aims to flexibly improve technology-driven learning and teaching formats:

1. Identify learning or teaching problems by collecting and evaluating learning analytics.
2. Devise an intervention and, at the same time, define how newly gathered learning analytics would reflect the success of the intervention.
3. Implement the intervention, collect data, and evaluate it with respect to the criteria devised in step 2. Include the intervention in the current teaching format if the intervention was successful, and discard it otherwise. Go to step 1.

In fact, the learning and teaching formats presented in Section 4 are in part a result of a similar process as they are focussed on observed problems (low homework completion rates, problems of students in using abstract formalisms, etc).

While this algorithm aims to improve learning and teaching formats (the iteration length being a whole course of 3 months) it can be applied on different scales: Within a lesson (for instance if students have problems which need timely solutions), within an educational institution such as a school or a faculty (for instance if motivating students in certain courses diverts attention from other courses), or even within governmental structures (for instance if there is a considerable impact of the socio-economic status on educational achievement as reported in [58]).

Educational software is the key component for such improvements because it allows collecting and evaluating learning analytics for a large number of students. Hattie writes “It was only when I discovered that feedback was most powerful when it is from the student to the teacher that I started to understand it better” [101, chap. 9]. Obviously, Hattie regards feedback given by students as a means to (flexibly) improve teaching. Similar to Hattie’s revelation, one could argue that learning analytics are most effective if provided to the teachers. “Agile learning format development” is a proposal for an approach to developing and adapting teaching formats by presenting teachers with automatically generated feedback.

### 7.1 Improving Learning and Teaching Formats

This section presents perspectives for improving the learning and teaching formats conducted with Backstage 2 / Projects by following the approach defined above: Reporting learning or teaching problems which have been observed, suggesting interventions and how intervention success could be measured. The focus hereby lies on further developments of
learning and teaching formats discussed in Section 4. Note that some problems reported in
the following are only supported by anecdotal evidence. In these cases, the focus lies on
developing appropriate measurements to concretely detect the problem.

Often, implementing the suggested interventions, as well as setting up the needed structures
for data collection, would require extending the software. Suggestions are made on how to
re-use as much of the existing infrastructures as possible.

The gap between synchronous and asynchronous learning. The Backstage 2 ecosystem
encompasses, besides the “project component” for asynchronous learning, a “course compo-
nent” for synchronous learning. This component provides a digital backchannel in form
of a collaborative annotation system and an audience response system to its users.
Two courses on logic and discrete mathematics (LDM-2018 and LDM-2019) were supported
with both synchronous services (for lecture slides, collaborative annotations, and lecture-
accompanying quizzes) and asynchronous services (analytics-based nudging and homework
delivery).

In general, we registered much more activity in the synchronous component than in the
asynchronous component. While the homework delivery rates lay in both courses between
4% and 5%, about 30% of the students joined the digital backchannel during lectures, and
lecture quizzes (multiple choice quizzes which were interleaved with the lecture slides)
were played by 70% of students who were online.

This observation obviously points to a problem, as all components of a course are considered
helpful by the teachers to successfully learn the subject.

There may be different causes for the observed “gap” in activity. Firstly, synchronous ac-
tivities require less self-regulation from the students than asynchronous activities. Playing
multiple-choice quizzes takes minutes, while working out exercise solutions can take (de-
pending on the exercise) hours or days. Also, playing a quiz consists in choosing an answer,
while homework usually consists in constructing a solution from a blank slate. Secondly,
students might be tempted to think that quiz questions are a better preparation for the exam-
ination than elaborate exercises. This argument is not easily refutable as, on the one hand,
examinations often contain multiple choice quizzes, and, on the other hand, homework
exercises often require solutions which could not possibly be constructed within the limited
time of an examination.

Arguably, a further investigation of possible causes would require surveys or interviews
with the students, yet a first intervention would aim to better integrate of the two learning
contexts. This could be achieved by allowing artefacts to be transferred between contexts. An
eexample of a transfer from a synchronous to an asynchronous context would be if a teacher
starts to solve an example problem in class, and all students are tasked to complete the
partial solution as homework. Discussions started in the synchronous class context could
carry over to the asynchronous homework context. This could reduce the hurdle to get
started, as the teacher could (flexibly) react to the first problems or objections expressed by
the students.

An example for a transfer from an asynchronous to a synchronous context could be realized
by flexibly scheduling discussions of specific topics to specific lessons. If for instance a
systematic error is very prevalent (or the teacher deems its discussion important), it could
be scheduled to be discussed on the next occasion. This could convey the importance of
learning outside the classroom: If the teacher mentions something in a lecture, it must be
important (and so must be asynchronous learning).

These new functionalities would require relatively few extensions of the Backstage 2 ecosys-
tem, as documents (the artefacts created in a learning context) are stored by a central service
every component can use. Hence, providing such functionalities would solely require to devise a suited user interface (which has nevertheless to be carefully devised). Yet, using the new functionalities efficiently would require effort from the teachers: For instance, teachers would have to be willing (and able) to devote a part of their lecture time to a topic which was scheduled by the software.

The metric for success of these interventions is obvious: A more balanced use of both synchronous and asynchronous services by the students (without the use being generally lower). The long term goal would be to encourage students to start their own synchronous and asynchronous contexts (for instance to organize learner groups or learning projects), and to let them regulate the transfer between their contexts.

**Fostering intrinsic motivation.** Obviously, examination results are a main motivator for students, and a number of observations reported in the previous chapters sustain this claim: Consider for instance motivations for homework delivery reported by the students which are discussed in Section 6.2 or the fact that a considerable number of students started to use the platforms functionalities only days before the examination (Section 4.5).

“Grade motivation” and its numerous detrimental effects on learning has been studied for decades (summarized for instance by Kohn in 138), with the main effects being a diminished interest in the learned subject, an increased preference for the easiest possible task, and a reduction of the students’ quality of thinking (manifested through behaviours like skimming books for “what they I need to know”) 138. Arguably, abolishing grades completely (as Kohn requests) is an endeavour outside the scope of this research. Yet, if not abolishing grades, educational software could help in shifting the focus away from grades towards the actual learning content. Interventions with this goal could try to foster playful exploratory learning as illustrated in Section 6.3 or point out concrete learning problems or learner achievements. The representation of commonly held misconceptions or common errors as discussed in Section 4.2 is certainly a step in this direction, and further interventions could emphasize this feature more (for instance through synchronous class discussions as mentioned above). An idea to reify student achievements within the Backstage 2 ecosystem is given in 156: Concrete achievements of a student are represented by tokens of various playful forms (for instance trees blossoming or withering depending on the completion of a task).

Arguably, nudging students with predictions of examination outcomes as discussed in Section 4.3 might have increased their grade motivation. A perspective for future work would be to assess whether this is indeed an effect of such nudging.

These interventions would be known to work if playful behaviour was observed (or such behaviour increased), or if the number of students only visiting the platform shortly before the examination decreased.

**Flexibly-flipped classrooms.** Many of the courses supported with learning teaching formats described in Section 4 encompassed lectures (in which a professor conveyed new content) and practical lessons (in which homework exercises were discussed). Certain tutors, including the author of this report, frequently had the impression that a substantial number of students visited the practical lessons simply to “copy the board” where exemplary solutions were presented, instead of actively engaging with the problems (not to mention presenting alternative solutions, or posing further questions). Obviously, teaching a group of students consisting mostly of “passive copiers” is unpleasant, and ineffective: Copying material is not learning, and therefore presenting anything solely for it to be copied is not teaching.

A flipped classroom could remedy such effects, as it requires student activity. Also, topics discussed in the practice lesson could be scheduled flexibly to the students’ needs, who
could be asked to prepare questions they have on the exercises they are currently attempting. Students could endorse questions (e.g. through an upvote mechanism), which could lead to the questions being discussed in more (possibly concurrently held) lecture sessions. Additionally, students could be provided with exemplary solutions of exercises they already submitted, and questions on these exemplary solutions could be similarly scheduled for discussion.

While the observation of passively solution-copying students is anecdotal, it fits the symptoms of grade motivation, which “tends to diminish students’ interest in whatever they are learning” [138]. Measuring this behaviour (probably requiring interviews or surveys) would be a first step, as it would allow to measure the effectiveness of further interventions.

**Exploring STEM’s formalisms.** Backstage 2 / Project’s code editor Knoala allows students to explore a number of text-based formal languages. Improvements in the way Knoala reports and displays syntax errors, evaluated in Section 6.3 were shown to lower the syntax barrier for two evaluated formal languages. An extension to Knoala (also proposed in Section 6.3) would be to use block representations of programs (famously introduced by the scratch project [158]) as it could further lower the syntax barrier; one cannot misplace a semicolon, if the blocks don’t allow such a placement.

More generally, one can ask which representation (for instance blocks or text) of a formal artefact entails which didactic merits or problems. Arguably, the choice of such a representation can be subtle. Consider for instance the two “proof-editors” presented in Figure 7.1. Both editors allow constructing proofs by natural deduction, and both represent proofs as trees. Yet, in the right one (which is integrated in Backstage 2), the depth of an expression reflects the number of steps needed to prove that expression. In the left one, the depth of an expression reflects the number of assumptions which have to be made to prove that expression. Both representations might have specific didactic merits, while being technically equivalent. Similar “concurrent” representations can be found throughout the STEM fields: Turing machines can represented by finite automata or by operation code, algorithms can be represented by flow-charts or by source code, molecules can be represented by structural or molecular formulas, etc. Indeed, it is part of each STEM profession to choose a representation suited for the current problem.

A considerable perspective regarding exploratory learning of formal languages would be to allow learners to switch seamlessly between such different representations, or to show several representations simultaneously and continuously reflect changes made to either of them.

A different kind of extension could allow students to interactively trace the steps an interpreter takes in executing or verifying an artefact. Debugger interfaces, which are commonly integrated in software development environments, enable such interactions for many programming languages. Such interfaces allow the user to stop the execution of a program at any point. The user can then examine the state of the runtime environment (e.g. which variables are bound to which values) and let the program run stepwise or let the interpreter continue the execution of the program. Undoubtedly, this is not only a powerful tool to find bugs in a program, but also to explore how a program is evaluated. Such an interface could be implemented for the execution of Turing machines, just like for the verification of formal proofs.

Collecting usage data of the new features would then give insight on whether more students are successful in using STEM’s formal languages, and whether more students are encouraged to explore the formalisms on their own initiatives.

---

1 This editor was implemented by Korbinian Staudacher for his bachelor thesis which is found in [234].
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Figure 7.1: Two proof editors for proofs by natural deduction. Both editors contain correct proofs of the general validity of the formula \((\neg A \Rightarrow \neg B) \Rightarrow (B \Rightarrow A)\). The left editor is available at https://proofs.openlogicproject.org/ (retrieved 29th of January 2020), and follows a syntax described in [157]. The right editor is integrated in Backstage 2 and is described in [235].

7.2 Towards Prescriptive Learning Analytics

Prescriptive Learning Analytics refers to educational software which makes didactic decisions based on learning analytics [259]. At the time of writing this report, such applications are rare, as learning analytics are mostly used for assessment or monitoring [11] (see Section 3.1 for a brief discussion of the literature).

Analytics-based nudging as introduced in Section 4.3 can be, to a certain degree, considered as “prescriptive” because the personal analytics sent to students include personalized “nudging paragraphs”. Obviously, with learning analytics available in a learning platform, more sophisticated “prescriptions” are possible, and this section tries to give perspectives on such applications.

Scripted peer teaching. In Section 4.4 a teaching format relying on peer teaching was introduced. The evaluation in a course on functional programming showed that a main problem of the format was a lack of participation from the students, who often did not provide the peer reviews they were tasked with. At the same time, the students who did participate the most, and who could have arguably sustained the format if there were no rarely participating students, were also the most proficient students. Proficiency was hereby assessed as the ability to write semantically correct source code.

In a follow-up study, a second instance of the course format was conducted in a course on logic and discrete mathematics (between LDM-2018 and LDM-2019). The course required the students to deliver homework using a number of mathematical formalisms which were supported by the platform. Such homework submissions were automatically assessed in a similar manner as in the course on functional programming.

Predictions on the students’ abilities to write semantically correct “code” were then computed using the predictor described in Section 5.4. These predictions were then used to intelligently pair students so that the most proficient student would review, and be reviewed by, the least proficient students. The exact mechanism for this pairing is described Robert Pospisil’s master thesis in [193].
This approach has similarities to the “calibrated peer review” process presented in \[194\]. Calibrated peer review requires students to perform tasks in a “calibration step” in which their ability to make correct peer-assessments is measured by comparing their assessments against teacher-given assessments. The peer teaching approach presented here simply uses the student’s proficiency \textit{in the taught subject} instead of “calibration tasks” to approximate their assessment capabilities. Yet, the further uses of these approximations differ: Calibrated peer review is centred at peer grading: Grades are calculated as a weighted averages of all peer-assessed grades with weights reflecting the assessment capabilities of the students. In the approach presented here, the focus lies on peer teaching and estimated assessment capabilities are used to maximize feedback efficiency, as arguably the least proficient students could benefit the most from the best feedback.

Sadly, and despite the elaborated Learning Analytics orchestration machinery in place, the experiment failed. The number of peer reviews given by the 38 participants was even lower than in the first study. Arguably, this was not entirely the fault of the altered pairing mechanism, as the peer-review participation was low from the start (before sensible assessments could be made). Besides from treating a different subject than the course in the first study, certain course arrangements were made differently for the follow-up study. For one, this course encompassed presence sessions every three weeks, which may have caused the students not to care too much about peer teaching, as problems could be discussed with a teacher face-to-face. Also, as only very few peer reviews were given, the tutors started (thankfully) to give feedback on the submissions after the peer review phase had ended. This is a sensible decision (students often needed the feedback), but this may have decreased the motivation for giving peer reviews even more: Why bothering with giving peer reviews if the teacher will provide feedback anyway?

\textbf{Spontaneous peer teaching.} Apart from using concrete assignments to realize peer teaching (which entails certain problems as seen above), one could try to sustain spontaneous peer teaching between students. As a starting point for such a communication a “help-button” was added to the assignment interface. This feature became available in the second half of the course LDM-2019. By pressing on a button labelled “Help me, I’m stuck!” a two-step dialogue was opened. In a first step, the students were provided with the current content of the assignment’s project (arranged in categories like “currently discussed”, or “current questions”). This step was introduced to avoid double questions, as a student having a specific problem might not be the first to have that problem. If the student was not satisfied with the content available, they could choose to send a help request. In this second step, the student was asked to specify their questions. The help request was then forwarded to the teachers of the course and two students of the course having the highest predicted examination outcome (estimated by an examination fitness predictor described in Section \ref{5.2}). Yet, in order to be able to send a help request, the student had to first provide an attempt of a solution, a restriction implemented to avoid the platform being flooded with requests simply asking for solutions instead of help.

Sadly, this feature was only rarely used and did (even more sadly) not work properly: Only two students (of about 500) send help requests, which were, due to a software error, not forwarded to their peers, but only to the course’s teachers.

Nevertheless, the data gained from this experiment allows certain insights. The two students who posted a help request each, were (arguably not coincidently) the two most proficient students in the course (as estimated by the examination fitness predictor). Notably, their questions were well formulated and precise. Furthermore, 12 other students reached step 1 of the two-step process and aborted there. In total, 17 help requests were aborted in that manner. This might be a sign that step one actually helped the students because they were satisfied with the content they were presented with, yet, in most of the cases there was
simply no additional content available apart from the exercise texts. More likely, students were discouraged when seeing that they had to provide a first attempt in order to get help. This explanation is underpinned by the observed timing of interactions. None of the students who only reached step one saved solution attempts before querying the system for help. Yet, they frequently queried the system for helpful content and abandoned their requests after a few minutes or hours. The two students who actually posted help requests did show a similar behaviour, frequently querying the system, and spend 42 and 51 minutes on the platform before finally formulating their questions.

It is important to mention that the two-step process, and the requirement of “having to make an attempt before asking for help”, were introduced to counter anticipated and not observed problems: Double help requests referring to the same problem, and a flood of help requests which simply asked for a solution. In retrospect, this was unfortunate, because the fact that these problems did indeed not occur does not allow the conclusion that the measures did reach their goals. Instead, the data suggests that the implemented measures discouraged the use of the system as a whole.

By referring to the approach developed at the beginning of this chapter, the more “agile” approach would have been to implement a less restrictive help mechanism, letting the students use it, monitor the system for problems, and implementing restrictions if necessary as a reaction to these problems (possibly deactivating the service completely if the system would have been flooded by nonsensical requests).

Nevertheless, perspectives for future developments can be drawn from this (failed) experiment. For instance, the system could provide a “Help me, I don’t know how to start” button if no solution attempt has been made for the assignment. As about half of the students who pressed the help-button did not submit any homework afterwards, not knowing how to start might be a major problem. Indeed, “inert knowledge”\cite{206} (i.e. the inability to apply knowledge to solve a problem), is a phenomenon common for STEM students\cite{204}.

**Adaptive content choices.** Learning analytics can be used to adaptively choose content for a student, and throughout this research, a number of concrete starting points for such adaptive components were suggested. Note that recommender systems are a common application of learning analytics\cite{41}, yet usually such applications try to suggest whole courses a learner could join, based on the courses a learner already completed. A different use of adaptive content choices would be to provide a learner with the material they would profit most from to reach a specific learning goal.

Such an approach is proposed in Section 5.3. Providing a student with descriptions of systematic errors they might most probably make. To efficiently use such a system, some kind of ontology would be necessary, modelling which errors occur in which kind of exercises, which topics were involved, etc. To this end, the notion of a project based learning platform, where sharing documents between projects seems cumbersome, might not be appropriate. A learning platform supporting such an ontology could realized as a semantic wiki\cite{220}: A wiki with an underlying knowledge structure which allows to draw connections between pages (in this case containing errors, exercises, learning material, and so on).

A perspective for an adaptive choice of content representation is given in Section 5.4. Choosing for instance a block or a text interface for coding exercises based on the likelihood of a student to struggle with the syntax of a formalism. A similar approach is commonly used in intelligent tutor systems, which choose exercises fitting the current estimated proficiency level of a learner\cite{41}.
In this report, the social learning platform Backstage 2 / Projects and its components were introduced. The platform uses projects (defined as collections of users, documents and assignments) as basic building blocks to define learning and teaching formats. These learning and teaching formats are devised to tackle concrete problems observed in tertiary mass STEM education: Easing the time-consuming work of revising student homework (Section 4.2), nudging students with learning analytics to deliver (more) homework (Section 4.3), using peer teaching to reduce the teachers’ workload (Section 4.4), and supporting the learning of STEM’s formalisms with automated feedback (Section 4.5).

The software is able to automatically compute learning analytics, which predict skipping and absenteeism (Section 5.1), examination performances (Section 5.2), systematic errors and misconceptions (Section 5.3), and programming competence (Section 5.4). The predictors are designed to be intelligible (it is clear how the data reflects the students’ learning), actionable (the predictions reflect changes in behaviour) and accurate. As a main data source, the predictors use teacher-labelled or automatically labelled homework submissions. Collecting labels given by teachers on homework submissions was integrated into teaching in a process similar to grading, and teachers reported a decreased workload when using labels referring to systematic errors.

The learning and teaching formats were evaluated in several case studies focussing on the students perceptions of the software (reported in Section 4) and on the formats’ successes in improving learning (reported in Section 5). The students’ attitudes were generally positive, with the software’s compile and edit functions for formalisms and formal languages being among the best-liked features. Presenting students with predictive learning analytics, predicting examination performances and risks of skipping homework, attracted mixed attitudes. Conceptual change could be fostered by prompting students with descriptions of systematic errors which were collaboratively collected by the teachers of a previous course venue. Behavioural change in the form of motivating students to deliver (more) homework could not consistently be induced: Significant changes in homework delivery rates could be measured between courses on theoretical computer science, but not on logic and discrete mathematics.
Students used, and benefited from, the software’s edit and compile functionalities which supported several of the taught formalisms and formal languages. Yet, the majority of students who used these functionalities used them only rarely. Characteristics of the successful use of these functionalities were identified, and are reported in Section 4.5. Problems in mastering the syntax of a taught formalism (the so-called “syntax barrier”) were identified to be a major hurdle for the students. Further evaluations (reported in Section 6.3) showed that improving the error messaging of the software’s editor could both improve learning of a formal language and foster exploratory learning.

Perspectives for future research were developed, focussing on both the development of learning and teaching formats in tertiary STEM education (Section 7.1) and further developments in the use of learning analytics (Section 7.2). To improve learning and teaching formats, a scheme referred to as “agile learning format development” was devised. Perspectives on the use of learning analytics in tertiary STEM education encompassed “prescriptive” uses of learning analytics which could realised by extending (if not completely relying on) the existing software.
A: Table of Evaluated Courses

The following list describes all courses which were evaluated during this research and are referenced throughout this report.

Notation of course periods. “winter” and “summer” stand for winter semester starting in April and ending in August, and winter semesters starting in October and ending in February.

Courses on Functional Programming

These course venues introduced bachelor degree students to programming using the functional programming language Haskell. Topics included, among others: Datatypes, functions and recursion, evaluation, termination properties of programs, and monads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shorthand</th>
<th>FP-2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>Summer 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of students</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation purpose</td>
<td>Reference data for FP-2017-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software use</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching staff</td>
<td>One professor and 10 tutors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shorthand</th>
<th>FP-2017-p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>Winter 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of students</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation purpose</td>
<td>Measuring efficacy of peer teaching with minimal teacher intervention for learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software use</td>
<td>Homework delivery and peer teaching as described in Section 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching staff</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courses on Theoretical Computer Science

These course venues introduced bachelor degree students to theoretical computer science. Topics included among others: The Chomsky-Hierarchy, finite automata, pushdown automata, Turing-Machines, and complexity classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shorthand</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Evaluation Purpose</th>
<th>Software Use</th>
<th>Teaching Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCS-2015</td>
<td>Summer 2015</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>Initial identification of systematic errors</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>One professor and four tutors (including the author)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS-2016</td>
<td>Summer 2016</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>Reference data for TCS-2018, validating occurrence rates of systematic errors</td>
<td>Projects were used to provide additional material.</td>
<td>One professor and three tutors (including the author)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS-2017</td>
<td>Summer 2017</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>Reference data for TCS-2018, validating occurrence rates of systematic errors</td>
<td>Projects were used to organize homework and to provide additional material.</td>
<td>One professor and 5 tutors (including the author)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS-2018</td>
<td>Summer 2018</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>Measuring the influence of analytics-based nudging on retention and of providing systematic error descriptions on learning.</td>
<td>Teacher collaboration on written feedback as described in Section 4.2 and analytics-based nudging as described in Section 4.3</td>
<td>One professor and 5 tutors (including the author)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courses on Logic and Discrete Mathematics

These course venues introduced bachelor degree students to formal logic and discrete mathematics. Topics in formal logic included among others: Propositional logic, first order predicate logic, proofs by natural deduction, and proofs by resolution. Topics in discrete mathematics included among others: Proofs by induction, combinatorics, and modular arithmetic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shorthand</th>
<th>LDM-2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>Summer 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of students</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation purpose</td>
<td>Reference data for LDM-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software use</td>
<td>Projects were used to organize homework and to provide additional material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching staff</td>
<td>One professor and 5 tutors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shorthand</th>
<th>LDM-2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>Summer 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of students</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation purpose</td>
<td>Measuring the influence of analytics-based nudging on retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software use</td>
<td>Teacher collaboration on written feedback as described in Section 4.2 and analytics-based nudging as described in Section 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching staff</td>
<td>one professor and 6 tutors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### B: Error Categories of LOOP and WHILE Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected ; or END, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>semantically correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>no semantics needed (correction task).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected variable like xn, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected ; or end of input, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected LOOP, WHILE or variable like xn, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>incorrect constant declaration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>incorrect assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 76 got 1219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected DO got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>program get trapped in an infinite loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected LOOP or variable like xn, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 26, got 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 76, got 24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 76 got 54.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected :=, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 26, got 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 76 got 0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 26 got 169.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 26 got 14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected LOOP, WHILE, end of input, or variable like xn, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>expected LOOP, end of input, or variable like xn, got something else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 76, got 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>expected 26, got 28.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C: Surveys

This section lists the questionnaires used for this research.

Demographic Data

This survey was always included.

question: Which is your gender?
response type: male | female | divers | no response

question: How old are you?
response type: Number

question: Name your field(s) of study
response type: Text

question: Name your highest educational degree
response type: Text

question: Which semester are you in? (Referring to your current course of study)
response type: Number

Peer Teaching and Attitudes Towards Peer Teaching

This was administered after FP-2017-p. Results are reported in Section 4.4

Time management

question: In the course, I spent time on solving assignments
response type: Not at all | less than 2 hours per week | 2-5 hours per week | 5 hours - 1 day per week | 1 day - 2 days per week | more than 2 days per week

question: In the course, I spent time on giving peer review
response type: Not at all | less than 2 hours per week | 2-5 hours per week | 5 hours - 1 day per week | 1 day - 2 days per week | more than 2 days per week

question: In the course, I spent time on reviewing course material
response type: Not at all | less than 2 hours per week | 2-5 hours per week | 5 hours - 1 day per week | 1 day - 2 days per week | more than 2 days per week

question: In the course, I spent time on discussing questions with peers or posting questions
response type: Not at all | less than 2 hours per week | 2-5 hours per week | 5 hours - 1 day per week | 1 day - 2 days per week | more than 2 days per week
General questions.

**question:** Do you have any additional comments regarding the course or the exercises?
**response type:** Text

**question:** I finished the course (I reached topic 10-Monad)
**response type:** Yes | No

**question:** Why did you not finish the course?
**response type:** Text
**remark:** Only asked if the respondent did indicate not to have finished the course.

Material and software.

**question:** The course material (apart from the exercises) provided on Backstage was helpful for my examination preparation
**response type:** 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

**question:** Compiling and running code documents provided by others on Backstage was easy.
**response type:** 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

**question:** Compiling and running my own code documents on Backstage was easy.
**response type:** 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

**question:** For my learning, using the provided unit tests (typically in Test.hs) was helpful
**response type:** 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

**question:** For my learning, using the online compiler was helpful
**response type:** 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

Peer teaching.

**question:** What are for you the best aspects of peer review as conducted in this course?
**response type:** Text

**question:** What are for you notable negative aspects of peer review as conducted in this course?
**response type:** Text

**question:** What are for you notable differences of peer reviews you received and reviews given by tutors in other courses? (If any)
**response type:** Text

**question:** Reviewing submissions of others was helpful for my learning.
**response type:** never | sometimes | most of the time | always

**question:** Reviewing submissions of others gave me new ideas about possible approaches.
**response type:** never | sometimes | most of the time | always
question: Reviewing submissions of others allowed me to compare my standard of work.
response type: never | sometimes | most of the time | always

question: Reviewing submissions of others was helpful for my learning.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Reviewing submissions of others gave me new ideas about possible approaches.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Reviewing submissions of others allowed me to compare my standard of work.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The reviews I received from others were helpful for my learning.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The reviews I received from others identified problems in my submission correctly.
response type: never | sometimes | most of the time | always

question: The reviews I received from others identified correct solutions correctly.
response type: never | sometimes | most of the time | always

question: The reviews I received from others varied in quality.
response type: never | sometimes | most of the time | always

question: The feedback I provided in peer reviews was helpful.
response type: never | sometimes | most of the time | always

question: Do you have any additional comments or ideas on how to improve the peer review process?
response type: Text

Attitudes Towards Analytics-based Nudging

This survey was administered after TCS-2018, and additional questions were administered after LDM-2019. The results of this survey are reported in Section 4.3 and in Section 6.2.

Analytics and Predictions.

question: Have you seen your personal examination fitness prediction on Backstage? It might have looked something like this: image of personal analytics interface
response type: Yes | No

question: Have you seen your personal skipping prediction on Backstage? It might have looked something like this: image of personal analytics interface
response type: Yes | No
question: The examination fitness prediction motivated me to learn more
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The examination fitness prediction was interesting for me
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The examination fitness prediction discouraged me
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The examination fitness prediction was helpful
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The examination fitness prediction motivated me to hand in the next assignments
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The skipping prediction motivated me to learn more
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The skipping prediction was interesting for me
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The skipping prediction discouraged me
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The skipping prediction was helpful
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: The skipping prediction motivated me to hand in the next assignments
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

Additional questions for LDM-2019.

question: For how many weeks (approximately) did you hand in assignments via Backstage?
response type: Number

question: If you skipped homework, why?
response type: Text

question: I received analytics reports via e-mail.
response type: Yes | No

question: The analytics reports motivated me to learn more.
response type: Yes | No

question: The analytics reports discouraged me.
response type: Yes | No

question: The analytics reports motivated me to hand in the next assignments.
response type: Yes | No
question: Do you have any remarks regarding the analytics reports?  
response type: Text

Attitudes Towards Labels

This survey was administered after TCS-2018. Results are reported in Section 4.2.

Student attitudes.

question: At least once, I read label documents before handing in my assignments.  
response type: Yes | No

question: I have seen and read label documents in the course content, or received one as feedback attached to my homework.  
response type: Yes | No

question: Knowing the labels for the current exercises was helpful for me.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: In a future course, if I made a mistake in an exercise, knowing whether (and how many) others made the same mistake would be interesting to me.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: For my learning, reading a label document attached to my homework as feedback was helpful.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Compared to a personal comment, an error description is ...  
response type: ... less helpful | ... equally helpful | ... more helpful

question: Do you have further suggestions for the use of labels?  
response type: Text

Teacher attitudes.

question: While giving feedback to students, the labels were easy to use.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: While giving feedback to students, the labels were helpful.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: While giving feedback to students, the labels were hindering.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: While giving feedback to students, the labels reduced workload.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: When giving feedback to students in future courses, I would like to use a software that supports labels.  
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”
question: When giving feedback to students in future courses, I would like to share my labels with other tutors.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: When giving feedback to students in future courses, I would like to know how many students received which labels.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Do you have further suggestions for the use of labels?
response type: Text

Attitudes Towards Knoala

This survey was administered after TCS-2019. Results are reported in Section 4.5.

question: Backstage supports several programming languages and simulators. (For example a Turing machine simulator). I have used a language or simulator on Backstage at least once.
response type: Yes | No

question: For my learning, using the online compiler was helpful.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Creating and running my own code examples was easy.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: Running code examples provided on Backstage was.
response type: 6 Point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “absolutely”

question: I used the following languages or simulators
response type: Select an arbitrary number of LOOP / WHILE, TuringMachine, GOTO, Pushdown Automaton, Haskell, μ-recursion, CNF Solver (Klauselnormalform editor), Others.
D: Own Publications

General information. Throughout the thesis, all direct citations are declared as such. This thesis does not contain direct citations of the author’s publications.

Figures taken directly or adapted from other publications (including the author’s) are declared as such in the figures’ captions.
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    Extends work presented in [103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108].
  - Section 4.2: Teacher Collaboration on Written Feedback, page 28
    * paragraph Preliminary results: Labelling validity, page 29
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [103].
    * paragraph Case study results: Attitudes., page 30
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [104].
  - Section 4.3: Analytics-based Nudging, page 32
    * paragraph Results: Attitudes towards predictive analytics, page 35
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [106].
  - Section 4.4: Peer Teaching, page 38
    * paragraph Results: Participation and student competence, page 39
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [108].
    * paragraph Results: Attitudes, page 41
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [108].
  - Section 4.5: Exploratory Learning of Formal Languages, page 43
    * paragraph Evaluated data, page 45
      Reports about the dataset presented in [105].
* paragraph **Results: Patterns of use**, page 46
  Summarizes parts of the results presented in [105].

* paragraph **Results: Attitudes**, page 46
  Summarizes parts of the results presented in [105].

• Chapter 5: Predictive Learning Analytics, page 49
  – Section 5.1: **Predicting Skipping and Absenteeism**, page 51.
    Extends upon the work presented in [103].
  – Section 5.2: **Predicting Examination Performance**, page 54
    Extends upon the work presented in [103].
  – Section 5.3: **Predicting Systematic Errors and Misconceptions**, page 57
    Extends upon the work presented in [103].
  – Section 5.4: **Predicting Levels of Programming Competence**, page 62
    Summarizes research conducted with Robert Pospisil, his Master’s thesis can be found in [193].

• Chapter 6: Fostering Self-Regulation and Exploratory Learning, page 67
  – Section 6.1: Fostering Conceptual Change, page 67
    * paragraph **Collaboratively-generated refutation texts**, page 68
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [104].
    * paragraph **Scaffolding**, page 69
      Summarizes research conducted with Galina Keil, her Bachelor’s thesis can be found in [130].
  – Section 6.2: Fostering Behavioural Change, page 71
    * paragraph **The influence of nudging**, page 72
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [106].
  – Section 6.3: Sustaining Exploratory Learning, page 74
    * paragraph **Successful use**, page 74
      Summarizes parts of the results presented in [105].
    * paragraph **Flow and play**, page 76
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